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Have you noticed all your smoking flights have been cancelled? 

For a great smoke, just wing it. 

Finolly o welcome sign tar people who smoke. 

Call 1-800 494-5444 for more information. 

© Philip Murrifi. Ine.l99't 

15 mg "tarr 1,1 mg nicotine av per cigarette by FTC method 

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking 
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease, 
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy. 
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H6 laughs best that laughs last, so we're right: now enjoying a good solid thigh-slapper—hav¬ 

ing landed on our feet despite great odds. Nor to mention the gleeful suspicion and hopeful 

speculation on the part of our former nemeses that we had, in fact, already breathed our last. 

Rumor had it that the larder was empty, the magazine clip bereft of bullets. In one camp, the sound 

of champagne corks popping and noisemakers blowing filled the normally calm streets; in other dis¬ 

tricts, a kind of mournful chaos erupted, Not unlike New York/Vancouver after the Stanley Cup Finals. 

Fact is, nothing could 

give us greater pleasure. 

Still, we should probably 

get this oft our chests. We 

have made arrangements 

through our contacts (phone 

095-231-0049, country code 

1804} to purchase a Soviet- 

made tank, Don’t get us 

wrong. We are not, like cer¬ 

tain rogue entities, snubbing 

our sore noses at the world 

community. Nor are we be¬ 

ing carelessly provocative. 

We wish no one personal 

harm; indeed, we are only in¬ 

terested in self-defense. 

We just can t shake that 

creepy feeling of former col¬ 

leagues shoveling dirt on 

what appeared to be our corpse. 

What was it that Abe Rosenthal 

cold the Post? Oh, yes: Tm not 

weeping. SPY never had any quali¬ 

fy but was basically for sadistic pur¬ 

poses.,,." Rosenthal's wife, the bosomy dirty-book writer 

Shirley Lord* added: Tm always happy 

to see something 1 consider a piece of 

trash go. And self-righteous, grizzled 

gossipcusc Liz Smith called us cruel 

and inaccurate,” 

You'd almost think those people 

had something against us. 

Even worse were those who we 

thought were our friends. They’re the 

4 

ones (and they know who they are) who heretofore licked our 

hand, took our money, flattered us* regaled us with tales of 

our genius, sat at our table, and drank our wine; yes, those are 

the people who then turned around, left us for dead, and 

laughed while they drafted our obituary. 

It's as if we gave them language, to paraphrase Caliban, so 

they might swear at us. 

But wc understand that journalism—like politics— 

breeds strange bedfellows. As political bedfellow and aspiring 

sitcom writer Janice Berman, wife of Congressman Howard L. 
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Berman (D. Calif.)* said of life in 

our nation's capital,. “Things hap¬ 

pen here that are kind of crazy. But 

they’re not stupid crazy, they're just 

ironic crazy," 

We know the feeling, al¬ 

though sometimes we have trouble 

telling the difference. 

During our hiatus-—to use a 

television term—so much has hap¬ 

pened that our heads are swimming try¬ 

ing to make sense of it, “If I choose to 

run, I have no doubt that I’ll win,” de¬ 

clared golf- e n dh us ias t-t u rned - bes t-sel 1- 

ing-author Dan Quayle, But was he 

being stupid crazy or just ironic crazy? 

Disoriented as we are, how can we 

respond to those who mocked us in our 

desperate hours? Well, we can do what 

most Americans would, which is to say, 

sue. When Dr, Carl Sagan discovered 

that the nerdlings over at Apple 

Computers had named one of their newr 

test models after him, he was less than 

flattered, and had his lawyers draft a let¬ 

ter complaining about the unauthorized 

use ot his name. As a result, Apple 

agreed to change the computer's code 

name to BHA. 

This was okay for a while, until 

Sagan learned that BHA allegedly stood 

for Butt-Head 

Astronomer. 

Claiming that he 

had been subjected 

to "hatred, con¬ 

tempt, ridicule, 

arid obloquy,’ 

Sagan filed suit. 

Or we could 

take the other all- 

American ap¬ 

proach to dealing 

with hatred, con¬ 

tempt, etc. When 

bond salesman 

John Klicbert was fired from the nearly 

bankrupt, scandal-engulfed Kidder 

Peabody, he allegedly confronted his for¬ 

mer boss outside the building and told 

him that he “would look good with a red 

splotch in the chest area.” 

Klieberfs lawyer pooh-poohed any 
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notion of malice in 

this statement: “Mr. Kliebert 

has a very unusual sense of humor, ” 

Mr. Kliebert also had two rifles and a 

crossbow in his house, police alleged. 

But where does that leave us? 

Dangerously undefended, we felt. 

Imagine our surprise when we learned 

that we can no longer stroll into a 

neighborhood bodega and purchase a 

TEC-9 or AK-47. 

"Things happen here that are 

kind of Crazy, but they're 

not stupid crazy, they're just 

ironic crazy." We know the 

feeling, though we have trou¬ 

ble telling the difference. 

With this in mind, we put in a call 

to The State Corporation on Export and 

Import of Arms and Military Equipment 

(18-1 Ovchinnikovskaya Emb, 113324, 

Moscow) to talk with Victor Samoilov, 

Director General of the State Company 

ROSVOORUZHENIE, In defense of 

his profession, Mr. Samoilov has stated, 

“Let us cast aside emotions and epithets. 

As a professional 1 operate on the basis 

of well-defined notions. Therefore I pre¬ 

fer to speak about military and technical 

cooperation with foreign countries* 

rather than arms trade. 

We settled on a Nona-SVK, described 

to us as an extremely versatile and 

flexible tank. “For example, when hitting 

an armored target by direct fire, the gun 

is transformed into a mortar in a matter 

of seconds. The firepower of subunits 

equipped with the 2S23 self-propelled 

gun is 1.7 times higher than rhe fire¬ 

power of the same subunits equipped 

with the 2S12 towed mortars.” 

It's Like when we bought our 

PowerBook 180c, We have no idea what 

it all means, but we’re convinced that we 

can’t live without it. 

The price we cannot reveal—terms 

of the deal—but we are the first to ad¬ 

mit that we got a bargain. Not that 

we’re taking advantage of a once great 

nation’s bankruptcy, jackal-like in our 

rapacity over the foreclosure. Not at all. 

Just look at what we’ve given them in 

return, 

For example* at a recent exhibition 

of socialist realism in St. Peters¬ 

burg, museum visitors were invited to 

write their thoughts on the glorious 

Soviet art form. In addition to the usu¬ 

al—“Russia will resurrect itself as a 

great power, independent from the 

Judean-profiteering Wild West "—were 

more levelheaded comments: 

Tong live Depeche Mode!” wrote 

one wag. ‘Long live reforms!' scribbled 

another, “More Snickers!” 

Meanwhile, not far away, in the for¬ 

mer Yugoslavian town of Sarajevo, a 10- 

year-old boy expressed similar 

pro-American-product sentiments. “1 

like Schwarzenegger, but I hate the 

Serbs.” Certainly stupid and ironic, but 

not crazy. 

What we're saying is, when they are 

not whining about their own little prob¬ 

lems* the whole world seems to love us 

(with the exception of a disgruntled few), 

so why shouldn't we tty to give some¬ 

thing back in the form of business op¬ 

portunities for arms merchants? That is 

to say* a magazine. 

Not to stretch a metaphor, but, in 

certain cases, near-bankruptcy does have 

its charm. It allows for an influx of fresh 

ideas, a time for, well, reloading. (There* 

we stretched it anyway.) 

So where does that leave us? Humb¬ 

led, refreshed, repentant* incorrigible— 

and still armed and dangerous. Jt 
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From the SPY 
Mailroom 

Reports of our death were. > .wdi, 
let’s say partially exaggerated. When 

the word got out that we might not 

pull through, we received thou¬ 

sands—I iterally thousands—of let¬ 

ters ail sharing the same sentiment, 

rendered in its purest form by Pat 

Loiko of Cambridge, MA: '"Too bad 

you folded. Wheres my refund? " 

There were variations on that 

theme. Some people wanted larger 

refunds than others. R.D. Hamilton 

of Campbell River, B.C., wrote, "You 

owe me a refund of $30 US, which is 

more or less a million Canadian dol¬ 

lars/’ Certain readers suggested 

obliquely that there was something 

sinister in the fact that we failed to 

answer our phone. The truth is— 

wouldn't you know it—some gag- 

loving little scamp stuffed tissue 

paper in between the hammer and 

the bell, and we never heard the darn 

thing ringing! So fear not, Sara and 

Karl DeBoer-Swedberg of Seattle, we 

have nor "breached our agreement’1 

at alL The DeBoer-Swedbergs went 

out of their way to facilitate our 

sending them a refund by advising, 

"You may look for our subscription 

in your records under DeBoer- 

Swidkrg, DeBoer, or Swedbergd But 

the problem was, we couldn’t even 

get che filing cabinets open to look. 

You guessed it—chewing gum in 

the locks! 

Now, however, we're all cleaned 

up and moved into spacious new of¬ 

fices. Disgruntled subscribers, fear 

not. Well be keeping your money 

and stuffing your mailboxes with 

thick, juicy magazines. So instead of 

heartbreaking letters complaining of 

cut-off subscriptions, wTe look for¬ 

ward to a type of mail we're more fa¬ 

miliar with, "After reading my first 

Bill Me It was with mixed emotions that I heard 

the rumors, a few months back, that SPY 

was going out of business. Over the last sev¬ 

eral years, I'd been wondering if the down¬ 

ward spiral of SPY's quality was endless, or 

if there was a bottom from which SPY could 

rebound to its former glorious heights. The 

news that SPY was going ro disappear si¬ 

multaneously brought an incredible sadness 

and sense of relief 

Now I hear rhar you'll be restarting pub¬ 

lication with new funding and a newly ad¬ 

justed attitude. As a longtime reader (and 

frequent letter-writer), I'd like to share a few 

of my thoughts with you. When I first dis¬ 

covered SPY, given to me as a birthday pre¬ 

sent, 1 found a magazine that literally forced 

me to laugh out loud. I wrould burst into 

uncontrolled laughter on buses, in airport 

terminals, sitting in my living room, and 

sitting in a bathroom stall at work. {The 

last, obviously, was occasionally in need of a 

good excuse.) 

Over the next few years, however, the joy 

of reading SPY began to wane. What start¬ 

ed as a tongue-in-cheek poke at the world 

slowly seemed to mutate into something 

just plain mean. The targets that SPY lev¬ 

eled its sights on became easier and easier ro 

lampoon, the parody and irony become thin, 

and just.. .well, mean. 

I could cite many examples. One that 

stands out for me is the decline of the letters 

section. What started out as a lengthy give- 

and-take between the readers and the edi¬ 

tors devolved into a catty series of 

detail-filled rebuttals and counter-rebuttals. 

As the articles got more serious and prob¬ 

ing, the objects of chose an ides wrote (and 

SPY published) letters in che same vein. It 

turned into one giant yawnfest. 

Where is Taso Lagos? Where's our five-’ 

year update on his progress? Where are che 

contradictory and contrasting letters from 

readers around the world, each seeming to 

make a mockery of the other? Where are the 

inevitable poetry submissions? Where are 

the running gags that develop organically 

over a year's worth of issues? Where is the 

chart of Elvis current weight on each of the 

planets? 

As the years passed by I found myself 

flinching more and laughing less. It seemed 

as if all the joy of writing and publishing 

SPY had dissipated, and all that was left was 

a growing displeasure with the world, in¬ 

cluding SPYs readership. The sense of in¬ 

vention was gone, replaced by a sense of 

desperation to maintain a position of hipness. 

Bpr what was so truly hip about SPY in 

the first place was its lack of concern about 

its hipness. SPY published what it thought 

interesting and funny, and with a sense of 

doing so for its readers. As the quality 

waned, it did so exactly because SPY lost the 

sense of actually pleasing its readers. SPY, 

essentially, ace up its own publicity. 

I wish you the very best of luck in re¬ 

defining the sense of humor that made SPY 

one of the funniest and most pleasurable 

magazines of my lifetime,! still treasure my 

collection, and often read an old issue cover- 

to-cover, just to remind myself of what the 

magazine world can produce, if even for an 

instant. As for your mission in the nineties? 

I can’t really say. I’d be happy to see you re¬ 

peat your success of the first few years—I 

don't think the style anti sensibility you had 

then is played out. You can be sharp without 

being hateful; you can be incisive without 

picking on trivial targets. It's not easy, but 1 

hope you'll try. Again, best of luck. 

Eli Mtssittger 

Oakland\ California 

Thank you for your insightful letter and kind 

whb$$r Some of your questions, at least, deserve 

resumes. The poetry submissions are in "Prom the 

SPY Matlroom,” and m neither know nor care 

where Taso Lagos is* 

Click Slid 
Well, I've got to hand it to you peo¬ 

ple—your February California issue 

was over the top. I didn't think you could 

have better covers than Lady Clinton in 

S&M leather or Ms. Hannah as Jackie, but 

Nicole Eggert as the "bloodied but urn 
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letters to Spy 

issue/' writes Andrew Nagrant of 

Farmington Hills, MI, l'I would like 

you to cancel my subscription imme¬ 

diately." No problem, Andrew, Is 

that filed under DeBoer or Swedherg? 

The advantage of missing three 

and a half months of publication is 

that we don't need to invent an ex¬ 

cuse for not running Philip JN 

Frankenfeld's 39 Tonya Harding ana¬ 

grams. (38* really, since our judges 

ruled out "Try again? Nod. HP on 

technical grounds,) The disadvantage 

is that many readers seem to have 

forgotten our longstanding injunc¬ 

tion against poetry. Frankenfeld in¬ 

cluded with his anagtarns a short 

poem about* what else, Tonya 

Harding: “If the movie for 

TV/They'll soon be selling/Deliver 

us* God/From Tori Spelling/' 

Fortunately* Phil, your prayer 

worked. But couldn't you have found 

a rhyme for Heather Lagenkamp? 

Meanwhile, Rick Mason of St, Louis 

sent us poetry about how he cant get 

anybody to print his poetry. Tour 

rejection/of my every word/ tastes 

swetc/not birrer/An affirmation/that 

your idea of form and style/is like 

that of a snot-nosed child,' What can 

we say to such moving verse except, 

Thank you for your recent submission. 

While it is interesting, it is not quite 

right for SPY. 

The reason we don't accept poet¬ 

ry—that is* the less obvious reason^- 

is that we do not wish to be 

distracted from our primary objective 

of crafting the nation s finest and 

funniest observations. Which makes 

it all the more disappointing when 

you, our readers* reward our efforts 

by grousing* There are jokes in this 

magazine that 1 just don't get. Two 

readers—And tut Frost of Colorado 

Springs and Leslie Clark of San 

Diego—write to quiz us regarding 

our description (Party Poop, 

February) of “Supermodel Anna 

Nicole Smith with her impression of 

a Botero." 

bowed’ California girl ranks as my all-time 

favorite cover! Everything about her was 

perfect: her sunglasses, smile, faux cuts and 

bruises decorating a 10 body—-but the 

crowning touch was the Clock tucked into 

her bikini! A dangerous plaything, indeed! 

How positively Nktzschean! You all are go¬ 

ing to have a very cough rime with the mail 

on this one, though—1 predict at least 100 

subscriptions cancelled. Keep up the good 

work! 

Blair Ewing 

EllfCOtt City, Maryland 

To recap, Mr Ewing’s three favorite SPY covers 

hate been a half-naked Hillary Clinton, a half- 

naked Daryl Hannahf and a half-naked Nicole 

Eggert, A nd he enjoyed the Egbert cover because it 

was so “positively Nietzscbetm," 

mi Gi leaner 
As if people with AIDS don’t have 

enough problems, you've now put an 

unwarranted spin on one of their last 

hopes—viatical settlements. 

Re your February story [“Financial 

Aids" by Eric Zicklin], perhaps you should 

have gotten a POV from one of the many 

terminally ill* suffering AIDS patients who 

has been grateful for viatical settlement 

companies. 
Unfortunately, the AIDS pandemic has 

paved the way for a variety of services that 

at one time might have seemed abom¬ 
inable to the average joe. The realities of 

the disease are such that there is a need for 

what SPY deems “death futures" and 

sometimes, my clients' lives are actually 

prolonged when stress due to financial 

worries is eliminated. 

While 1 understand the controversy that 

surrounds the business of buying life insur¬ 

ance policies* the essence of the matter is 

that viatical settlement companies offer ill 

and suffering people a last effort to finish 

their lives with some semblance of comfort 

and dignity. 

Open any newspaper for a hard-luck 

Story about an AIDS patient living on 

federal assistance, homeless* or with fi¬ 

nances depleted by never-ending medical 

bilk. 

Businesses succeed when they fulfill a 

need. Obviously, viatical settlement com¬ 

panies fill a critical need for AIDS patients 

and others with terminal illness by en¬ 

abling them to access from their life insur¬ 

ance to support the life they have left—not 

their death. * 

Cali *\Kit * Carson 

President, Life Benefactors 

San Diego, California 

Gosh, Kit, you do make a emit wing case and you 

sem like a genuinely nice guy We are sor Hey! 

Whetes our wallet? 

Mattel nil 
Agreed that some Greenmarket prices are 

outrageous (“Admit It! It Sucks! Part 

11: The Greenmarket," by Joe Queenan] but 

some are OK, especially since the stuff lasts 

twite as long as regular produce, increasing 

its value. But was the bit about parking 

supposed m be a joke? What (presumably 

local) idiot drives to Union Square? 
Name withheld 

Brooklyn, New York 

III hat is with you guys? Since when has 

ft where a person buys their veggies be¬ 

come a matter for the Nuremberg Trials? 

Stephanie Kennedy 

Berkeley, California 

C1IIM VMK ClNlFI 
Thanks so much tor trashing San 

Francisco. [“Omnia California/’ by Joe 
Queenan, February.] I have always main¬ 

tained rhat it’s the world s silliest city locat¬ 

ed on the world's most beautiful site, 

notable mostly because you don’t need air 

conditioning. 

Name withheld 

Sacramento, California 

If the L A. cultural scene is so good, why 

did Richard Gere have to fly Julia Roberts 

to San Francisco to see an opera in Pretty 

Woman! No real museums? Where do you 

think jimmy Stewart sat staring at Kim 

Novak s back for hours in Vertigo? Why did 

Anne Bancroft send Katharine Ross io 

Berkeley instead of UCLA in The Graduate? 

We have Amy Tan and The Joy Luck 

Club—if L.A, had a real Chinatown, I sure 

didn’t see much of it in Chinatmml If we ex¬ 

ported all our grit and squalor and homeless 

to Oakland, then who was Whoopi 

Goldberg redeeming in the Mission District 

in Sister Act? Why were Michael Douglas 

and Karl Malden bumping around in The 

Streets of San Francisco? And Dirty Harry ? 
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DANCE CLASSICS PAST AND PRESENT THAT HAVE BEEN 

TOUCHED BY SOME OF THE MOST SKILLED MIXERS AROUND. 
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Smart. 

Fearless. 

It 
□ MOVING? 

Send us your new address 

along with your old address 

and account number located 

on the address label. Your 

magazine will arrive at your 

new address in 6 - 8 weeks. 

H NEW SUBSCRIPTION? 

We welcome new subscribers 

to SPY. Just send a check to 

the below address or use your 

MasterCard or Visa. 

□ RENEWING TOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION? 
To avoid missing an issue of 

SPY, do not wait too long to 

renew your subscription. 

Send $18.00 for one year 
(six issues} to: 

SPY MAGAZINE 
P.0. BOX 57937 
BOULDER, CO 

80321-7397 

■ Add $8 tor Canadian subscriptions 

• Add $12 for foriegn subscriptions 

"I have looked in several dictio¬ 

naries* including a Spanish one, and 

cannot find Botero/' writes Frost. 

"To what, or whom, does it refer?" 

Clark asks the same question* not¬ 

ing, "I've looked at all the 

unabridged dictionaries I could find, 

with no luck." As any European-his- 

tory major could have told these dic¬ 

tionary-rich women* the Boteri were 

a nomadic, alb woman tribe who 

roamed the Italian countryside in the 

19th century, posing nude for mens 

magazines. It is a coincidence that 

Clark stumbled across 1 Boterol* n., 

A toad." 

Nearly as much fun as having to 

explain our jokes to readers is having 

readers rework our jokes in their own 

special ways, "May I start off by say¬ 

ing thank you for your latest attempt 

at a magazine,1' begins the cleverly 

named Sansome St. Stan of San Fran. 

Mr, St. Stan suggests a new twist on 

our regular Celebrity Math feature: 

c,Tbe New Yorker*Soap Opera 

Digest + Tht Sun=SPY. Naturally we 

resent this smirking characterization. 

After ail, The New Yorker frequently 

runs poetry. 

Everybody doesn't like some 

thing, but nobody doesn't like com¬ 

plaining about Joe Queenan’s 

"Admit It! It Sucks! Part I: Jazz, ' 

{January] Toupee-festooned enter¬ 

tainer Steve Allen submitted four 

pages of thoughts, on the column, 

which he calls "the dumbest thing 

I've ever read in an important maga¬ 

zine'1 (though it has no doubt been 

superceded this month by the Tonya 

Harding anagram above). Regarding 

Queenan's characterization of Louis 

Armstrong as "tubby," Allen asks, 

"What in the name of God does the 

factor of being somewhat over¬ 

weight have to do with human com¬ 

petence of any kind? Another 

offensive thing about Armstrong: 

He was old/ Is comment neces¬ 

sary?" Yes, comment is, Allen goes 

on to call it "Dumb-de-dum-dumb/5 

S.E out of the "American values" main¬ 

stream? Sure, Robin Williams might have 

looked kind a queer in Airs. Donbtfire^ but he 

was really just trying to get his kids back, 

and isn’t that something that plays well in 

Peoria? 

Hey! I’m talking to you! At least you 

could put rhe goddamn TV on mute! And to 

think I thought all the philistines were in Los 

Angeles, 

Peter Albert 

San Francisco, California 

IM indly accept this note as sincere appreci- 

IVarion of Joe Queenan's incandescence 

distinguishing the joie-de-vivre wonderful- 

ness of LA, and the fakey* gratuitous letS- 

snlve-it-with-architecrure provincialism of 

San Francisco, As one who was born in the 

heart of L.A. but spent many years living in 

San Francisco, I concur wholeheartedly with 

Mr. Queenan and am quite happy to see the 

nail hit on the head. 

Jeatmie Goman 

Seattle, Washington 

Thanks anyway for advancing your minor¬ 

ity view of LA. and San Francisco, As 

you So ardently wish to live in truth, howev¬ 

er, I feci compelled to attack some outright 

lies and obvious half-trutlis of your own, 

First off, it is your beloved L.A,, not San 
Francisco, that has a fitness edge. (I refer here 

to your disdain of our “derivative, smoke-free 

restaurants.') Of course* I realize thar smok¬ 

ing in L.A. is redundant, but here in the 

north, folks smoke with Denis Leary aban¬ 

don, when and where they want. And while 

Los Angelenos go out for the Fenguin s frozen 

yogurt and protein smoothies, we San 

Franciscans knowr our way around a bar. We 

drink shamelessly from our our bountiful 

backyards: neighborly Napa's vineyards and 

comer pubs, (it was Fritz Maytag and the 

S.F/s Anchor Brewing Co., est, 1895, by the 

way* nor that Beantown ho-dee-hoer Jim 

Cook, char launched rhe microbrewery revo¬ 

lution.) 

A paragraph or so later, you posit that 

San Francisco.. .is consistently wrong about 

practically everything, whether it's politics, 

art or the importance of body piercing." Let's 

see, who’s sick and wrong? San Francisco 

most recently sent Jerry Brown as a candi¬ 

date for U.S. president, an individual prefer¬ 

able in every way to the president 

Hollywood begot, As for art, you prefer the 

Getty and MTV, eh? I save the Getty for 
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when I can remember to make a reserva¬ 

tion—for a parking space, and do just fine in 

the meantime with SFMoMA and Haight 

Street, The Haight is MTV, And your dis 

of body piercing Suggests that you've spent 

too long in Hays, Kansas, yourself and don’r 

know the special bink a pierced tongue adds 

to oral sex. 

Mostly, you are somehow of the im¬ 

pression that we delude ourselves. Tell me, if 

the world came to your town and spent $2 

billion a year to visit an empty prison and a 

wharf with no fishing fleet and to ride cable 

cats you never ride, would you refuse them? 

Talk about your low-maintenance indus¬ 

tries! L.A. builds theme parks to attract 

tourists, San Francisco doesn't have to —it is 

one, and happily so. 

Finally, your take on Oakland needs 

some serious revision, Oaktown cannot be 

generalized as a "smoldering junk heap,” nor 

the destiny of San Francisco’s unpteseu tables. 

(Nor compared to the Bronx. Egads!) And 

your lack of discretion here is particularly of¬ 

fensive given that L.A. owes Oakland big- 

time. You might even say we hate L.A, 

because they stole the Raiders. 
Brad Weiner,s 

San Francisco, California 

When Queenan says that all of San 

Franciscos blight has been banished 

to Oakland, I wonder if he has been here 

since the 1970s, San Francisco has the sec¬ 

ond-highest homeless rate in the country* 

If Queenan wants to see the city's problems, 

he might want to visit a quaint little neigh¬ 

borhood called Sunnydafe, where folks are 

downright hospitable ro stray ouc-of-cown- 

ers. At the least he might venture outside of 

rhe downtown hotel district, which is like a 

San Francisco theme park. Qan fceHy 

San Francisco; California 

If we follow your argument, San Francisco is 

not inferior because it has as much urban blight 

as any other city. A provocative point, but not 

one likely to endear you to your local chamber of 

commerce. 

fit. n me fik 
1 loved your article about the ridiculous 

‘Fabulousness-Added Tax'1 fby Carol 

Vinzaru, February] we all fork over to sup¬ 

port the celebrity culture. It s outrageous 

that we have become modern-day serfs, coil¬ 

ing to support a ruling class primarily com¬ 

posed of buffoons. Although the article 

shamelessly pointed our some of the worst 

F.A.T. offenders, you noticeably left one of 

them completely untouched. With ins new 

$ 14 million salary at CBS, David Letter man 

must be costing the American public a hefty 

sum. Would you please calculate Dave’s 

F.A.T? Also, l rape the show and watch ir 

the next day, fast-forwarding through the 

commercials’—does that change the equa¬ 

tion? 

Jesse Springer 

Eugene. Oregon 

We've fed Mr. Lettermans salary through the 

F.A.T computer ]5 times, and we always get the 

same bizarre result; By taping LettemtatPs show 

arid fast forwarding through commercials, Mr. 

Springer is somehow paying Letteman's entire 

salary himself. 

ou mean to tell me chat a manufacturer’s 
F 

advertising budget is ultimately paid for 

by the consumer buying the advertised 

product? That a portion of the money I 

spend for baseball tickets goes toward pay¬ 

ing the players’ salaries? I'm going to have 

to let that concept sink in a while. 

Randall Borden 

Valencia, Califoria 

limp Vilcts, Mr letters 
I was pissed off to see the disrespectful il¬ 

lustration of the usually very glamorous 

Diane Von Furstenberg fixing up her no- 

neck pa] Barry Oilier in basic plunging 

evening drag {Private Lives of Public 

Figures, illustrated by Drew Friedman, 

February]. What the hell are you trying to 

say? Hillary Rodham Clinton has instructed 

us that public figures deserve a zone ot pri¬ 

vacy. Have you no decency? Are we to ex¬ 

pect more gross lapses in taste as you 
ridicule our cultural elite? \ know you're a 

satire rag, but this is an outrage. You've 

gone too for. 

Marshal Alan Phillips 

Las Angeles, California 

SPY welcomes letters from its readers. Address 

correspondence to SPY, 49 East 21st Street. 11th 

floor New York, MY 10010. Typewritten let¬ 

ters are preferred. Please include your daytime 

telephone number. Letters may be edited for length 

or clarity.) 

to defend The Girl From Ipanmta as a 

“magnificent melody” and to correct 

Queenan s " error when he refers to 

‘The Velvet Fog’ as Mel Tormes 

nickname, It isn't. Its just a term 

that was once applied to him, with 

some poetic insight, by a disc jock¬ 

ey? spy regrets implying that a nick¬ 

name is a term applied to a person 

with poetic insight. Finally, the coup 

de grace of Allen’s missive; ”1 know of 

no rock lyricists, by the way, who do 

not have enormous respect for Johnny 

Mercer," 

Among the several others who 

concurred with Mr. Allen™many of 

whom managed to make their points 

on only one sheet of paper—was 

Willard Jenkins, executive director 

of the National Jazz Service 

Organization in Washington, D.C, 

who wrote, 'Next rime you choose 

to tackle a subject so fraught with 

pathos, heroic figures laboring in the 

name of true art, let alone so noble a 

music as jazz, perhaps you would be 

better served by sending someone a 

bit more versed in things other than 

the name game? The name game? 

Wi 11 ard - Wi l la rd - Bo- B i 1 lard, whatev¬ 

er do you mean? 

While we re letting our readers 

sound off a bout Queenan, here's 

Kenneth Christensen of Quaker Hill, 

CT: “Is Queenan's entire journalistic 

career going to be based on the fact 

that he doesn't chink Barbra Streisand 

was a good choice for NutsT What do 

you mean ' going to"? 

Lets close our first issue from 

the new SPY maiiroom on a mag- 

nanamous note. Lori Taylor of 

Highlands Elementary School in 

Highlands, NJ, writes that their 

Parent Teacher Organization "is hav¬ 

ing a fair to raise money to buy a 

computer for the school, if you could 

donate any autographed items, we 

would be able to have a special raf¬ 

fle?" In fact, we happen to have a rate 

celebrity- autograph right in front of 

us. Are you familiar with the name 

Steve Allen? 1 
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COntriDut ors tom 

"A sparkling divertissement in the pop sci-fi genre," is how contributing editor Ellis 

Wiener (' Fame & Loathing,” p. 36} describes his 1986 novelization of Howard the 

Duck—George Lucas3 embarrassing attempt to cash in on the E.T. generation. “J 

knew it was going to be a terrible movie/" Wiener claims. If anyone tries to 

make fun of me for being the Howard the Duck guy, I II say, 

Don't blame me—you should have 

read the book instead/ Wiener « 

wrote for SPY in the eighties f ft, ^ 

and nineties and his work can 

also be found in bookstores in 

the form of rwo Northern Exposure 

books; he is currently writing for 

children's Television. 

In his 1992 book, 

American Mythologies, and elsewhere, 

Marshall Blonsky, our Roland Barthes, 

has decoded Ted Koppel, Benetton, 

The Price is Right, and Madonna, as 

well as other beguiling pop cul¬ 

tural phenomena. 

Our telephone guerillas, Alex 

Gregory & Peter Huyck ("Shiny Nervous 

People/1 p, 20; “The Extra lE‘ Is for 

Extra Economic Freedom/' p. 25), who 

steadfastly refuse to submit a photo sans 

toupees, met at Stanford University, "We were both doing ballet," explains Pete. 

'Alex is very fluid as a dancer; 1m more on the rough side/' Alex is a speechwriter at 

Piderit Sc Partners, while Pete produces for Ted Turners other station, TNT "Were the 

not-so-super station," says Pete, “the relatively mediocre station, I'm also Jane Fondas 

unofficial masseur. At night l go over and rub away. The pay is 

right, and I’m good with my hands, so why not, right?" 

Perpetually looking for work, Jennifer Pitts (“You're 

Doing a Great job. Now Get Out!" p. 24) has written for 

The Neu? Republic, Washington City paper, Regardies, Working 

Woman, Governing, and Lingua Franca from her freelance lair 

in Washington, D.C. As a career choice, she's torn between 

journalism and political philosophy, T can't decide which 

field has better job security," she says. "Right now, political 

philosophy looks like a growth industry/’ 

“The Internet is for loiterers," says Chip Rowe 

("Bulletin Bored/' p. 84). “It's for people who have time 

to read cheir mail and contemplate long-winded re¬ 

sponses. It's just the latest excuse for puddling around 

at work. What the 'Net needs is a good editor, a benev¬ 

olent dictator. They need a Mussolini, someone to make 

the trains run on time. If che Internet is Michael Fay, 

what it needs is a Singapore,” An associate editor of the 

AmericanJournalism Rvtocu\ Rowe also writes for Playboy 

and edits his own zine. Chip's Closet Cleaner. 
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Actress/pfaywrighi Anna Deavere Smith, Actress/playmate 

Anna Nicole Smith. Fortunately, they are unlikely to ever come up 

in the same conversation. Anna Deavere is the creator of Tunlight: Lar 

Angeks, 1992, her one-woman show about the LA, riots, Anna Nicole 

has been the G uess? girl and a one-woman sight-gag in Naked Gun 33& 

How else to tell them apart?—Daniel Radish 

Anna Deavere Sm 

1993 Glamour Woman 
of the Year 

Anna Nicole Smith 

1993 Playboy Playmate 
of the Year 

Gimmick Performs barefoot 

Higher education 

Early Rejection 

Attended Beaver College 

"Agents and casting directors said she 
was hard to employ because of her light 

skin—one even told Smith she didn't 
'look like anything.'"—-Daily Neufs 

Fighting the 
color barrier 

"I have been willing to integrate more 

than most African-Americans, But f, like 
ail people of color, only get to guess 
what it’s like to enjoy the privilege of 

white skin/1 

Foreign 
language skills 

She learned Spanish to perform Mexican 
characters in Twilight, 

Stated ambition "To contribute something to the theater 
in terms of training actors/' 

“To be the new Marilyn Monroe and find 
my own Clark Gable/1 

On Laughter Laughter is interesting to me in my 

work ... Laughter is so serious as a re- 
flection of what we pass off" 

The Hudsucker Proxy is “one funny movie. I 

was laughing so hard [on the set] they had 
to take my mike off.” 

On the 
significance of 
the prom 

As Twilight character Diane Van Iden says, 
"'For these kids, the prom is a big deal .... 

There are a lot of issues at the prom/1 

On physical 
enhancement 

naked. City 

Poses bate 

"Black is my favorite color."' 

“Welcome to Mexia, Texas, my 
home town. Most people pronounce 
it Mex-«-ah, but it's not, it’s 
Ma-Aaj-iih/' 

Says her breasts developed “sometime 

the junior prom.” 
after 

Says her breasts developed "sometime 

the junior prom,” 

jeering silicone into their bodies that 
should be in cars '" 

As Twilight character Elaine Young says, 

"I want to warn other women about in- 

Media 
Recognition 

Versatility 

Many college boys have seen her beaver 

The first modeling agency she interviewed 
with "told me to darken my hair, lose 

weight, change the way I looked, and go to 
modeling sc htjol. ” 

after 

Portrays 44 people in Twilight: Los 
Angeles, 1992 

Has gone by the names Vickie, 

Nikki, and Cricket 

Things That Are Confusing 
smith vs. smith 
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The SPY Quiz 

Because I could Nol 
Slop fop Dykes 
The Poetry of Mickey Rourke 

Method actor, motorcyclist, wearer of stub¬ 

bie, poor marksman, and now, we discover, 

poet. Mickey Rourkes gritty, realist verse \m been 

spotted hanging in art galleries, but has never 

k 1* “Drama” 
Like An Actor Wirh Amnesia 

Or A Director Without A Penis 

You Make Me Cry 

Like An Orphaned Baboon 

Chained to the Dyke Saleslady 

At Bloomingckles 

On N,Y,C. At Xmas Time. 

been widely seen until now. Below are two of 

Rourke s verses, along with one of our own, writ¬ 

ten in our best approximation of the Rourkian 

style. Can you tell which is which? (Answer bdmv) 

3. “Hog” 

Cold Is the Blade 

Of My Pearl 1 land lid Shiv 

And Dark Is the Blood 

Which I Gladly Do Give, 

And Black Is the Leather 

Which Of 1 Do Wear 

And Powerful Is My Hog, 

I Ain't No Square. 

2. “Life” 

To Grow Is So Painful 

So Cruel Is to Age 

I Fight it, I Hate It; 

It's the Fuel of My Rage. 

I Wish I Could Go Back 

And Play Ball In the Park, 

But Now It’s Too Late, 

Fro Alone In the Dark. 

How Do You say "Kiss ir 
in 
Bill Clinton Speaks the International 
Language of Geopolitics 

If President Clinton is having trouble explaining his foreign policy in English, imagine how it 

sounds to foreigners. To find out, we had the following Clinton passage translated from English to 

French, French to Japanese, Japanese to Russian, and back to English. Amazingly, it became cleaner: 

'“[T}he world is still a dangerous place and the skill and the power and the readiness of our men and women 
in uniform remains a bulwark of our Freedom and Freedom in many places abroad. Last year we completed a 

sweeping assessment of what military forces we now need in order to meet these threats. We concluded dm 

we must have forces that can fight and win two major regional conflicts nearly simultaneously.” 

* <o fen* {i it®-15 fc »ir * 9 $ ts <n ifi tf * * „ 
*W*S*, 2 0 fc'lt Cld<5 55#$ 

Ahsahs KOHTHHreHta Boopv>KeHHbix cha, HeoOxoAMMbix 4Afl a4eKBa'i?iofl pe- 

axijHM iia yicaaaHHyjo onacHyio curyaijmo 6ma nposeacH a npouiAOM rewy. 

"Our government's army defends the freedom of many countries in the world where the situation still 

remains dangerous. An analysis of military forces needed for a suitable response was performed last year. 

As a result, we have concluded that our armed forces must be sufficient to prevent wars in two parts of 

the world at the same time." 

The Fine Print 
by Louis Theroux 

Michael 
Jackson, 
Doo-Doo 

Head 
In December of last 

year, Lawrence Feldman, 

the lawyer tor the young 

boy who accused Michael 

Jackson of sexual abuse, 

subpoenaed and deposed 

several ot the star's 

household employees: his 
maid., his chauffeur, and 
his caretaker, Of all the¬ 

fts rimonv, the most re- 
veal mg was tbai of 

_J Lickson's 38-year-old 

housekeeper. Blanca 
f'VancM, Which isn't to 

say Franciak recollections 

of life chez Jacko 

clinched the sex-abuse 
c.ise against the muxin- 

waI ki ng celeb ri ty. B u i of 

the more serious allega¬ 
tion- —being a total 

freakazoid —J ac ko seems 
guilty as charged. 

FHLDMAN: Did he 

(Jackson} i i iT itill himself 
‘doo-doo hi'ud"? 

Francia: Yeah. And 

he will tell me some¬ 

times "doo-doo head," 

too, 

He d Call you "doo^dm 
imd"? 

Yeah. 
How about "apph. 

hmd" ? 

No, I never hear that. 
Was it a term—do 

you know ubat, hit. a 

term, an endearment ts? 

Would ht affectionately 

Use that term “doo-doo 
head.M or would ht use ir 

to criticize somebody? 

I'm trying to get a sense of 

axjnoy xn^ aip si £ tsfg uzmuy july/august 1994 spy is 
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Are humans the only ones 

entitled to a little relief 

from the stresses and strains of 

everyday life? Apparently not. 

Professional journals now em¬ 

phasize the importance of ani¬ 

mals, especially dogs, in 

psychiatric drug research—and 

the experiments have turned up 

some interesting results, it 

seems thar Prozac and other 

medications have proven useful 

in treating such animal hang¬ 

ups as: 

^ compulsive seif-chewing 

(small dogs), and excessive 

grooming of the extremities 

(large dogs) 

► flank-sucking (seen almost 

exclusively in dobermatts), and 

tail-chasing (bull terriers) 

► exaggerated fear of crossing 

the street (various breeds) 

^ crib-biting (in which horses 

anchor their teeth on a surface, 

lean back, tense their neck mus¬ 

cles, retract their larynx, anti en¬ 

gulf a bolus of air—resulting in, 

among other things, bad teeth 

and flatulence) 

One study in particular 

found that two percent ot bea¬ 

gles in a breeding colony were 

"'withdrawn" and "depressed." 

Symptoms included low levels 

Meaningless, simulated 
graph shows improvement 
of Frisbee skills. 

of activity and de¬ 

creased appetite 

and sex drive. 

Another iound 

that anorexia is 

sometimes used as 

an attention-seek¬ 

ing technique by 

dogs and ken¬ 

nelled cats, These disorders are 

among the many afflicting our 

four-legged friends now being 

treated with Prozac. 

Question is, do the drugs 

not only fix the problem at 

hand, but also leave Fido feel¬ 

ing very happy? As in back to 

his old, pre-neutered, puppy 

dog self? With that in mind, 

we solicited the opinions of sev¬ 

eral experts as to whether dogs 

on Prozac smile more, jump 
higher, and have a greater 

WPM (wags per minute) ratio? 

"They probably are a little 

bit more playful and flexible 
and they’re a little less irritable," 

says Mt. Sinai's Eric Hollander, 

M.D, "They're less distressed. 

Obviously it’s a problem when 

they lick their paws over and 

over again," But after Prozac, 

"they're spending less time do¬ 

ing this, and they can get on 

with other kinds of things/' 

Like Frisbee catching? 

Others are nor so thrilled 
with Ehis method of treatment. 

Animals, like human beings, 

Simulated reen¬ 
actment of four 
classic stages of 
canine uplift: 
1. Lethargic, 
depressed. 

2. Blissful, 

poised* 
3* Bursting with 

unfocused energy. 

4* Happy, peppy, 
and bursting with 
love* 

have feelings," says Peter 
Rreggin, M.D., whose book, 

Talking Back to Prozac, rails 

against the evils of the drug. 

"Unfortunately, the animals 

are always involuntary pa¬ 
tients. Perhaps they, too, 

should be protected by laws 

that limit involuntary psychi¬ 

atric interventions." 

And how does the ASPCA 

feel about all this? According to 

puhtic relations spokesperson 

Bobbi Keene, "I honestly doubt 

if any of our vets are prescribing 

Prozac co any animals here. I 

may be wrong in that. They 
may be doing that, and that's 

just not something that’s wide¬ 

ly known throughout the orga¬ 

nization. If it’s working and 

it’s helping the animals out, I 

can't see why we'd be opposed 

to that.,,. You know, something 

else to help the animals get 

through their lives a little easier. 

Great! If it works, it works. 

That's wonderful!"—-Jim Matm 

La Condition Canine, Parti 
The Diego Ale My Prozac! 
Mounting Evidence Reveals: Cosmetic 
Psychopharmacology Is Going to the 
Dogs— FDA/ASPCA Approved 
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THE FINE PRINT CONTINUED 

But Just wail Till Disney Moves in 
SPY's Authentic Times Square Redevelopment Diary 

Tuesday, May 17th, 10:00 am: Ground¬ 

breaking ceremony marks rhe beginning of 

renovations at the 94-year-old Victory 

Thearer. 

Fridayt 6:00 pm: Disoriented man tells 

passers-by, “Computers are $100,000. 

They're making a mint. I've gotta leave New 

York; its becoming too much like Istanbul.” 

Wednesday, 2:30 PM: Megaphone -toting 

sidewalk preacher admonishes, "Sorcerers, 

fornicators, lesbians, drunkards, apologists 

Jesus is waiting for you/' 

Thursday, 3:00 PM: Two picketers outside 

the Harem video emporium are outnum¬ 

bered by police, who occupy their time 

ogling the stores window display. 

Saturday, 5:30 PM: Man urinates in doorway. 

Sunday, 8:30 PM: Caterers spill banquet- 

sized Huh basket on sidewalk. Some fruit is 

recovered and dusted off 

Monday, May 23rd, 10:00 AM: Homeless 

man huddles in doorway chanting, ' Bow 

down to Jesus.”—Conn See 

SCKfllS 
Censorship on Virginia's Original Information Highway 

In many respects a conservative people, 

Virginians have unaccountably emerged as would- 

be First Amendment trail blazers in the field of per¬ 

sonalized license plates. Last year there was the rebel 

whose plate, GOVT Si x, was squelched by the 

Virginia DMV. More recently, a Virginia pastor sued 

the DMV over its "no-deity policy," and won the 

right to be issued with the tag GGDZGUD. What oth¬ 

er wry suggestion1; have trisky Virginians ottered up? 

Below ure selections from the DMVs 109-page list 

of forbidden tags, helpfully broken down by us into 

categories. 

Sexually 
Prodigious, 
Male 

ABIG14U 

EJAQL8 

GRSPNOS 

MULED K 

9 INDONG 

BRSTLVR 

WELHNG 

Sexually 
Prodigious, 
Female 
AHOTBOX 

EZ2GETN 

MTYMUF 

SGRPUSS 

36DCUP 

Sexually 
Prodigious, 
Non-Gender- 
specific 
IM1EZLA 

IN HEAT 

JUICY4U 

LV24Q2 

RAWliUNS 

SEX1NXS 

XESVUL1 

Gay 
ACDCNOI 

AGAYLAY 

BGAY 

G AYR U 

IMB1 

SODOM 

Sexually 
Adventurous 
AMUPDVR 

BEVRETR 

CLTNBLR 

TB6UB9 
DOU69TO 

TUNGME 

FEL80 

BTFKR 

Political 

A4QDMV 

FKIRAN 

FKTAXS 

F55MPH 

19^SUX 

NGNUKY 

GEOPEE 

Racially 
Provocative 
ADEGO 

NO} APS 

DUMWOP 

B1GJLE 

BIGN1G 

Ornery 
ADTOSMF 

AIM2K1L 

DTFKWME 

FAHCU2 

ECO UGH 

UPYABUM 

bow Ik would use the term 

“dw-dw head-" 

Yeah. Like—like he 
will say, "Oh, E m hun¬ 
gry arid I don’t know 

what to eat. Maybe 

some doo-doo," He will 

say that and—or he 

said to me, '"This is 

doo-doo." 
When you'd see them 

(Jackson and an unnamed 

boy} together—forget what 
you've already told m 

about seeing them in bed 

and stuff; but when you'd 

see them together, would 
you see {the boy} on 

AT iWad Jackson s lap? 

No. 
Would you see them 

hugging or holding 

hands? 
Holding hands. 

Were you uncomfort¬ 

able with that when you'd 

see it? 

Judge Cochran: I 
don't think that's rele¬ 

vant material, but go 
ahead. 

Go ahead. 
I feel funny about— 
Were they holding 

hands in a u ay that 
made yon feel funny, or 

were they just kind of 
holding hands as a man 

and-—you knoit \ as a dad 

and a kid might hold 

hands? 
COCHRAN: That calls 

for some kind of rank 

speculation, and is argu¬ 
mentative, the term 

"funny" 
Tell me how they were 

holding bands. 
They would walk 

around the house hold¬ 

ing hands. 

Just walk pig around 
the home? 

Yeah, Walking in the 
room. 

Now. the children 

that you saw in bed with 

Michael Jackson, were 

they always boy s? 
Yes. 

Did you ever see any 

little gtrls tn bed with 
Michael Jackson, l mean 

young girls? 

No, 
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THE FINE PRINT CONTINUED 

Did you ever see any 

adult wanton in bed with 

Michael Jackson? 

No.' 

Did Michael Jackson 

have a monkey? 

Yes* he had a mon¬ 

key. 

And was the monkey 

in Encim? 
Yes. Bubbles. 

Bubbles ? Where did 
Bubbles sleep in Enrino? 

In his bedroom in a 

ca£t\ 

In bis bedroom? 

Yes, 

And did Bubbles wear 

any kind of diaper nr 
anything? 

Yes, 

Was he hare-chested 

too? {to Jackson's then- 

attorney, Howard 
Wbftzman;) I:ind out 

for me. 

Weitzman: I'm sor¬ 

ry, That's naked, bare- 

chested tor the monkey 

COCHRAN: Oh, I set. 

Naked for him, Excuse 

me. 

Wemt/.max: That's 

what they wear. The fur 

is their clothes. 

Cochran: i $ee+ 

Wlitzman: Diaper. 

Feldman: Now, Miss 
Franaa, you told us before 

that ym would buy Mr 

/,ackson ri underwear for 
him, right? 

Yes, 

Did then ever come a 
point where you started re¬ 

alizing Air, Jackson was 
mi i sing underu ear? 

Would he be Using it 

someplace? 
Yes. T keep buying 

and buying a lot of un- 

dcTwcars, and sometimes 

he will have so many, 

Sometimes he would 

have like 60. 

60, six-zero? 
Yeah, 60, Fifty or 60 

underwear. 
In his drawer? 

In his drawer. And it 

was like a lot. And then 

1 say “You have a lot of 

imderwtaes," And he say. 

"Well, because some- 

rimes they get too tight." 

iia^ed city 

k Condition Cnnint Part 2 

puppy Love 
New York City's Frustrating Search for 
Qualified, Inexpensive Animal Killers 

We know you You 

are a busy person 

with your own problems 

and you have probably not 

given, a lot of thought re- 

oenrly to New York City's 

unwanted or unattached 

animals. If you have, and 

you are nor Brigirte 

Bardot, you are probably 

among the approximately 

44,000 people each year 

who bring an animal into 

an AS PC A shelter. Or you have reported or witnessed 

the pick-up ol one of 10,500 strays, Or you have 

adopted one of 6*520 pets from the ASPCA, 

At this point the mathematically inclined 

among you are saying, whoa, Fifty-four thousand> 

five hundred go in. Six thousand* five hundred and 

twenty come out. That means, uh, 47,980 animals 
(kittens, puppies, and a few baby ferrets) are unac¬ 

counted for. 

Since 1894 the job of receiving, capturing, 

adopting out and—as they say in the business—eu¬ 

thanizing animals in New York City has been the 

purview of the ASPCA. Late last year, however, they 

decided that their reputation for puppy-killing was 

obscuring their good work in ocher areas and, conse¬ 

quently, hindering their fond raising abilities, They 

quietly cold the city that after December this year, 

they would no longer perform animal control services. 

Somebody else would have to be found ro do the job. 

Only one serious candidate applied: The Dewey 

Animal Care Center, which handles animal con¬ 

trol for Lis Vegas. Co-director Dr. Eugene Kirshbaum 

told SPY he is confident that Dewey could improve on 

the ASPCAs work, despite a certain naivete about the 

Big Apple, 

“When we went out to look at the shelters we 
were appalled,” said Kirshbaum, “The Brooklyn 

shelter should he torn down. The Manhattan shelter 

Is incredibly ill-conceived* When they told us that it 

was only a fewr years old, we were shocked." Why 

shfjcked? "When you think of New York City* you 

think of the Kennedy Center—not the Kennedy 

Center* Lincoln Center—and all these great things." 

The ASPCA shelters* Kirshbaum felt* were nor of 

Lincoln Center quality. 

Oddly, the Department of Health rejected 
Dewey s bid without comment. 

So who is left to rake over the ASPCAs unen¬ 

The Department of Health pur out the word for a 

qualified replacement. Among the responsibili¬ 

ties of the job: 

► ’TDhe routine, early mom mg roundup of straying 

animals...." 

► Seizing 'Vicious and threatening dogs, stray and 

owned dogs and cats that have bitten, exotic and 

wild animals and venemous reptiles and bats from 

schools, playgrounds, vacant buildings, parks and 

highways....” 

► “[Hjumairely euchanizfingj animals (using sodium 

penraharbitol injection) [and] properly disposing] of 

the animal body by incineration or burial.” 

viable* not to mention corrupt and ineffective* ani¬ 

mal control program? Department of Health 

spokesman Steven Matthews says it is possible that 

the city itself will take on the task. Rather than put 

together a new animal management program, how¬ 

ever* the Department of Health will likely hire the 

current ASPCA staff and use ASPCA facilities and 

strategies. Meanwhile* although the ASPCA will not 

officially be doing animal control, it will not guar¬ 

antee that ir will stop killing animals altogether. By 

this time, however, it's all so confusing that you'll 
probably forget the details when the ASPCAs 

fond raising time comes around again. We told you 

we knew you.—Daniel Radash 
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THE FINE PRINT CONTINUED 

Happen* tfi M all 

Uh-hiah. 

Did you wtr—did 

AI khaelJackson nil 

you—did Michael 
Jackson ever it’ll you when 

to hay h/s underwear? 
No, 
Did there tier com/. a 

thm n i-t rv AUcbad 

Jackson was missing un¬ 

derwear? 

Vts* 

Where (hr supply 

would go down? 
Go down. 

Ami you'd have to go 

buy them? 

Yeah, Flic re were 

times when I notice 
thut he only wear -like 

[jnly five he will USeT 

Lind the other ones were 

put aside. He would 
look for tlte special ones 

that he wanted to wear. 

And 1 remember this 

time—well, I don f 

kn ow if ! m supposed to 

say it, 

W hat? Go ahead. 

No. Til at he had one 

with a 11trie pocket in 

the front, and he asked 

me what did E think 

about that, that— 

A ml it ha! did you 

say? 

—that expression. 

And [ say, "Well, I don't 

know, " And he say. 

Well, its just that i use 

it for a special dance,'" 

Tht underwear with 

the pocket? 

With die little pock* 

er, 

C(X.~HftAN: Mns is a 

pocket or a puppet? 

A pocket. 

Cut. hk an : Pocket? 

Uti-huh. 
Frr dman: Did lx tell 
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Bald Ego 

We Make Celebrity Handlers Very, Very Anxious 

mage is a tricky business. Manuring a celebrity requires tact, 

ingenuity, flattery, cajolery and an iron will. Posing as editors 

of a nonexistent "'bald pride” magazine, we called three publi- 

cists to test their skills. How, we wondered, would they contain 

the potential PK catastrophe of their clients being revealed as 

less than fully follicled? 

Fabio 
SPY: Hello. Ah Paul? I'm the 

editor of Cue Ball—The Bald 

Men's Pride Magazine. 

Peter Paul: flow'd you get 

my number? 

/ u as notified that you represent 

Fabio. 

He’s Titst bald, 

/ suppose not as far as most of 

his photos go, hut we hat t- a shot here 

of Fabio with no hair on the top of his 

had. Ids a pretty grainy shot, not 

particularly flattering, ami he's sit¬ 

ting by the side of a pml I was won¬ 

dering if you might have another, 

better shot of him without hair for the 

cover of our premiere issue 

Bur Fabios not bald, 

At far as l had known J 

thought that Fabio had hair, but ap¬ 

parently. according to tlx photograph¬ 

er, he is wearing a hairpiece most of 

the time. 

Oh, chat's bullshit! It's all his 
hair. 

Okay, that's why I wanted to 

call and check this out. 7 'he photogra¬ 

pher insisted that this is the real 

thing. See, Cue Ball is basically a 

magazine about bald /wide. 

Yeah, I understand that. I’m 

bald. Ids alt his real hair. I can at¬ 

test ro that. And if you say any¬ 

thing else, that s libel. If l were 

you, I wouldn't touch that. 

Okay, but the point is that the 

photographer assured me that this is a 

real photo of him. / ha tv it here on my 

screen right now. 

Let me tell you something! 
If the photographers willing to 

indemnify you and hold you 
harmless and put a bond up, then 

go ahead with it. But if its not 
true—and I'm telling you that it’s 

not true—and you print this in 

wanton and willful disregard of an 

allegation chat we're making 

about the truth of this thing- • 

and we can establish this—then 

that’s true and vouTe in trouble. I 

wouldn't do it if T was you. 

Okay, so there would he no oth¬ 

er photos of Fabio without his hair¬ 

piece that yon could provide? 

me explain something to 

you—the guy doesn't have a hair¬ 

piece\ Ir's all his hair] The next 

time he has an appearance, go by 

and see him and pull on his hair, 

okay? Its all his hair, 

/ understand... we’re just f tying 

to get men who hadn't previously ad¬ 

mitted to being bald to... 

It he was bald, 1 can imagine 

we could say something about it, 

but he's not. Do you want him to 

go bald just to say it for you? 

Oh. no. Definitely not. Ab¬ 

solutely not. We re just trying to 

make people feel good about being 

bald, and Fabio is such an object of 

u omen i affection, that if he u ire to 

come out, that would be fantastic. I 

watch Acapulco Hear. / watched 

his Valentine’s Day special, Vm a 

huge Fahh fan. 

That's fine, but he’s not bald. 

Dean Cain 
SPY: / m calling about a photo 

ue have hen of Dean Cain without 

hair that we would like to run on the 

cover of our July 4th issue. 

J ILL LeSSAKD: So what are 

you asking me? 

We atre Wondering ij yon might 

have a better shot without his hair¬ 

piece. 

A picture of Dean Cain 

without his hairpiece?! 

Exactly\ Were trying to raise 

bald awareness and we think it would 

be great to get a sex symbol like Dean 

Cain on the on er of our premim issue. 

It would send the message that "I'm 

young, I'm bald, and I'm proud of it." 

Well, you are telling me 

something that is complete news 

to me. 

That A\r. Cain wears a hair¬ 

piece? 

Yes, All the shots that we 

have1 n-f Dea n. r. he defl n Erely has 

hair, and lots of it. 

Right, and that's why wt were 

wondering ij he would hale an) pic¬ 

tures without the hairpiece. 

As I told you, you're com¬ 

pletely taking me by surprise. I 

have no information about Dean 

Cains hair situation, I don't 

know...that it's even true. I can7 

be of any help, because we don't ask 

personal questions of the people 

that are on our shows. We get their 

height, color of hair, color of 

eyes.. „, 

But you don / ask if the- hair is 

the real AlcCtry? 
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IHC FINE PRINT CONTINUED 

No, no we don’t. I mean, 

that [use seems [ike a very person¬ 

al thing, and chads something we 

just don't get involved in. In any 

ease, this isn’t the kind of thing 1 

could see Dean or myself wanting 

to pursue. 

Why, do you think (herds some- 

thing wrong with being bald? 

Gh, no, not at a!!. Its just 

not something 1 would feel com¬ 

fortable asking Dean about. 

Sylvester Stallone 
SPY: We have a paparazzi pic- 

turf of him..„ and he's ha hi 

Michelle Begai Are you 

sure ids Mr, Stallone? It would 

seem very unlikely. And I'm just 

speaking to you from someone 

who has worked with Mr. Stallone 

now for so many years, 

Ih definitely docs have hair? 

Yessir! Absolutely! And it's 

his. Of all the clients we have, he 

definitely does have hair! Are you 

sure chat it’s Sly, and arc you sure 

that they didn't doctor it? 

/ would be very, very upset. 

I would, too. Do you know 

who the photographer is? 

if mm, ! probably shouldn't n- 

r&d that. 

Oh, I see. 

VU get in touch with him, 

Well, let’s not be too ag¬ 

gressive ro die gen Herman . 

Oh, of course not. 

[2nd call] 

Okay, 1 called him and he swore 

that the photograph was not doctored. 

It makes no sense! Its non¬ 

sensical! 

/ understand the position you 're 

in., .these things cannot leak out. 

but.,, 

Okay, wait a minute, just a 

minute. Are you saying...you're 

meaning "leak out" in terms of 

that Mr. Stallone is really bald?! 

Or that his hair is thinning and 

he has weaves. 

Absolutely, positively not! 

No, He has a full head of hair. {To 

woman in background;} I know! 

Can you believe fm having this 

conversation? 1 k- says that hes got 

a paparazzi shot in which— 

Woman; Maybe he has a 

swimming cap on. 

Hey, that's a good thought. 

Does he have a swimming cap oni* 

No, no. Definitely not. 
{To woman:] He wants to 

put Sly on the cover of this mag¬ 

azine as a real bald man. 

Woman: Oh, my God! 

/ mean, baldness is nothing to he 

ashamed of Sylvester Stallone is. for 

lack of a better word, a hunk. And for 

someone like that to come out from un¬ 

der the toupee- - 

Oh, my God!; 

—would he a big boost to the 

bald men of America. 

Thats exactly right, I lowevcr, 

it is something to address when, 

somebody is bald, and when 

they're not, irk not fair to put them 

on a magazine that has nothing io 

do with them. Don’t you agree? 

Lets just say it’s ‘ men who 

live in Virgina." h doesn’t pertain, 

Fie doesn't live in Virginia, he 

isn't bald, his name isn't Bob. Jn 

other words, "men whose names 

arc Bob," doesn’t pertain to Sly, 

even though somebody may have 

overheard him being addressed as 

"Bob," and he answered to it. Do 

you see what I'm saying? And 

again, this is a conversation, it’s 

not an argument. 

—Peter lluyck and Alex Gregory 

Writ; Math Chapter 12 

Twyla Tharp Andre the Giant Ro-ss Perot Michael Jordan 

you what special dame he 

was doing? 

No, no. I didn't say 
it. And he say—he say 
sometimes he wi 1 throw 
them away. 

So sometimes literally 

the underwear would dis¬ 

appear,? 

Yes. 
And be would tell you 

be threw them away? 

Yes. 
And then you'd go out 

and get new ones/ 

Uh-htih, yes. And he 
says—one rime he says, 
"Don't get surprised if 
you see any dirty under- 
wears, because some¬ 
times I can’t hold gn to 
the bathroom and 1 will 
just go in my under¬ 
wear. 

Jo you'd see his mi- 

derma r stained some¬ 

times? 

Yes, That’s why he— 
A nd it would he 

stained in the front or in 

the hack, his underwtar, 

from moving bis bowels or 

from urinating kind of 

stain? 

From urinating, 
yeah. 

Could you tell whether 

the wains in the front u tre 

from urine or from maybe 

semen? 

Cochran: That calls 
for speculation, conclu¬ 
sion. 

Fra win a: 1 
wouldn't— 

Feldman: Would you 

know? Could you tell? 

Fkanoa: I can't tell 
the difference, because I 
saw—J just picked 
them up and put them 
with my dirty laundry, 
and that's it. 1 just don't 
want to— 

So are you say ing— 

Don'i: want to find 
out. 

You don’t want to 

find out? 

Yes. 
You would know the 

difference, but you never 

tried to find out? 

Yes.* 

JULY AUGUST IWi SPV 
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Baked city 

NOW thttt New Line Cinema 

is topped by Ted Turner, 
here are some seems on bow 

they've been spending The 

Mouth’s" dollars the Hollywood 

way: 

When unrulyweds Geena 

Davis and Renny “Mr. Scary 
Personality" Harlin initially 

formed their new production 

company and shopped around 

their overpriced selves, there 

were surprisingly few takers. 
What with True Lies way over 

budget (Jim Cameron & Arnold 

Sehwarzeneggar-—go figure). 

Fox just couldn’t picture them¬ 
selves saddled with another no¬ 

torious spendthrift like Harlin. 

Other studios like Caroko 

didn't want them for a long¬ 

term deal either, and MGM 

passed even though they’ve got 

Davis signed for two more 

pics—they’re already in way too 

deep wirh hi cure flop, Tank GirL 

So naturally, the prerematorally 

tall couple leased their nonex¬ 

clusive services to New Line. 

Speaking of Tank G:rL its 

miscast star, Emily Lloyd, 

22 m JULY/AUGUST IWi 

SOMEWHERE between. Heaven 

and Earth, iconoclast Oliver 
Stone gonzo road-tripped from 

’Winslow, Arizona, to Chicago, 

shooting Natural Bom Killers, 

This Quentin Tarantino- 
scribbled film is being produced 

by rumored ex-arms dealer 

Arnon Mile ban's New Regency 

Pictures. 

Plot: Woody Harreison 
and Juliette Lewis play re¬ 

lentless serial killers who wind 

up in prison in Illinois, where 

they are interviewed by a 

Gera Ido- li ke reporter 

played by Robert 

Downey ir Downey 

is taken hostage 

amidst a prison riot 

and winds up getting 

killed in a gruesome 

scene captured by his 

own video camera. 

The killers get away. 
Originally budgeted at 

$20 million, Killers costs more 

than doubled before the film 

was halfway through shooting. 

Interesting,., Didn't the 

Belgians make basically the 

same film {Alan Bites Dog) for 

pocket change? And haven't 

Juliette Lewis' people learned 

anything from her involvement 

in the disgraceful, low-budget, 

same-chemed failure 

Kalifomia} 

Ah, well. Nothing 

taught in school can pry 

creative minds from the cult 

of debauchery known as Oliver’s 

World-—where chaos and in¬ 

timidation rule and getting 

high is reportedly a fact of life. 

The climactic scene of 

Killers was shot behind the 

walls of twro of the top security 

prisons in Illinois. Statesville 

and Joliet, Real prisoners were 

used as extras in the film., 

walked off the set just 

days before shooting 

was to start, though 

not for rhe usual "cre¬ 

ative differences.” To 

wit: she wouldn't shave 

her head for the futur¬ 

istic adventure about 

"a tough-talking, post-apoca¬ 

lypse Australian who drives 

around in a tank with her mu¬ 

tant kangaroo boyfriend, Booga," 

m 
Meanwhile, New Line’s fail¬ 

ure to loc k Jim 
Carrey into an 

Ace Ventura sequel 

drove up his price 

beyond belief. 

Two weeks before 

Ventura opened, 

the head of Busi¬ 

ness Affairs called 

CEO Mike De¬ 
luca and warned him that they 

hadn't closed the Carrey second 

pic deal yet, 

At that time Carrey's peo¬ 

ple were reportedly asking a 

mere $750,000 - $1 million. So 

deal maker Deluca shot back: 

Don't sign off on a high figure 

yet, that movie [Ventura] is 

gonna bomb, and we'll get 

Carrey for nothing. 

Well, that "bomb" blew 

up in Deluca's face. New Line 

ended up paying Carrey $7 mil¬ 

lion for the aptly named sequel. 

Dumb and Dumber. When led 

Turner’s boy/New Line head 

Bob Shaye called Deluca and 

demanded an explanation, 

Deluca blamed it all on 

Business Affairs, 

He should be shot, but he'll 

probably get promoted. Wonder 

if as much creative thought goes 

into executive tides as it does in 

those prophetic movie tides.., 

and it's reported that a near riot 

ensued, and production was 

shut down for a while. They 

kept on going even after the di¬ 

rector yelled "Cut!” 

Perhaps out oi guilt, Stone 

showered gifts on the prison, 

including exercise equipment, 

metal detectors, and an auto¬ 

graphed poster of Salvador^ 

lHn 

m 
Universal is being rather 

tight-lipped about Spike Lee's 

D R O P, Squad, which forecasts 

bad news for the low-risk ($.-> 

million) insult Lee is foisting, 

as producer, into movie houses 

this September. D,R,Q.P. 

(acronym for Deprogramming 

and Restoration of Pride) Squad 

is described as "a movie about 

raking ‘Buppies1 back to their 

col lard-green roots." The con¬ 

cept, involving the emotional 
beating-down of a collection of 

African Americans, may have 

"found funny" if they had cast 

Ted Hanson at his PMS (Pre- 

Minstrel Syndrome) finest, but 

unfortunately it takes itself way 

too seriously.—C. C Baxter 

Hollywood Canteen 

And me woody Goes to... 
Natural Bom Killer Summer Movies and Their Sequels 
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Frances Lear tells her Lears 

colleagues how much she 

will miss them, then leaves 

boyfriend/henchman Peter 

Foyer to break the bad news 

about the magazine folding, 

Dallas Cowboys’ owner Jerry 

Jones clumsily reveals to a bar 

full of reporters his intention to 

fire head coach Jimmy Johnson. 

Bill Clinton decides to replace 

Les Aspin, and openly solicits 

replacement advice days before 

Aspin is informed. 

Our nation's CEOs don't 

seem fully prepared for the ulti¬ 

mate leadership task. As a pub¬ 

lic service magazine, we thought 

we really ought to provide some 

instruction. So we asked Robert 

T, Quinn, who is president of 

Gateway Management and con¬ 

sidered an expert in the field ol 

firing, for advice on the proper 

etiquette. 

SPY; What's the best tray to 

fire someone? 

Quinm; No ceremony, 

Never say good morning—it's 

not a good morning. And bring 

a clean handkerchief People lose 

their composure, and you don't 

want them rubbing their nose 

on their sleeve, because they 

will. Guys don’t like to cry, bur 

in this situation they do. 

While the boss is talking 

to the person, you want some¬ 

body to be talking to the secre¬ 

tary. You don’t want her to get 

on the phone with the guy's 

wife and say, "Cite, I don't know 

what’s going on, but the CEO's 

been in there a long time and 1 

hear crying," 
[Do it} as early in the day as 

The Art of Outplacement 

You’re Doing a Groat Job, 
Now 
A Post-Industrial Primer For 

the Busy Executive 

dividual; it s a business 

decision. Do all you can 

to save them, and w hen 

it comes time to cut 

them, cut them. 

What should people 

who have just been fired tell 

their kids? 

"Daddy's gonna be 

changing jobs. For the 

next couple of months 

you're going to see more 

of me than you usually 

do. I’m going to be able 

to get up later and 

maybe I'll drive you to 

school. This is going to 

be tough for us, so I’m 

probably going to be a 

little testier, but you 

know, III try rny best,’ 

Do a lot of companies 

arrange for therapy jar em¬ 

ployees who are being laid off? possible You don't want to rush 

him out the door. You don't want 

this guy to have an accident on 

the way home, or step off a mov¬ 

ing train. I buy a lot of limo rides 

home for executives. 1 don't want 

them to hit a flagpole. 

What should the boss say ex¬ 

actly? 

The meeting lasts no 

longer than five minutes, be¬ 

cause there are only two things 

to cell the person. First is, 

‘Today's your last day," The sec¬ 

ond is the severance package. 

There is nothing you can say to 

make it pleasant, You don't 

want a debate: the decision is 
made, Vve delivered it, you're histo¬ 

ry. Its got nothing to do with 
how much I care about the in¬ 

frequently, they do—-for 

the people who need it. You 

want to identify what the out¬ 

placement industry calls hritrie 

people—people who are likely 

to have extraordinary reactions 

to the news. They've had some 

personal tragedy in their lives in 

the last year, they've got a 

known medical condition like 

high blood pressure, or an emo¬ 

tional problem. You want to 

spend extra time with them. 

Have you et-vr fared any vio¬ 

lent outbreaks? 

Once this guy walks into 

my colleague's office, opens his 

trench coat, puts a revolver on 

the table and says, 'Tve been 
thinking about it all night long; 

I’m going to shoot that son of a 

bitch, [He] had no right to fire 

me. I've been a good, loyal 

worker for 23 years; he has to 

go." The counselor, white as a 

ghost, spends an hour and a 

half talking him out of shoot¬ 

ing his boss. Then the guy says, 

“I've brought this thing in, I've 

got to shoot someone—maybe / 

should shoot you." 

How should the company deal 

with a lawsuit? 

Draw it out for a long, long 

time. People get angry and they 

talk about suing and they may 

even engage an attorney, but 

when it comes down to it what 

they really need is a job and they 

need to get on with their lives. 

The common move is to say, 

We need a delay, then we need 

an extension, and I'm going to 

be on vacation, Your Honor, for 

the next three months,” 

How do you keep someone 

whom you've fired from taking all of 

their good fretiple with them? 

Golden handcuffs; provide 

financial incentive to the jjeople 

who remain. What companies 

also usually do is talk to the next- 

in-commands, the deputies, and 

say+ “You know, we really want 

you to stay, and tell you what 

we're going to do. You know 

that parking space under the 

tree?' You got it.” 

What about all of the eu¬ 

phemisms for firings? Don't people 

set right through than? 

Layoffs, downsizings, out- 

placements, restructurings, 

there’s probably a vocabulary 

that runs the length of your 

arm, 1 get a chuckle about all of 

them, because the reality is, Jose 

got find. Usually what you find 

with executives whose jobs have 

been eliminated is, “He’s left to 

pursue private interests," or "to 

spend more time with his fami¬ 

ly. " That’s a good one... 

Everybody knows he was 
fired.—Jennifer Pitts 
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Baked c3ty 

The Extra 1” is For Extra Economic Freedom 
Phone Sex Operators Tackle the Big Questions 

► Is love a biological or 

spiritual phenomenon ? 

MY SISTER DOES IT LIVE 

(011-373-999-9865): 1 

think it’s biological. 1 

don't think it's chemicals. 

It's jiisc like, you need ir. 

You have a feeling. You 

I iiti* Jr 
hard. 

► \\ rhen do you think the 

l'.S. should iuhntth in for- 

ugn conflicts? U'7)i did Hi 

get involved in Somalia and 

feel good. You get a little 

homy. Its natural, 

1-800-WET-MAM a: 1 think 

it s more spiritual. There is 

a biological connection— 

don't get me wrong. I just 

think the spiritual connec¬ 

tion is more important, 1 

don’t believe in love at first 

sight; ! think a real relation¬ 

ship just rakes time, 

Friendship and caring has ro 

come first before there can be 

love, 

► Would you agree with Milton 

Friedmani thesis that mnomkfree¬ 

dom and political freedom arc the 

same? 

I NEED A SPAN KING 

(011-188-444-9797): 1 don’t 

think anyone's going to be eco¬ 

nomically or politically free in 

this country. 1 really don’t. 

BOOBS—PINCH THEM, SQUEEZE 

THEM, WATCH THEM BOUNCE 

(212-864-6436): Give me a 

break! What are you Talking 
about.'' 

SPY Yon have no opinions on Milton 

Friedman f economic theories? 

Who's Milton Friedman? 

An economist. 

Uli-huh. Well, tell me about his 

economic policies, I'm really in¬ 

terested. Tell me about Milton 

Fr iedman, He makes me hoc. 

Are you making fun of me? 

No, seriously. You sound very 

intelligent, 

► Does art lead society or reflec t it? 

1-900-40S-WETT: 1 think it kind 

of reflects it. 1 don’t chink it 

changes the future. 

LEZEO LINE (212-970-LESB): E 

think its a tell ec tin n. 

► Do yon think that Hillary 

Clinton is being treatedtfairly hy the 

media? 

1-900-937-BUTT: I think the me¬ 

dia treats everyone badly. 

Extremely bad. 1 don’t think 

anyone deserves to have their 

private lives butted into, and 

what they do behind closed 

doors is private. 

► With the recent cancellation of 

funding for (he Snpmvllidct: do you 

think that science is moving in a 

more practical, father than theoret¬ 

ical direction? 

SHOOT IN THE MOUTH (1-800- 

550-UCUM)! 1 think science is 

moving in the right direction. 

It’s not really theoretical, be¬ 

cause it’s an exact thing. One 

thing I know ss that it's keeping 

people alive a lot longer, bur at 

the same rime I think it's very 

wrong to keep someone alive 

that should die. 

► So you support euthanasia? 

SHOOT IM THE MOUTH: Yes I do. 

I support euthanasia. 1 don’t be¬ 

lieve in making people suffer. 

Kuwait, but not Bosnia and 

Rn an da? 

PLEASE—DON'T HURT ME (011- 

373-999-9855): I live in the 

Caribbean Islands—\ know 

nothing of these things. 

SPICY HOT PHONE SEX (1-800- 

WILD SEX): The way I look at 

wars, is that I don't worry about 

them unless they’re on my front 

lawn. 

^ Was the bombing of Nagasaki 

necessary? 

MY SISTER DOES IT LIVE: No, It 

might have helped some, but it 

killed a lot of innocent people, 

^ Is the American Dream dead? 

1-800-937-BlfTT: The cl assic 

American Dream with the white 

picket fence and a house in the 

country and all that? I love that 

kind of dream, That’s the kind of 

life I Jive. I have a really nice cab¬ 

in on 25 acres with a sun deck. 

| (212) 741-1202 

and I lie out and I sunbathe nude 

all the time, and J have a garden 

and a backyard and I do a lot of 

horseback riding. 

^ How can we get hack to tradi¬ 

tional family values ? 

ALL MALE PARTYUNE (212-550 

6338): 

Straight people are too quick to 

divorce and in gay relationships 

they’re just too quick to dump 

each ocher, Like they could be in 

a relationship, and they see an¬ 

other hot ass out there, you 

know ? 

^ Docs the fashion industry ham a 

positive or negative impact on soci¬ 

ety? 

BUILT TO BANG [212-977-SLUTT 

1 don't really know, honey, 1 

don’t know much about fashion. 

^ Whose responsibility are the 

homeless? 

1-800-853-KINK: I don't knows 

but I'll cel! you something right 

now. Did you know that the 

people who commit these 

crimes, these robberies and mur¬ 

ders and ra|>es, are getting three 

meals a day, air conditioning, ca¬ 

ble television? They get visita¬ 

tion rights and showers, Ynu got 

all these people living it up, 

► Do you think the sexes will ever 

be equal? 

1-9Q0-GAY-B0YZ; J think men 

will always have rhe upper hand. 

Women may know how to ma¬ 

nipulate heterosexual men, but I 

til ink men will always come out 

on top, I really don't think 

women should have the tipper 

hand anyway, because they're 

roo crazy, 1 totally respect 

women, but I think if they had 

control it would be screwed up. 

They get on their periods and 

they go crazy. I don't think 

they're chemically balanced. 

DIRTY HOUSEWIVES (212-970- 

7436): No, not completely Not 

at all. No matter what anyone 

says. —A lex Gregory and Peter 

Huyck 
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Howie at the Superstore 

Ulenapy Backscratching 
By Howard Kaplan 

"T am impressed by its historical 

sweep and its strategic vision. It 

represents strategic thinking at 

its best.” 

Zbigniew Brzezinski on 
Richard Nixon’s Seize the 
Moment 
'Global in scope...profound... 

brilliant analysis,..absolutely 

must reading." 

Nixon on BrzezinskiTs Out of 

Control 

"What an intriguing novel! I was 

dumbfounded by Korda s deep 

understanding of what goes on 

inside of an actor and an actress.” 

Kirk Douglas on Michael 
Korda’s Curtain 

"The Gift is about courage and 

grace—and who would know 

better than Kirk Douglas, 

whose life and career have exem¬ 

plified barb for so many years!” 

Korda on Douglas’ The Gift 

"There are poems of love, fear, 

grieving, connection, identity* 

but they are always from a par¬ 

ticular life and for us in the 

best sense poems can 

be for the reader, to 

enlarge us as we in¬ 

teract with her wise 

music." 

Marge Piercy on 
Adrienne Rich’s An 

Atlas of the Difficult 

World 

"As always, Piercy 

writes with high in- 

telligence, love for the 

world, ethical passion 

and innate feminism." 

Rich on Piercy’s He, 

She, and It 

Eventually, all celebrities 

write autobiographies, and 

what they say about each other 

is an interesting guide co status. 

Occasionally, however, famous 

friends of equal status will both 

write autobiographies and de¬ 

vote equal attention to one an¬ 

other. Here are a few examples. 

iim Lehrer on 

Robert MacNeik 
"He was a well-spoken, well- 

traveled Canadian,... His father 

had been a Royal Canadian 

Mounted Policeman who loved 

words and the sea,,,. He knew 

the difference between Bordeaux 

and Burgundy and between a 

Bordeaux and a Burgundy." 

—A Bus of My Oun 

MacNeil on Lehrer: 
“His mind is like a laser.,,. It is 

a very American mind, totally 

free of cant and pretension," 

—At the Right Time and in the 

Right Plate 

Terry Waite an Terry 
Anderson: 
"I could spend hours talking ro 

Terry; he is an excellent com¬ 

municator. We speak lace at 

night and early in the morning. 

I feel guilty at times as I seek in¬ 

formation from him with the ur¬ 

gency of a thirsty man looking 

for water. He is very patient.” 

—Taken on Trust 

Anderson on Waite: 
“Terry cannot seem to under¬ 

stand that there are things he 

does that drive the rest of us 

crazy.,.. Often, each of us just 

wants to be alone and undis¬ 

turbed with our thoughts.., 

TW wants to talk all the time, 

no matter what." 

—Dm of L ions 

Kirk Douglas on 

Lauren Bacall: 
"1 went out occasionally with 

Betty Bacall, She was a junior at 

rhe Academy, not more than 15 

or 16 years old, I was a senior* 

and had been in summer stock, 

so Betty looked up to me and 1 

think had kind of a schoolgirl 

crush. She lived near the 

Sehrafft"5 where I worked, and 

she would come over, usually 

alone, sir ar one of my tables and 

nurse a cup of coffee for an hour." 

—The Ragman s Son 

Bacall an Douglas: 
T had a wild crush on Kirk,.,. 

He became a bus boy ar 

Schrafft s on Broadway and 86th 

Street, then a waiter. Of course 

I'd drag a friend in, or my 

mother, and we’d order one 

thing, as wre couldn’t afford 

much in the way of extras." 

—By Myself 

G. Gordon Liddy an 
Timothy Leary: 

"Handsome, articulate, and 

charismatic.... “—Will 

Leary on Liddy: 

“[O}bviously a stand-in for 

Inspector Clouseau," 

—Flashbacks 

loits He sioioed leaning lep me first me op two 
"'She had never really believed love could be like this. Her whole 
being sang.”—The Back of Beyond, by Barbara Bickmore 
{Kensington Books) 

"Was it the bourbon or the dye fumes that made the pink walls 
quiver like vaginal lips?"—Suicide Blonde, by Darcey Steinke 
(Atlantic Monthly Press) 

LA slender hand armed with blood-red fingernails reached out 
from a narrow niche in the dimly lit corridor and dug into 
Miguel Carcliga s muscular thigh,"—The Giftr by Kirk Douglas 
(Warner Books) 
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“Bartender! Another shot ot redeye for my friend.1’ 

You may have heard people say they dislike bourbon. I think I've 
figured out why, 

When this nation was wild and woolly, men coming off the trail were not 
in the mood for a mild-mannered whisky. 

Back then, if it didn’t 'blow your ears off.1 
it just wasn't considered fit to drink. 

Well, my father wasn't interested in making 
bourbon the wray it was supposed to taste. 
He wanted to create a good-natured, mild- 
mannered whisky. 

Maybe that’s why, even today, a lot of folks 
tell us they don’t like bourbon, but they sure 
do enjoy the taste of Maker's Mark. 

Bill Samuels, Jr 
President 
Maker's Mark Distillery 

Maker’s 
vMark 
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magazine ileaVer 

lie Neve 
ear Diary: 

This is kind of embarrassing, but I think Fm becoming ol> 

sessed with James Truman. Yes, I know everybody is these days, but 

this is different. My father the psychiatrist (and absolutely the 

smartest man I know) tells me I should use this journal to vent some 

of my confusion, frustration—yes, even anger. It will also serve, 

hopefully, as the rough underpinning for my novel-to-be and the 

subsequent miniseries—the one thats going to get me out of here. 

So why on earth would a college-educated, 26-year-old woman be 

so passionately addled? Simple-—Just be an assistant editor at Conde 

Nast for four years. 

It s always been something 

of a love and loathing rela¬ 

tionship but, after all, did I 

spend that year in Florence— 

studying Renaissance poetry, 

no less—just to keep track of my edi¬ 

tors leg-waxing appointments at 

Elizabeth Arden? (They don't call this 

place Condescending and Nasty fear 

nothing.) What kind of journalists are 

these people? There must be something 

about six-figure clothing allowances, 

round-the-clock limousine service, and 

lunches at the Eoyalton's 44 that make 

you believe you’re royalty. 

And what was that TV commercial 

all about? The one that aired during 

Game 3 of the Knicks-Rockets finals? 

“At Conde Nast Publications, content 

comes first." Right, and people buy 

Playboy for the articles. Do any of these 

editors really believe that line about con¬ 

veying ideas? But then, I guess if I were 

bought off, and lorgot I had been, I’d call 

it Magazine Heaven too. 

Okay, so I was a bit cranky this 

morning, walking towards Self editor in 

chief Alexandra Penneys corner office, 

carrying a "hot new" book by a hot 

new" writer that my own prima donna 

editor com mantled me to hand-deliver 

There must be 

something about 

six-figure 
clothing allowances and 24- 

hour fimo service that makes 

you feel like royalty. 

Even my low-tat cappuccino from New 

World didn't perk me up. Going to the 

Self (dubbed Vogue with high-tops) floor 

at any time of the day is pretty depress¬ 

ing, but first thing in the morning it's 

positively wicked 

The 

problem, 

specifically, is 

those mirrors in 

the reception area. I 

don't normally think 1 
took bad in my official Conde uniform 

(bob, miniskirt, DKNY blazer—all 

bought at Saks Fifth Avenue), its just that 

having to share my reflection with all 

these blonde giantess-cum- volley ball¬ 

player types.. .well, insecurity crept in, 

(T wonder—do they cast their visitors the 

way they Cast their models?) 

And then E started thinking. What if 

1 nm into James? 

Frankly, I think 1 was actually a lit¬ 

tle obsessed with him even before his 

big move uptown 

(literally and 

figuratively) to 

become Conde 

Nasts head hon¬ 

cho, top dog, big 

shot—the editor¬ 

ial director of all 

the magazines. 

That's right, the 

great King Si 

Newhouse s crown 

prince (bugles 

flourish). Hes just 

such a babe. 

Anyway, when 

- _r r walked into 

Penney s office I no¬ 

ticed that at least she’d ditched the 

gauche glass table and velvet chairs for 

her new homey, Shaker-style wooden 

desk. Penney s done nicely for herself, 

courtesy of her best-selling How to Make 

Love to a Matt. Her elegant Sutton Place 

apartment even made it into the last issue 

of HC\ which, sadly. King Si exterminat¬ 

ed when he bought Architectural Digest. 

[ wonder if it's true that Si has an 

understanding with Veronis, Sublet & 
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Associates—those 
v power brokers and 

investment bankers 

of the magazine 

industry—that when 

it comes to magazine 

auctions, he'll pay $X 

million more than the 

highest bidden Is that 

how he got Architectural 

Digest} 

"Hi, Pam! Great look" 

Amazingly, Penney acknowledged 

my humble presence even as she was on 

the phone with her then-publisher, Larry 

Burst tin, plotting seating arrangements 

for some function or other. It's gratifying 

to know that at this stratospheric level of 

journalism the professionals are focusing 

on core issues. J mean, its not that I'm 

insensitive to the allure (sorry, couldn't re¬ 

sist) of the bottom line; it's just hard lor 

me to understand how rhe holy divide be¬ 

tween edit and advertising stays intact 

when the editor regularly goes to ':'he 

Four Seasons with the publishers and the 

guys at Chanel 

So Penney finally hangs up and, of 

course, her assistant buzzes her again 

immediately. 

“Hi, Tommy!" 

It’s Tom Tisch, a ^^contributing 

editor and son of that Tisch. Penney, like 

the rest of the editors here, can't be both¬ 

ered by anyone but New Yorks A-list— 

but don’t think tor a minute that the son 

of Larry, the billionaire deconstructionisr 

of CBS, isn’t earning every cenr of his six- 

figure salary, I'm sure Mr, Investment's 

advice on how women can improve cheir 

inner and outer selves while trimming 

inches off cheir thighs is a must read. 

My 15-second audience with 

Penney apparently was up, so 1 placed 

rhe book on her desk and slipped out of 

there, fast. Poor Alex—her elegance 

does not extend into her real life, 

as they call it. She's considered 

something ol the crass, adopted 

child in the Conde Nast fam- ^ 

ily, though I hear Si likes 

her dirty jokes at cocktail 

parties. 

On my way back, 

you guessed it, I ran into James. He was, 

of course, wearing that devastatingly 

subtle monochromatic black suit/gray 

shirt ensemble. Did I mention he's a 

babe? But what does he do all day long? 

These editors don't seem to rhink they 

need a tutorial; somehow 1 don't see 

them lining up for instruction. 

I mean, what _—.— 

are Truman’s conver¬ 

sations like? 

"Hi, Tina. This 

is James. How's ‘Talk 

ol the Town' going? 

Can I help? Well, 

next week then/’ 

"Graydon, James. 

Leslie’s piece, its a lit- 

When Gabe was 

Anna's secretary 

at Vogue, 
she quickly went 

from being 

coffee girl to 

features. No climbing up the 

ladder for her. 

tie obvious, right? I mean, she’s playing 

gotcha' with the First Lady,*,What?! 

Already gone to press? Okay. AM right. 

Catch you later/’ 

"Hi, Anna, What's new in fashion? 

Lite at Vogue still fabulous? Free for 

lunch? No? Okay, no problem/' 

"Si, it's James. Si, (sigh), 1 don’t 

chink they like me.” 

And there’s a more important ques¬ 

tion about him, too, f hear he's been mar¬ 

ried, but that doesn't tell me anything. 

I mean, what is this about writ¬ 

ing in his farewell letter 

to Details’ (male) 

readers, Tm 

sorry we never 

got to sleep to¬ 

gether"? 1 under¬ 

stand boys think it’s 

cool to be coy about 

their sexuality, and 

Details certainly isn't shy about courting a 

gay audience—well, not usually. There's 

an open secret that they had to fudge the 

results of their first sex survey because too 

many ol the readers turned out to be gay 

for advertisers' tastes. But does his cagey 

little sign-off mean something? Or is it 

just a pose, like that guy from Suede? 

Still, 1 heard 

I tom a Inend that 

last summer 

James had a fling 

with a woman 

he met in San 

Francisco. She 

was the editor ol 

a certain edge- 

culture maga¬ 

zine and it 

seems he knew 

her initially 

only by phone. 

But when they 

met and he 

had a few too 

many martinis*,. Word is 

he's supposed to be good* 

Now that's cheerful. 

June 15, 1994 

Dear Diary: 

Steve Florin (sans pinky ring these 

days) is making sure his publisher min¬ 

ions know he's the grand 

poo bah now that he's been 

anointed Conde Nast presi¬ 

dent. Now that he doesn't have 

to play courtier to Tina at the 

Afar Yorker, Steve can start throw¬ 

ing his considerable amount ol 

body fat around. 

First, he imports Michael Perils 

from Playboy to Details. Then he plays 

nice to fames, elevating former Details 

publisher Mitchell Fox to Vanity Fair, 

(Fox cheerfully planted some rumors 

about VFs Kathy Nc is loss Leventhal get¬ 

ting the boot. Why else would Women's 

Wear Daily publish the news weeks before 

the announcenieiit ?) 

After the item ran, dashing and sin¬ 

cere Florin pledged in a VF sales meeting 

that Kathy is staying put. Right. 11 is case 

is equally compelling in the memos he's 

JULY AUGUST Wi SPY 
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been circulating about needing to trim 

costs like limo and taxi expenses, Just 

don't touch my Mangia lunch money, 

Steve. King Si knows us lowly assistant 

editors need to eat something at our cubi¬ 

cles* How else arc we going to digest all 

these shakcups? 

People around here were still get¬ 

ting used to the return of Ron “I'M Be 

Nice This Time ' Galotti, who spent a 

couple of melancholy months in exile at 

Esquire after being fired from Vanity Fair. 

Now at Vogue, word is the salespeople are 

worried that Ron will repeat his threats 

to fire them for not getting their nails 

manicured. Classy. 

Ditto for Ron's dowiinatrix-style- 

leather-clad wife* Ladies' Home journal 

publisher Donna Galotti. 

Theory: Editors have to reflect—in 

age, lifestyle* and attitude- -their maga¬ 

zine audience. Look at Tina. During her 

tenure at Vanity Fair, she said something 

like, “If you don't like me, you won't like 

my magazine.” 

Here's a little joke about Tina: 

Despite the rapid ascent of her career* she 

still has her fear of heights. Apparently, 

she was being photographed once for a 

story, and they wanted a shot of her high 

above ihc ci ty, But when she stepped out 

onto the balcony* she let out a horrible 

scream! The photographers and their as¬ 

sistants were all summarily dismissed 

and sworn to secrecy. 

So* back to my theory about editors. 

Si apparently applied the same kind of 

logic to Mademoiselle. Gabe Doppelt was 

young (30)* hip, and modern—a demo¬ 

graphic older sister and, not coincident 

tally* gcxxJ friends with Tina and Anna. 

(When Gabe was Anna's secretary at 
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Vogue, she quickly went from coffee girl 

to editing feature sections. No working 

up the ladder for her,) But she did seem 

a natural to take over the stagnating 

Mile. Everybody really liked Gabe, and 

it was a fun* cool atmosphere. So of 
course it couldn’t last. 

When Lucy Sissman—Allures art 

director—called it quics* Alex Liberman 

talked her into tak- ___ ___ 

ing on Mile, proba¬ 

bly with the 

intention of turning 

it into A llure y Jr. 

Lucy* of course, was 

given carte blanche* 

and set about spend- 

I mean, what is 

this about 

James writing in 

his farewell 
letter to Details' 

(male) readers, 

"I'm sorry we never got to 

sleep together”? 
ing a fortune-—even by Conde Nast stan¬ 

dards. (The fridge in the art department 

was reportedly kept well-stocked with 

Perrier.) She also ripped everything apart, 

creating internecine warfare among her* 
Gabe, and fiscally responsible managing 

editor Dana Cow in. Bur the staff kept 

themselves entertained by watching the 

huge fights—complete with screaming 

and flinging papers—-through Gabo's 

courtyard window. 

None of which would have mattered 

terribly if it weren’t for some of the me¬ 

dia directors. You know the type: so¬ 

phisticated* 50-plus-year-old men with 

Jeep tans and gray bangs (the ones who 

opine so knowledgeably on the tastes oi 

young women)* They voiced disap¬ 

proval on certain of Gabes editorial 

choices—such as lesbian twins and 

masturbation. Which translated* na¬ 

ture! lement, into lost advertising 

revenue. 

So, with the vigor King Si reserves 

for moments like this* he banished Gabe 

from the kingdom. Whack! She’s now 

hawking jeans on MTVs netv home¬ 

shopping thing, 

1 can almost see him* shorter than 

me in my flats, sporting his usual out¬ 

fit—-leather slippers and Armani sweat¬ 

shirt—stepping out of his limo and 

scampering up to 

his office at 4:30 

A.M. And that 

tiny voice of 

his—I guess 

when you get to 

be that powerful, 

you can speak in 

a whisper and 

still be heard. 

And of course 

Lucy CTU never 

work for Conde 

Nast again1') 

Sissman gives 

up* too— 

thougli I hear 

she’s working on 

a documentary about Liberman. 

See, these people don’t have employ¬ 

ers* they have benefactors. Sort of like 

Miss Havisham. Why can't J be so lucky? 

June 16, 1994 

Dear Diary: 

Okay* here's an opposing theory: 

professional editors are professional edi¬ 

tors. They don't have to be their audi¬ 

ence* they just have to be professional. 

Enter Elizabeth Crow* the 40-some- 

thing CEO from Gruner & Jahr. When 

Si introduced her to the staff at Mlley she 

boldly announced her vision for the 

magazine: To teach and talk about rela¬ 

tionships. Furthermore* she told her hip, 

young employees, she wranted most of 

her staff to be married, so that they 

would know what good relationships 

were like. Needless to say* the staff was 

largely unmarried. 

It was not long before they were 

calling her "the old crow.” And things 

got worse when her first editor’s letter 

was passed around the entire office and 

openly laughed at for its clue less ness. 
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“Professor Longhair’s wittiest piano heir 
HIS ORIGINALS SIZZLE” *. KtnlV 

* !■ • 

(Was there any mischievous zeal when, 

for the accompanying photo, the art de¬ 

partment retouched the hell out of her 

face, getting rid of every line?) 

The subsequent mass exodus in¬ 

cluded the entire arc department, half of 

fashion, and Elizabeth Salzman—the 

rich-yet-cool socialite editor who was 

well-connected in New York and 

Hollywood. 

Someone said Salzman called Crow 

a "frumpy old maid." Then again, ac¬ 

cording to my friend's mother, who knew 

Crowr as a Germanic technocrat at New 

York magazine in the seventies, she was 

always a frumpy old maid—even when 

she was 30. 

Mile may have been a mess under 

Gab£, but under Crow it is once again 

predictably boring. Crow apparently sees 

herself as a one-woman crusader against 

the waif look—fine, but her obsession 

with bland, middle-American models 

("meaty girls with healthy cheeks" she 

calls them) is just dull. So far, her major 

contributions to the magazine are five, 

count 'em, five Q&A sections. Clearly, 

she doesn’t know the questions and she 

sure doesn’t know the answers. But who 

am I to complain? 

just, say, her audience. 

PS. I was just thinking about the 

piece on James chat New York did a while 

back: ‘While editors at Conde Nast live 

in constant, fearful awareness of their in¬ 

stant disposability, Truman has tenure: 

The job, Newhouse says, is intended to 

be a position for life*., *" 

You might have a jobTor-Jife, but 

you don’t actually have a job, ( A small 

' detail.1') James, I knowr you're just get¬ 

ting a highly-paid tutorial with Alex 

Liberman, and that Glamour's grande 

dame, Ruth Whitney, is advising you, 

too. (Just keep in mind, she is 65, and 

friends cell me that if you don't schedule 

story meetings before one of her occa¬ 

sional naps, you're screwed for the day) 

Oh, James, don’t let me be an out¬ 

sider, too. You seem to have a wry sense 

of humor. How else could you be so cool 

amid all this madness? Lets get to know 

each other. I can be trusted. Really. 

—Pam Hunter 
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more)aIHerican IBytllPlOgies 

A few years ago, I was asked by the Washington Post to do a profile 

of Tom Cruise. I made the mistake of telling his publicist that I 

was a semiologist. She instantly backed away She said I would define 

him, and that, in the pages of the Post, I might bring along the other 

journalists to my point of view. Which could end his career. 

“Thank you for your interest,'1 she said. “We prefer to deal with 

the second-tier press, the dumb press," And that's my rake on why, 

just as flesh is excised, so the actual L. A, is excised from Melrose Place, 

Thou shalt not know Cruise or LA. 

The scenography of Melrose Place is supposed to be glamorous West 

L.A. But it's not West L.A. at all. 

Holly wood/L.A. is not about 

women. Don't think, as you fol¬ 

low A man da’s machinations, 

you re anthropologizing the place. 

Hollywood is a men’s club, and 

everythin# b accomplished by its players 

with utterly silken manners. Ir is not 

about AUlrose Place-like insipidity And it 

is not about Amanda-like hacks tabbing, 

Hollywood is in the business not only 

of manufacturing those images called 

films, but also self-image. It simultane¬ 

ously [udes from you its opulence and its 

ruthless intelligence, its ruthless male in¬ 

telligence. Hoifywtxxi is about males in 

their 40s, 50s, and 60s dmlmah'm^ using $e*mi*ot*ics/ 

What she’s telling me is, the prob¬ 

lem is reality. She also tells me that she 

thinks the characters are all "idiots/' 

Which they are. They utter nothing but 

cliches. Look at this dialogue between 

Sydney, the hooker, and Michael, the 

doctor. The two are walking in their 

bathrobes on the sand at Malibu, it's 

dearly post-coital. 

MICHAEL: Makes you fed like you could 

take over the world. 

SYDNEY: You've already done that..*I've 

been thinking you’re right, 

MICHAEL: I’m always right. 

Utter vapidity, utter medi¬ 

ocrity. In his 1978 essay "The 

Image,” Roland Barthes writes 

chat stupidity is ' being-there, 

completely naked, in its splen¬ 

dour/' He s describing existence 

without mind, fact unirrigated 

by idea. Trivial pursuits are stu¬ 

pid, All of Jeopardy is stupidity. 

Mcrv Griffin told me he created 

Jeopardy lor the average, lor 

those who hadn't been to col¬ 

lege—who would look on the 

show's facts as ideas. And the 

average, forgive me, are stupid, filled to 

the point oi vomiting with facts, just the 

Heather Locklear and Andrew Shue as 

fronts. 

Hollywood is about the finest mate¬ 

rial wealth our country can offer, But 

Melrose Plate cannot show the American 

public that which is the goal of West 

Coast ambition, this sybarisis (the condi¬ 

tion of being addicted to pleasure and 

luxury). Why? Because the American 

public is too downwardly mobile in these 

times. Because the lords of L.A. don't 

wane to draw you there to be a screen¬ 

writer. Hollywood doesn't want you to 

move ro L.A. It wants you to he caught in 

your averageness, in Toledo, Ohio. 

se-me-'at-iks\ n. The study of 
■ 

signs, their signification, 

and the Codes that 

produce those signs. 

Iphone Izzy, a thoughtful 13-year-old 

lan, who breaks open the show for 

me—Gen Y on Gen X: "I like it because 

everything that happens is so utterly un¬ 

realistic. Your fiancee dies, then your ex- 

wife's sister blackmails you to marry her. 

And your fiancee comes back, and your 

ex-wire's sister gets framed/ 

facts. 

Look at Umberto Ecos recently pub¬ 

lished translation of “The Phenom¬ 

enology of Mike Bongiorno' (Mike 

Good-day or Mike Hello). Mike 

Bongiorno has, for eons, been host of 

Wheel of Fort one- like Italian quiz shows. 

Eco w rites; "Television does not propose 

superman as an ideal with which to iden¬ 

tify: it proposes eierymwh Televisions idea 

is the absolutely average person." 

That is, in quantitative terms, the 

median. "A man who possesses all the 

moral and intellectual virtues to an aver¬ 

age degree/' he continues, "immediately 
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(more )aID?xican mythologies 

finds himself at a minimal level of devel¬ 

opment.'' 

We call such a person a mediocrity. 

Rejecting the idea that a question can 

have more than one answer, Mike 

Bongiorno, who drives cliches to their 

extreme, "is an idea! that nobody has to 

strive for," says Eco, "because everyone is 

already at its level, Mo religion has ever 

been so indulgent to its fkithfuh In him 

the tension between what is and what 

should be is annulled. He Says to his wor¬ 

shippers, ' You are God, stay exactly as 

you are.'" 

Well, that's what the bimbos of 

Melrose Place say to its viewers—save 

Amanda, the only one with some intelli¬ 

gence and plenty sexiness. 

Take cutie Allison. She's talking to 

her man-to-be, Billy. Her parents are go¬ 

ing to foot the bill for the wedding. 

They've hired a Beverly Hills caterer, but 

Billy doesn’t want a big ceremony. 

Allison says, "It’ll make me happy, and 

when I’m happy, you're happy.” 

As with Mike Bongiomo, there's not 

the slightest pretense co rhetoric icy here, 

not the slightest shame for uttering the 

cliche. 

You are God Stay exactly as you are. 

This is outrageously important, be¬ 

cause if there's no need for the viewer to 

be ambitious, then lie or she doesn't have 

to strive. They can look at their Mike 

Bongiorno and already know diar they 

have arrived where they need to be. The 

average viewer is laughing, utterly un- 

aware of what averageness does to you, 

that it makes you fed superior to the av¬ 

erageness that you are watching. That it 

annuls the desire to be ^average. That it 

kills ambition, 

Aaron Spelling is probably not con¬ 

scious of this, but lie has created a work 

of ideological deception, whose victi m is 

Generation X, Med ioc racy by telecracy, 

by the power of television, 

In Melrose Place, as in life, relationships 

come and go, but there is always The 

Group, The Group is worth more than 

any individual, including ones lover, 

who is always on the verge of being a 

transient anyway. The Group friendship 

is a survivalist friendship because rela¬ 

tionships do not last. It’s only The 

Group—not love—that can provide die 

toolkit for survival. 

Amanda, played by Heather 

Locklear, is at once the leader of the pack 

(as in wolf pack) and the outsider. She's 

not part of the twenty something 

crowd—she's 35, Amanda is allowed to 

do things that the or hers are not allowed 

to do. She is allowed a permanent scowl. 

She is also allowed to own Melrose Place. 

Amanda is not among the constrained, 

but at a price: she's also not afforded the 

general group empathy 

The average viewer is 

laughing, utterly unaware of 

what averageness does 

to you: it makes you feel 

superior to the average; it 

annuls the desire to be art- 

average; it kills ambition. 

What’s also fascinating is that 

Amanda's mother, played by Linda 

Gray, looks great. (Linda’s gotten a set 

of new lips, or so it looks to me.) As a 

matter of fact, the mother doesn't look 

any older than the daughter. Guess 

what? The oldest that you get in the 

world that’s being promised these peo¬ 

ple is 35. You're never going to get urn 

beautiful. You're never going to age. 

And more than that: when you do get 

to get old, you get what Linda Gray 

gets now—a new show, a spinoff called 

Models, Inc 

Its the American dream to be giv¬ 

en a spinoff. 

Melrose Place grabs die collective un¬ 

conscious in another way, as well. 

Every fad in America finds itself sooner 

or later past idled on this show. The lad 

du jour Is false memory; Daddy, abuser. 

So what do we have in the marriage se¬ 

quence? Allison has flashbacks of her fa¬ 

ther sexually molesting her. 

Wc’vc got homosexuals in the military 

in the news and, there's a gay naval officer. 

Hell, you don’r need to read the newspa¬ 

per, just watch Melrose Place. 

There's another cultural site that pas¬ 

tiches the culture—the pornography in¬ 

dustry. In its thematics, it is often a 

parasite industry. Howard Sterns Butt 

Bongo Fiesta begets Butt Bongo Babes♦ The 

Lorena Bobbitt trial begets Use It Or Lose 

It. Betterly Hills 90210; Beverly Hills 

90669. And so on. 

When the culture belched up Heidi 

Fleiss last summer, Melrose Place of 

course made Sydney turn a trick or two, 

even as porn master Ron Sullivan (aka 

Henri Packard) directed The Heidi Flesh 

Scandal. 

I've become utterly convinced chat 

the show is an ongoing porn video— 

with all the good parts excised. This isn't 

even hotel porn; this is sub-hotel porn. 

Billy says to his fiancee, "Allison, I 

thought you wanted to wait until we got 

married." Allison says, L‘l don’t think I 

can wait another minute.’1 And she 

climbs on top of him. 

Bat guess what? Cut-cut-cut. Not 

once do we see flesh. For the Melrose au¬ 

dience, the body is unusable (AIDS and 

other maladies); therefore, the desire for 

the body has to be rechanneled into su¬ 

perficiality, surface, image, 

Melrose Place is not a st)ap opera. It is 

a hyper-whirligig. Witness its hy¬ 

perventilated use of the proairetie code. 

Proairetic code is, very simply, the code 

of actions, A nd-then-a nd-thm-and-then\ 

We human beings do a number of 

things. We make careers. We ask ques¬ 

tions. We seduce. We love. We create. 

We go on outings. We knock on doors 

and so on and so forth. The fascinating 

thing is that we don e know' why we do 

the different things we do. We've never 
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been able to figure it out, although we 

speculate. (Boy, do we speculate, with all 

the frailties of speculation, otherwise 

called hermeneutics). 

In his canonical book 5/Z, Barthes 

found Balzac's shorr novel Sarrasitte bril¬ 

liant, in part because Balzac introduces a 

number of strings of action, producing 

an almost biological need to get to the 

end of each string and frustration of that 

need. 

Let me explain. Say you start a 

string of actions: going to the theater. 

Your character enters the building and 

takes his seat. But his seat is between two 

fat clergymen, and they're squeezing 

him. Chis is a new narrative string: 

what's he going to do about his discom¬ 

fort? Then he realizes he's also close to 

the front of the stage—a third string: 

taking pleasure. Each string is frustrat¬ 

ing the other, and that’s Aielme PIact— 

far superior to anything Balzac could 

produce, dare I say Each scene is the run- 

rung of rwo or three or four action- 

proai retie sequences. 

What that's producing is the head 

whirligigging, Even my Izzy, the diehard 

fan, couldn't get all the names and ac¬ 

tions straight, "Is this the one that got 

kidnapped?'* And that’s not Izzy s fault. 

That ts the product called “Izzys cogni- 

tion ' of Aaron Spelling Productions. 

That is utterly new in the history of 

American television. 

Melrose Place is about story, but not 

about story as we have known it—a ten¬ 

sion leading to a denouement, an 

epiphany of knowledge leading to the 

famous catharsis. This avoids catharsis. 

That's because we do not want a resting 

place. We want a perpetually charged 

population, always ready to go shopping. 

If there are not very good jobs for peo¬ 

ple in their twenties; if they are not 

going to be able to truly enter the sec¬ 

ond industrial revolution (the one in 

which creativity and ideas, not terres¬ 

trial riches, constitute wealth); if love is 

going to be unavailable to them; if 

they're going to be blocked in so many 

different ways, then why not drug 

them? What are we supposed to do- 

enable a vast population to understand 

its dead-endedness, its lost genera¬ 

tionalness, its doom? 

Cultural critic Haul Viritio said to 

me in Parts, ""You're going to hallucinate 

the spectator instead of installing him in 

long duration, explanation, narration. 

You' re go i ng to fasc i nate h i m, ha Hue in ate 

him by images that flow too rapidly. The 

tele-spectator is no longer a spectator. 

He's inert matter like plastic matter. 

Duration jtsell becomes more and more 

difficult to endure. People fmd it fatigu¬ 

ing, stressful. We are hooked on speed, 

both kinds.” 

Why drug our peopleT' 1 asked, 

1 Because we no longer have need of 

them," he answered. “When we had need 

of people, there was prohibition of alco¬ 

hol, of drugs. There was prohibition on 

sex, because we needed men to work, to 

make war. When you no longer need peo¬ 

ple to work nor to make war, you stock¬ 

pile them, ' 

Wc live in a meritocracy, where the 

finest rise to the top and the rest go bot¬ 

tom-feeding. In the post-industrial 

world, this meritocracy becomes an aris¬ 

tocracy of ideas—needing very few oth¬ 

ers, except as instruments. Also some as 

consumers, and some—not many—as 

voters. This is a formula for disaster, this 

dooming of most of the population. It's a 

formula for what Bill Moyers calls the 

Second Civil War, which will be loughc 

along economic lines. It is outrageously 

inhumane to doom, by giving doses of av¬ 

erageness, by making it laugh at average¬ 

ness, an entire generation. Lc's an outrage, 

its immoral. 

So for me, Melrose Place, while seen as 

the culmination of the Aaron Spelling 

oeuvre, is radically different from Dynasty t 

by virtue of the concent radon of stupidi¬ 

ty and the mininess of the action strings, 

getting in one another's way. If I can al¬ 

lude to another adventure of my beloved 

Barthes: Roland we nr to Tokyo not know¬ 

ing a word of Japanese, and said there, re¬ 

ferring to Paris: " To the foreigner what a 

resff I am protected there against stupid¬ 

ity, vulgarity, vanity, mundanity, nation¬ 

ality, normality? Boy, that 5 Melrose Place, 

not Pans.—Marshall Blonsky 
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fear 

Fame ail Loaoilii 
Is anybody still famous? It doesn’t feel that way. Oh, sure, there are 

movie stars, and politicians, and persons-of-renown, and so forth. 

One has "heard of’ Chief Mangos uthu Buthelezi and what s-his-name 

from Pearl Jam. We still have Michael Jackson to kick around, and 

Andrea Dworkin to kick m around. 

But the thrill is gone, the glare and the heat and the sparkle I d 

hitherto associated with famousness ( ‘hitherto” meaning up until about 

1981" ). Prior to that year, I thought fame-—at least as embodied in 

some people—gave off some compelling gamma radiation of the per¬ 

sonally admirable. Now7 though, fame seems like what a college degree 

was in the fifties: a credential 

deemed an end in i tself by a soci¬ 

ety too busy, or greedy, or stupid, 

to care about what it meant. Once 

you obtained it {regardless of 

how), you got “a good job.” 

Fame itself isn 't as famous as it used 

to be. Why, back in the bad old eighties, 

fame was so well known and revered that 

even a nonentity like myself was moved 

to ask myself, in all boneheaded serious¬ 

ness, whether—as though choosing ei¬ 

ther the house creamy Italian or the blue 

cheese for my salad—Id rather be rich 

or famous. 

Sure, its a contemptible question, 

but some of us just happen to be hard¬ 

wired to ask the contemptible questions 

and not flinch when confronted with the 

often startling, meaningful, com 

temptible answers. My response at rhe 

time was a clear-eyed, sober, “Geez, Fd 

rather be famous/' 

1 was, you see, in the grip of a sort of 

tear, i.e., an insecurity about whether I 

was, or ever would be, important. ‘ Of use 

to someone or in the service of some 

cause" was, I think, almost certainly 

what I did not mean by important/'' 

Rather, I chink I meant, “known to and 

admired by strangers." 

I know. How tinevolved. Worse. 

The eighties started off 

glamorous, but by the 

end had stripped fame of its 

glamour by Soliciting too 

many people to be famous. 

how eighties, to seek the validation of 

what I laughingly call my self out in the 

marketplace of egos. But that’s how we 

were back then—mad and carefree and 

unevolved and ravenous for something, 

anything, so long as it helped us not feel 

like a nobody. How could it have been 

otherwise, when nobodies—and their 

opposite ('celebrities")—formed the two 

poles between which ran the current of 

American culture? Popular media cele¬ 

brated celebrities, while defiantly no-fun 

literature "explored’1 and "took serious¬ 

ly’ and “unearthed important truths 

about" the vast Nobody population be¬ 

tween the coasts. 

Fame promised redemption from 

nobodihood, and, indeed, it seemed to 

offer automatic entry into an actual com¬ 

munity of the famous, w here everyone, re¬ 

gardless of their actual 

association, knew and admired 

and air-kissed everybody else. In 

that realm of existence there 

was-—or so it appeared—light, 

warmth, and a perpetual sense 

of triumph. By which it sounds 

like I mean: glamour. 

Inevitably, in such discus¬ 

sions, one is reminded of Sally 

Kellerman, who, I think, said in 

some interview or something 

during the eighties, ’Glamour 

is the ability to sexually intim¬ 

idate someone/’ This from the 

woman whose name is synony¬ 

mous with insufferably aflected 

commercial voiceovers, 

Nonetheless, ir's wrong. 

I should know; the last time I re¬ 

member being sexually intimidated, 

glamour had nothing to do with it, I was 

overwhelmed by sheer largeness. 

It was in a chic men's casual wear 

shop on once-tready Melrose Boulevard, 

in once-trendy LA., where 1 suddenly 

found myself mere inches from a woman 

so big n busty n’ va-va-voom gorgeous 

that I felt instantly transformed into the 

hesitant, insecure adolescent I secretly al¬ 

ways am anyway. 

“You are not man enough for my 

magnificent breasts, and neither is your 

bank balance! cried her Mad magazme- 
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worthy cheesecake body, which was 

softly swathed in a pink sweatsuit. 

She ignored me utterly. 

I skulked past—fir, really, under— 

her, and tried to scare unnoticed from my 

refuge among the astronomically priced 

cotton pullovers in hatefully dismgenu- 

o us past el shad es * Hea rc break i ng 1 y/h Var¬ 

iously, her companion arrived: big and 

absurd in hh pajama-like gray sweats, ar¬ 

rogant, rich, homely as a camel—what 

else could this jogging-ready duo be but 

an aspiring starlet and her producer 

boyfriend? The perception infused me 

with a bracing mix of intellectual supe¬ 

riority and sexual humiliation. 

If these two Hollywood cartoons are 

what Sally Kellerman meant by glam¬ 

orous—and they probably arc—-then, 

triumphantly, and speaking as an actual 

intellectual who possesses a Bachelor of 

Arcs degree, I rest my case. 

To me, glamour contains a dimen¬ 

sion of awareness—the son of quality 

hinted at in the slightly antiquated de¬ 

scription of a woman s outfit as being 

smart/" Glamour denotes success in the 

(wicked, fallen, corrupt, bad taste) pub¬ 

lic realm while hinting at private re¬ 

serves of good values, good taste, good 

personal qualities. To be famous is to be 

public property; to be glamorous is to 

(at least seem to) be on loan to the pub¬ 

lic in one's profession, but to be private¬ 

ly owned by oneself. 

The e ig h i its s carted off gla m orou s, 

but by the end had stripped fame it of 

its glamour. It did this by indiscrimi¬ 

nately soliciting too many people to be 

"famous," It flooded the market with 

cheap celebrities and drove down the 

vaJue of renown Itself. Fame used to dis¬ 

cover worthy people doing worthy 

things—or at lease it seemed so. The 

bestowal of fame's racy, hot-cha atten¬ 

tions upon its deserving subject created 

glamour. 

Now, though, fame will chat up* go 

out with, and sleep on the first date with 

anybody. Of course there will be those lit¬ 

eral-minded souk who contend that fame 

itself confers glamour. It used to, perhaps, 

when it was selective, but it docs no 

more, (AH Et confers now is fame.) 

How can it be otherwise, when the 

vehicle of fame is the media, now the 

battered wife of the advertising industry? 

With the exception of my favorite news¬ 

papers, magazines, and TV shows, let us 

say it plainly: The media are .stupid. No, 

better, the media is stupid—which ren¬ 

ders stupid those appearing within. 

Its the reverse of the Richard Gere 

Effect, Just as Richard Gere makes any 

movie he appears in at least ,mm to think 

itself smarter than it really is* so—albeit 

in reverse—with the media, which make 

anyone who appears in them seem stu¬ 

pider chan lie or she might really be, The 

old phenomenon used to be. If you’re in 

the (meritocratic, objective) media, you 

The media are Stupid. No, 

better, the media is stupid— 

which renders stupid an 

those appearing within. 

It's the reverse of the 

Richard Gere Effect. 

became famous, and, therefore* glam¬ 

orous. The new phenomenon is, if you’re 

in the (meretricious, sleazy) media, you 

must be "famous," stupid, and therefore, 

unglamorous. 

Yes, fame is no longer glamorous! 

What a thought. Tt's like saying money 

doesn't buy happiness, he., what, for 

Gods sake, then, is the POINT? A gold¬ 

en prize in the public realm has been 

stolen and secretly replaced with an elec¬ 

troplated simulation. What is there to 

live for? Oh, sure—all the rest of life, the 

private realm, the kids, the hobbies, re¬ 

gional beers, travel, and so forth. 

But ifl ever accomplish something 

and become famous, 3 will be unable to 

convince myself that I'm important. I 

won t even be a celebrity, E li still be a 

nobody (albeit a famous nobody), with at 

best die famous nobody's apotheosis to 

look forward to: answering Barbara 

Walters' lake "probing," pseudo-enlight¬ 

ened questions on a very special Special* 

Did somebody say "fear?" That's scary. 

—Ellis Wiener 
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Back in August, 1969, a young SPY 

pulled its first major prank. That's 

right, we were the ones passing out the 

brown acid. So when plans were laid for 

a big Woodstock reunion—-make that 

two big Woodstock reunions—we de¬ 

ckled to get in on the fun again. 
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li me weed tie ceolire ei acres el mm, sleepless Digits, ram-Mei nans, lal irugs, ail 
cpdhIs el llllly slraiiers, It Is surely MM. lee don’t live ti live iieei Here Hr even 
alive) win n naiienel. II you’ve sees lie plciures, yea now. II you’ve listened to lie record or 
waichei lie woiieHM hole yei-yoo new. ly naeiei Radosi. uidaei iiaieiiuie, and uae met And now, as we’ve been bearing ad 

nauseum, comes the 25th anniver¬ 

sary celebration. Why? One 

wouldn’t normally think of cele¬ 

brating the 25th anniversary of 

such a national trauma. Did we pop the 

champagne in 1989 for the lOth an¬ 

niversary of the Ayatollah s ascension? 

Will we one day celebrate rhe 25th an¬ 

niversary' of Amtrak train wrecks? 

But nostalgia is in play here, and 

nostalgia has become an American cot¬ 

tage industry. So all year we've been 

hearing about the two competing festi¬ 

vals—’Hot to mention Freedom fe$t. 

Groove Best, and other spinoffs, We 

know, once and for all, that the town of 

Woodstock has nothing to do with all of 

this, that Bethel '94 has the original site 

and Woodstock 94 has the original 

name. We have learned, finally, where 

Saugerties is, 

Wr know how much the1 tickets cost, 

and we've heard how the mantra lias 

changed from peace/love/music to 

greed/greed/greed, We’ve heard about the 

rid Sail ous ly expensive hotel rooms, and 

we know that we couldn’t get one if we 

wanted to. Which we don’t. We remem¬ 

ber who Michael Lang and Sid Bernstein 

are, though we re si ill not sure why We 

know how many people attended the 

original, and that statistically most people 

who say they were there have to be lying. 

We know that it was an experience. 

We remember the music, sort of. Wc 

know the Crosby, Stills, Nash St Young 

song about Woodstock and we know that 

it was written by Joni Mitchell, whom we 

know, we know, WE KNOW ALREADY, 

was not at the original event. We recog¬ 

nize the old lingo and tilt old fashions. 

We haven't seen this much tie-dye since 

1987. 

With all this knowledge, how could 

we resist getting in on all the fun? 

Part One; Wordstock Notion 

As an entertainment concept, we 

have never understood spoken-word per¬ 

formances. Now more chan ever, we fail 

to see how this putative art form has 

been successfully dubbed 'cool'' by the 

likes of MTV and Sassy magazine. 

Sitting in a dank, basement-like hole on 

the Lower Hast Side while listening to 

squatter poets mutter calculatcdly-outra- 

geous names for their genitalia is just 

nor our idea of a good rime. In fact, it 

ranks right up there with sitting in a 

muddy field for three days with nothing 

but rainwater for nutrition. 

So naturally, we decided to combine 

the two, and create our own festival— 

Wordstock '94. 

For our featured performer, we want¬ 

ed someone who represented the spirit of 

Woodstock ior the nineties. Someone 

deep, spiritual—and wealthy far beyond 

hb talent. So we called author James 

Red field, whose novel The Cdestim 

Prophecy "offers a path of greater awareness 

and spiritualit>p by showing us how to 

find the power within ourselves to come 

to terms with our lives, and with the 

world around us." 

A turgid mess (originally self-pub¬ 

lished after being rejected by a string of 

small publishers), it has been at the top 

of the New York. Turn best-seller list since 

April $rd. 

Introducing ourselves as the orga¬ 

nizers of Wordstock, we spoke first with 

Red field's wife, Sally. But before we 

could even explain the premise of our fes¬ 

tival, Mrs. Red field s uggested an idea of 

her own: "1 lead some meditations," she 

volunteered. "I would absolutely love to 

have that many people meditating at the 

same time. Could you imagine what it 

would do for the environment?" 

We spoke with Redfield himself, who 

told us what he would Like to do onstage: 

RE MELD; Well, I woo Id probably 

talk about the rheme in the hook And 

then we’ll probably do a couple of medi¬ 

tations aimed at sending peaceful energy 

out into the Earth, which I think is very 

important. We create images of ecotopia 

and ol peace, sending peace radiating 

out to the problem areas on the Earth, 

And what it does is, it not only cre¬ 

ates a oneness and kind ol euphoria in 

the group, but we’re convinced it actu¬ 

ally does a lot of healing in terms of 

sending love energy out and permeating 

the areas where there's a lot of hate go¬ 

ing onT 

SPY: This is not similar to what Oral 

Roberts used to do. ts it? 

No, This would come more from 

New Age spiritual consensus, which is 
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non-doctrin&l and non-guilt-oriented. 

h there any chanting invok ed? 

Well, we have never done that, but 

it might be fun, The audience would 

love it. 

That u ottId be great. And that is 

part and pared with print a! m ream nig, l 

suppose? 

Well, not really. It's more a center¬ 

ing experience and a euphoric, mediated 

experience. 

Have yon ti er done any hang gliding? 

No, 1 have not done much of that. 

We thought yon /night fly onto the stage. 

Come in dramatically. Maybe mt by hang 

gliding. Maybe by parachute. 

That's too sensational for me. I 

would rather just show up on stage. 

Okay. Now, what about renting one of 

the songs from Woodstock. Something like 

John Sebastian 's "l Had a Dream*'? 

Probably more John Lennon scuff 

would be appropriate to my theme, 

Okay. Maybe yon and your wife might 

do a rendition oj '7 Want to Hold Your 

Hand." Is that possible? 

No. I don't think that’s possible at 

all 

Part Two: 

Keeping the Peace— A SPY Forum 

Much of what we've heard about 

Woodsux'k '94 involves how different it is 

going to be from Woodstock '69. 

Specifically, we are told, every thing will 

be supervised. There will be no chaotic 

crowds. But how to really insure order? 

Posing as representatives of Wood - 

stock 94, we contacted three security ex¬ 

perts; Martin Holloran, Vice President of 

Wackenhut Securities; Bob Jonas of Jonas 

Aircraft and Arms Co., Manhattan-based 

police-equipment exporters; and Brother 

Franklin of The Fruits of Islam, the fa¬ 

mously-disciplined Nation of Islam secu¬ 

rity outfit. (Their separate responses are 

edited into a roundtable discussion.) 

SPY,r Herds onr situation: two days, one 

night, 250,000 people on 840 acres of farm¬ 

land. Two stages, a midu ay ami, plus some 

perfomm u ho may need to be helicoptered in. 

Alsor we re been getting death threats against 

Crosby, Stills and Nash, (This last part is not. 

to onr knowledge, true, but it helped him up 

tlx conversations.} 

Martin Holloran; 250,000 people. 

Something’s gonna happen. 

Brother Franklin: The first thing 

we do is, we make sure that the people 

who come into the facility area are dean, 

cause we search everybody that comes 

through. Including females. Full-body 

searches. Not scrip, but basic full-body. 

Bob JonaS; Maybe you should put 

up metal detectors at the entrances. You 

can, use walk-throughs, or even hand-held 

ones that you can go around with, 

Franklin: Where you’re gonna have 

a problem with is people on stage. In this 

day and age there are a lot of weapons that 

can reach long distances, So well have to 

find out high points in chc outlying areas 

and see if we can secure them. 

JONAS: You can also put in a machine 

so they can screen the bags like carry-on 

luggage. If a woman lias a great big bag of 

clothing with a knife or a gun in there. 

What about crowd control? 

JONAS: You might need some pepper 

gas. It’s very effective. Its legal. It's made 

out of nature, so to speak. You Could buy 

tear gas if you wanted to. [For that] what 

you need is launchers on shotguns. You 

might also want to consider side arms. 

Is tl?ere any thing a e should hare instead of 

side arms? 

Jonas: Yeah. Riot shields, batons, 

helmets, handctills. 

Do ue want to bate a show of force? 

Holloran: Yeah, you gotta have a 

force that's gonna provide some sort of 

psychological intimidation, if you wilt, to 

get a warm and fuzzy feeling. 

Jonas: You want to have a uni¬ 

formed presence, but not too menacing 

because I chink the crazies get pissed off 

at that. 

How do ue kttou■ who tlx crams are? 

JONAS: You should have someone 

there who can pick up body language or 

certain types of expressions. Psychiatrists, 

people who know crazies. 

We wire thinking about hiring this sort of 

grass roots security team. They say they'll work 

for beer. 

Holloran: You mean like the I lell’s 

Angels? 

JONAS: If you re gonna have the 

Hell’s Angels there, geez, let 'em use their 

own chains. That might be a mistake, 

though. They might get carried away 

wi th their power, J 
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THE ELEGANT DINING ROOMS OF NEW YORK’S 
FINEST RESTAURANTS ARE CULINARY 
MAGNETS FOR THE RICH AND FAMOUS, THE 
ESSENCE OF CLASS. BUT ONLY BECAUSE THE 
FLYING COOKWARE, SEXISM, GAY-BAITING, 

AND OBSCENE EGG ROLLS ARE HIDDEN SAFELY BEHIND THE KITCHEN 
DOORS. AND THE FOOD COULD BE BETTER, TOO. BY DAN BURROWS 
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Chef Vongerichten 
welcomes patrons 
with a smile. In 
the dining room yon 

will hear a gracious 
"Bonjour," but 
behind the kitchen 
doors, you are 
more likely to hear, 

'Tm going to kick 

your ass/' 

t is late, about 11;30 P.M., and 

service at Vong, Chet Jean- 

Geo rges Vongerichten’s bril¬ 

liant Thai-French bistro in 

mid town Manhattan, is slowly 
winding down. The noise and 

the crush of customers in the slick, trendy dining room has dissipated, and 

the waitstaff begins to relax a little as the last of the evening's 400 patrons lounge 

agreeably over cappuccino and poached Asian pears with licorice ice cream. 

Meanwhile, on the other side of the kitchen doors, a skinny blonde woman 

puts a tape in a small pink boom box, and tinny music fills the kitchen. 

Hesitantly, she begins her striptease, A circle of 10 to 12 men, Vongerichten in¬ 

cluded, crowd around, whooping it up. Back in the dining room, a patron orders 

a glass of port, another asks for the check. T he stripper is down to her G-string... 

i 
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ratings from the Zagat Survey. Vonge- 

richten has also been nominated four times 

for the coveted Heard Award, the food in¬ 

dustry's Oscar. 

His innovative approach to food 

moved Molly O'Neill of the New York 

Ttmes to call him the enfant terrible of moth 

ern French cooking1' and his influence is 

tremendous, if you've ever wondered what 

happened to butter and cream in French 

cooking* you can partially blame Vonge- 

richten. He would rather cook with carrot 

juice, lemon grass, and flavored oik, and 

he's developed a large following. 

As New York s Gael Greene wrote, ,sHe 

has changed the way we eat.,.. His arty 

presentations are mimicked across the na¬ 

tion, and his infused oils have become a 

nineties cliche. ’ 

Like Wolfgang Puck—the ultimate 

celebrity chef of Spago fame who made 

pizza into haute cuisine in the eighties— 

Vongcdchten even knows how to fran¬ 

chise, He’s licensed a Vong to open in 

Mexico City on September 1. Vonge- 

richten also plans to open a New York 

seafood restaurant with Eberhard Muller, 

former executive chef of Le Bernadin, a 

four-star establishment and probably the 

best seafood restaurant in town, 

So everyone should be happy, right? 

Vongerichten gets rich and famous; his pa¬ 

trons stay comfortable, well-nourished, 

and tastefully titillated. 

But everyone is not happy. 

The idea that a career in cooking 

could be something alluring, even chic, 

has not always been with us. Rather, it 

seems to be, as much as anything, one of 

the many lingering legacies of the eighties. 

More than half of the 36 professional culi¬ 

nary schools and programs in the United 

States were created in the last 14 years, 86 

percent of them since 1970, 

Today, thousands of graduates emerge 

from these institutes each year with 

dreams of celebrity-ehefdom, and a job at 

Vong or jo Jo is considered to be a major 

score. But those crisp young graduates 

who expect cooking in such a place to be 

glamorous, to be an art form, will feel as 

comfortable and at home in the kitchen as 

A Vong cook on his 
lunch break: In a 10-hour 
workday, the staff is 
allowed one meal—and 
it's not sauteed black 
bass on herb-smashed 
potatoes. 

Welcome to New Yorks 
elegant world of multi- 

star restaurants. Vong 

regularly draws the likes 

of Mick Jagger, Michael 

Keaton, David Bowie, 

and Elle MacFherson, 

Behind the kitchen door, though, 

the atmosphere is 'dike a sixth- 

grade boys' locker room,” as one of 

the few female staffers puts it* I 

have never met such obnoxious peo¬ 

ple in my entire life,” adds another* 

"All they do is belch, talk about sex* 

[and] grab their crotches*” 
This* remember* is the ki tchen of one 

of the best chefs in New York 

jean-Georges epitomizes the nineties 

celebrity chef. He's rich (calling estimates 

that he makes close to $1 million annual¬ 

ly not inaccurate"), he’s internationally fa¬ 

mous and respected, and he gets plenty of 

press. His two restaurants* Vong and Jo Jo 

(which he co-owns with restaurateurs Bob 

Giraldi and Phil Suarez), are considered 

among the best in the city* receiving three 

stare each from the Neip York Times and top 
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The idea that a 
I careen la 
cooling could 
he something 
alluring has not 
always been 
with us. Rather, 
II seems lo he 
one oi me many 
lingering 
legacies ol me 
elgliles. Bet 
these crisp 
young pdnaies 
who expect 
cooking to he 
glamorous will 
(eel as 
condoriahle in 
me inchen as a 
slacker on 
Parris island. 

a slacker will feel on rigorous Parris Island. 

Since Jean-Georges, like many chefs* 

was trained in the French tradition* it is cus¬ 

tomary for him to treat his staff.. .well, like 

shit. As part of his effort to keep his kitchen 

immaculate, he runs it, according to sever¬ 

al former (and current, at least temporarily) 

employees, as strictly as a military outfit. 

Meaning that you never question an order, 

a request, or an obscenity-laden admonish- 

men t/out burst. You simply say, "Yes, Chef,” 

and you do what's asked. 

“If you’re peeling carrots and a peel 

falls on the floor,” explains one former cook, 

“he will take note of it and tell you. He’ll 

come up to you and say, in his thick French 

accent, We do not cook on ze floor, we 

cook on ze table. " But if it happens again, 

watch out, “Fie wil! state, more emphati¬ 

cally, You people are pigs! It is like a pigsty 

in here!'" 

Every time Vongerichten walked by, 

continued the cook, she would ' look around 

and make sure everything was just perfect. 

Because odds were he was going to lash out 

at me,” 

“If he doesn't Eke you, you're dead," ex¬ 

plains another cook. “If he likes you, he's 

easier. He111 yell at you only a couple of 
„ il 

What we have here, apparently, is a fail¬ 

ure to communicate. 

"Communication is the most difficult 

thing,” Vongerichten says in a nearly in¬ 

comprehensible mumble. "You have to force 

people to communicate. I have to repeat the 

same thing everyday to everybody, because j 

they do not communicate.” Vongerichten, 

who, like many master chefs, rarely does any 

cooking himself, insists that he never yells 

at individuals: When 1 scream, it is only at the 

kitchen as a whole. 

He must be excepting the time a cook 

misunderstood him and brought him the 

wtong kind oi apples (“I'm going to kick 

your ass!”), and the time another staffer 

brought just one roll of paper towels up 

from storage rather than a whole box (“Are 

you fucking kidding me?"). 

Of course, all this shouting would leave 

a man hoarse if he didn't have a loud lieu¬ 

tenant. Fortunately for Jean-Georges, he has 

an able-bodied bdlower in the form of Tom 

Dimarzo. 

Dimarzo, Vongs daytime sous chef and 

Vongerichten s self-described “ax-man," 

puts it this way; “It s a daily struggle of 

combat with people to maintain consisten¬ 

cy." Rhetorical weapons in Dimarzo s valiant 

battle for "consistency" include various 

combinations of / don't give a fuck what you 

think!, Are you retarded? !, and Just fucking do 

it! Occasionally, Dimarzo punctuates these 

outbursts by hurling pots and pans—or 

whatever else is handy—across the crowded 

kitchen. 

In fact, the kitchen at Vong used to be 

equipped with a cordless phone, until 

Dimarzo threw it—-and broke it—once too 

often. Soon after, a wall phone, with a long 

cord, was installed. 

imarzo's anger, however, is not 

always limited to inanimate ob* 

jeers. Once, according to several 

wrho were present ar the time, he 

caught someone snacking at their 

station. Apparently upset at this 

lack of consistency, he communi¬ 

cated, There is to be no eating 

in this kitchen! I don't want you 
people eating anything at all. You’re served 

one meal a day and that's it! I don't care if 

you starve.' 

Vongerichten—appear!ng somewhat 

Napoleonic, his arms crossed in front of his 

chest—stood next to Dimarzo, nodding 

along in agreement with the tirade until 

Dimarzo got to the "starve" part. All of five- 

foot-four-inches, Jean-Georges looked up at 

his six-foot-two-inch sous chef and admon¬ 

ished him with a nearly comical, “Tom, zat 

ees a beer much,1 

But its true that in a 10-hour workday, 

the staff is literally served one meal—and 

it's not sauteed black bass on herb-smashed 

potatoes. In fact, rarely does the staff even 

have the time to sit down for their meal, 

which is often repetitive at best, repulsive 

at worst. 

“For the most parr, we make Chinese 

food,” says a staffer, 'For a while there, we 

had duck legs four times a week. And 

sausages. It would be totally sausages, all 
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the time/' Another adds, recalling the 

steady diet of oily tuna fish sandwiches 

and fatty ribs, "I would throw up if I 

had to eat that food again." 

The food is prepared with the un¬ 

derstanding that only a minimum 

amount of energy is to be expended 

for this particular meal. Often, cheap¬ 

er cuts of meat, such as flank steak, 

would be used. 

Seemingly removed from the 

sting of his staffers’ comments, Jean- 

Georges has had a charmed and ex¬ 

citing career. In his early twenties he 

cooked at the ultra-ritzy Oriental 

Hotel in Bangkok, where he devel¬ 

oped his obsession for Asian ingre¬ 

dients. From 1980 to 1985 he 

opened hotel-based restaurants for 

Swissotcl in Singapore, Hong 

Kong, Osaka, Geneva, Lisbon, and 

London. In 1985, his worldwide 

gastronomic tour led him to the 

United States, where he opened a restaurant 

in Boston. It was a smashing success, so the 

Swissotel people asked him to do it again, 

this time in New York. 

In 1986, a magical time when New 

Yorkers like Michael Milken and Donald 

Trump were not yet considered embarrass¬ 

ments, Vongerichten became the head chef 

at Lafayette restaurant in the Drake 

Swissotel in Manhattan* The newcomer 

achieved the nearly impossible: the New 

York Times gave him the rare, coveted, four 

stars* Lafayette wTas the first hotel restaurant 

ever to be so honored . 

At the time, Lafayette was "one of the 

most talked about restaurants in the coun¬ 

try/' wrote then-New York Times food critic 

Bryan Miller. The chefs creative input was 

invaluable, as evidenced by the fact that, 

when Vongerichten left in January 1991 to 

With Vong and Jo Jo, however, as well 

as the Lipstick Cafe (a breakfast and lunch 

spot across the street from Vong, in the lob¬ 

by of the Lipstick Building), Vongerichten 

has to oversee, motivate—and communicate 

with—160 employees. He can t be every¬ 

where at once, and inevitably there are laps¬ 

es, According to people in the kitchens, the 

food can suffer, 

hat are the times/days to avoid 

if you're going to enjoy the full 

benefit of a meal at Vong? All 

day Sunday, and lunch 

Monday through Thursday. 

These are the times when the 

food is prepared under the di¬ 

rection of Dimarzo—as op¬ 

posed to the night sous chef, 

Vongerichten in 

the dining room at 

Jo Jo, "They sent 
my dinner in the 
shape of penises/' 

said one former 

cook* "They were 
probably better at 
making penises than 

the day's specials*" 

open Jo Jo, Lafayette lost its precious fourth Dan Ddvecchio. The staff refers to Dimarzos 

star. 

While bistros like Jo Jo (at 64th and 

Lexington) and Vong (opened in December 

1992 on East 54th Street) are more casual 

than full restaurants—and so are rarely 

awarded more than three stars—their repu¬ 

tation for fine food is unparalleled, and 

(mostly) deserved. 

crew as the ,lB-team/f and even Vongerichten 

himself acknowledges the lapse in the consis¬ 

tency of the cooking during these times. 

One particular Sunday evening, 

Delvecchio brought his family in for dinner. 

The frog legs he ordered were dry, 

Vongerichten, visiting the table, comment¬ 

ed, Well, ifs the B-team tonight. 
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Qest repulsive 
at worst. Tor 
a while there, 
we had dock 
legs liur tines 
a week. Jknd 

But in the kitchen, the staff has more 

to worry about than dry frog legs. Under 

Dimarzo's supervision, morale suffers. 

Especially for those few people on the staff 

who are unfortunate enough to be female 

in this typically man s world. There are 16 

people on the kitchen staff ar Vong, Only 

three of them are women. And of the 10 

kitchen staffers at jo Jo, only one is female. 

Aside from being outnumbered and 

often assigned to the relatively less impor¬ 

tant role of garde manger (cold food prepa¬ 

ration), most women describe the kitchen 

as a tough and insensitive working envi¬ 

ronment. 

Female strippers are regularly brought 

in to celebrate male employees' birthdays, 

and, if that wasn't enough, on such occa¬ 

sions it is not unlikely for Dlmarzo to yell 

such encouraging comments as, “Give him 

a blow job! Give him some head!1' Even 

when, in one instance, the birthday boy’s 

wife was present, 

On another occasion, a hostess entered 

the kitchen with a cheery, liHi, guys!” 

According to a chef still employed by the 

restaurant, one of the kitchen staff respond¬ 

ed by yelling, “Show us your tits or get out!” 

Vongerichten insists that sexism plays 

no part in his kitchen. Indeed, he extolls 

the virtues of “girls.1' 

"They have a better palate," he says. 

"It’s in the genes, 1 think.” Nevertheless, Vongerichten isn't 

sure they are as suited to the 

kitchen as men are, 'Their char¬ 

acter is more difficult,” he says, 

'‘They want to do their own 

thing, The kitchen is like a team 

and they're not as good at being 

team players. They’re more indi¬ 

vidualistic, f think they think 

about their own lives more—marrying, hav¬ 

ing a family. There’s no way you can have a 

family working until 11:00 every night, " 

Dimaizo also plays no small role in the 

sexist attitude that seems to flavor Vongs 

kitchen. He reportedly once told a woman 

cook that it was a mistake to hire a second 

woman because he doesn't think ‘ girls’1 belong 

in the kitchen of a professional restaurant. 

In his own defense, Dlmarzo denies the 

allegations in the most diplomatic—and 

convoluted-language he can muster: 

‘Well, I don't want to get into trouble.,. * I 

don e have any problem with women in the 

kitchen, I do think there are certain aspects 

of their personality that are indiginous* Like 

they always have to have the last word,” 

Even those wielding frying pans arc not 

immune to the fire. One cook, a gay mao* 

describes his own experience—a sort of 

phallic culinary assault. 

"They sent [my] dinner in the shape of 

penises," the shaken former cook has to say 

of his Jo Jo experience. 'They would take a 

duck egg roll and put two round things be¬ 

low it, 1 think they were pork cheeks. They 

were so creative, they were probably better 

at making penises than the day s specials,” 

Vongerichten admits that he has heard 

some slurs. (One serious political discussion 

between kitchen staffers on the nature and 

scope of gay rights was reportedly settled 

thusly: ‘ Oh, these faggots want special 

■ rights? I ll give them special rights. 20 per¬ 

cent off on all Vaseline products!”) 

But Jean-Geotges says he ‘puts that 

stuff away" when it comes up, as it is dis¬ 

ruptive to the team. All that matters, he in¬ 

sists, is that you prove yourself in the 

kitchen.” 

U is two clays before Christmas. 2993, and 

Vongerichten has assembled the staff to celebrate 

not only the holiday, but the one-year anniver¬ 

sary of the opening ofVong, The staff is feeling 

good\ knowing that they hate a rare two days of 

vacation ahead of them, one of which will even be 

paid. In their hands they hold bottles of cham¬ 

pagne, given in lien of Christmas bonuses. 

Vongerichten starts the festivities jovially by 

thanking everyone for a wonderful year. The 

rest aura nt is a tremendous success, he de¬ 

clares, and you should all be very proud, 

Then his tone changes, Next year, he continues< 

things are going ro have to change. You 

people are going to have to be more profes¬ 

sional, you're going to have to work harder. 

So many times we sec stuff on the floor and 

nobody picks it up. We're going to change 

next year, we're going to be stricter. And if 

anybody doesn't like it, then they can leave 

now! That 's the Christmas speech.$ 
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TAKE ONE PART HOLLYWOOD SEX MURDER; ONE PART EGOMANIACAi, 
WOMB-BRONZING BOY WONDER/DIRECTOR; AND ONE PART 
FICTITIOUS, SPY-BACKED SCREENWRITER WITH AN OMINOUS- 
SOUNDING NAME—AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT? REVISIONIST 
HISTORY AIA HOSm HEROES: THE MOVIE. BY STEVEN MIRKIN 

“Where do they get these ideas?” Who among us hasn't asked 

that question after leaving a movie theater^ What other response is there af¬ 

ter shelling out eight bucks for The Flint stones or Jack the Bear? Or when we 

read about some screenwriter getting a cool million for a script fea¬ 

turing Woody Harrelson as a brilliant, sensitive analyst. 

Since actors, directors, and producers will tell anyone who'll lis¬ 

ten that they are all looking for “a good story71 (while lining up to 

get a piece of The Brady Bunch), we decided to see how far, and how 

JULY.'AUGUST 199-1 SPY M 
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low, a select group would go when it came to 

re-creating the best of sixties TV kitsch and 

combining it with a classic comedy setting: fun 

and hi-jinks in a World War II POW cam in¬ 

complete with fumbling, bumbling Nazis 

(endless laugh possibilities), clever, daring es¬ 

cape plans (so easy to fool the guards), and 

Heiga, the Nordic love goddess who cuddles 

up to the S.S. storm troopers even as 

she silently yearns for Hogan. 

After all, how hard could it be, 

we argued, to get a film deal going? 

Throw together a script (it's not like 

you're creating anything), contact a 

few agents and producers, arouse the 

interest of a hi red-gun director or 

two—and voila! We'll quit our jobs at 

SPY and take our film to Cannes, just 

like wunderkinds and former video 

store clerks Quentin Tarantino and 

Chuck Hogan (coincidence?), whose 

novel, The Standoff, just sold for half a 

mil to Doubleday (book) and $ i00,000 

co New Line Cinema (film rights). 

The original Hogan series, which 

could possibly have been sold 

on the Holly wood-style equa¬ 

tion Sergeant Bslko meets Stalagjl 7, might 

now be best summed up in the following 
Holly wood-style flow chare/ As Jurassic 

Park begets The Flints tones, so it must follow chat Schindler's List 

begets Hogan's Heroes. Ahh i, do we see a connection here? Is 

there an ubermunst&fubtw lurking in the wings—a produc¬ 

er/director so perfectly tailored for this project that fate itself 

seems to have signed its marching orders? 

At least we think so. We noticed a pattern; Spielberg- 

produced revival of beloved sixties sitcom follows Spiel berg- 

directed drama (loosely) based on related subject. That is, The 

Flintsmnes—a movie about people who put dinosaurs to com- 

WE NOTICED ^PATTERN: SPIELBERG-PRODUCED 
SITCOM REVIVAL FOLLOWS SPIELBERG-DIRECTED 

DRAMA ON A RELATED 
SUBJECT. AS JURASSIC PARK 
BEGETS THE ElMTSTOHES, SO 
SCHIHDLER’S LIST MUST 
BEGET HOGAH’S HEROES. 

mercial use, and with a 

set that looks like a 
theme park—-followed 

Jurassic Park—a movie 

about people who also 

put dinosaurs co com¬ 

mercial use and was set 

in a theme park. 

Therefore, Schindler's List, 

a Him in which certain 

Germans show unexpect¬ 

ed compassion in a con¬ 

centration camp atmos- 

phere, has to be followed 

by Hogan's Heroes y where 

certain Nazis show unex- 

peered humor while run¬ 

ning a POW camp. 

No doubt about it: 

Spielberg was our man. 

And with that idea in 

mind, SPY invented a semi- 

successful but slightly addled 

screenwriter named Curtis 

LeMay (no relation except by 

name co the Vietnam general 

who ran unsuccessfully for 

the vice-presidency with 

George Wallace in 1968) 

and put him to work on a 
treatment for the screenplay 

The goal was to enlist the Mighty Steven’s help in pro¬ 

ducing Hogan. But we didn’t stop there. Hey, come to think 

of it, where was Richard Dawson (who played Hogan's British 

sidekick, Newkirk), and what was he doing while waiting 

around for Family Fend to kick up again? And the last time we 

caught up with Werner Klemperer -Hogan's irascible neme¬ 

sis, Col. Klink—he was touring as another grinning Nazi in 

theater productions of The Sound of Music and actuall y lending 

his infamous voice CMo-gaaonttnl1) to re-create CoL Klink on 

an episode of Tlx Simpsons, 

All the pieces seemed to be in place, the characters wait¬ 

ing in the proverbial wings. A few faxes, a few phone calls, 

and we figured there might be a three-picture deal in the 

works for us. 

The treatment we came up with for Hogan's Heroes; The 

Mopte opens and closes in present-day Berlin, where the pris¬ 

oners and staff of Stalag 13 come together for the 50th an¬ 

niversary of the camps liberation. Spurred on by the questions 

of Dutch Kelly, the littlest POW, an inmate not seen on the 

original series, a flashback tells the story of how Hogan became 

a POW and the leader of the funniest bunch of resistance 

fighters since the Dirty Dozen. 

12 spy j tar/august mi 
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JIMMIE "J J.” (“DYN-O-MITEI”) WALKER WAS ENLISTED TO PLAY THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN 
CHARACTER, KINCH. ACCORDING TO WALKER'S AGENT, “IF JIMMIE CAN MAKE MONEY, 
JIMMIE IS INTERESTED.” RICHARD DAWSON, ON THE OTHER HAND, "DIDN'T NEED THE 
MONEY,” ACCORDING TO HIS AGENT, BECAUSE HE WAS GOING BACK ON FAMILY FEUD. 

Hogan's Heroes: The Movie 

A Treatment By Curtis LeMay 

Registered With Director's Guild 

PROLOGUE 

The time is 1995 and the place* Bedim An old-fashioned 

beer hall The strains of the “Horst WdsseJ Song" mingle with 

"Well Meet Again.” At the end of the hall, a banner reads 

"Wilkommcn Inmates and Staff Stalag 13-." It is the $Bth an¬ 

niversary of the camp’s liberation, and inmates are sharing a 

civilized cocktail. During rbe booze-enhanced camaraderie, 

DUTCH KELLY asks the gang, ,lSa-ay, how did Hogan be¬ 

come such an underground force anyway?" 

ACT I 

England 1943: AIR FORCE COL HOGAN is the camp 

tut-up, always ready for a joke, a poker game, a drink* or a 

young lady. He instinctively distrusts authority and is con¬ 

stantly bringing the troops together in outlandish pranks. On 

a bombing run over western Germany, Hogan is shot down. 

He survives by charming the local females, but when he is 

caught in bed with the burghermeisters wile, Hogan is 

brought co the authorities and remanded to Stalag 13. 

ACT 2 

At Stalag 13, Hogan is the camp cut-up, always ready for 

a joke, a poker game, a drink, or a young lady. He instinc- 

nvely distrusts authority and is constantly bringing the troops 

together in outlandish pranks. 

Things move into action. Through Hogan's relationship 

with HELGA, COL. KLJN’K's secretary, the inmates are able 

to hot--wire the telegraph lines into the camp. They begin 

sending false orders to the Nazis. Somcrimes they misdirect 

troops. Sometimes they rewrite an inviriacion to Klink for the 

annual Fuhrer Day bash in Berlin, telling him its a costume 

party and the theme is to go as your favorite Allied leader. 

Klink and SCHULTZ decide to go as Stalin and Churchill, 

EPILOGUE 
A final flashback to Schultz appearing before the Nuremberg 

tribunal, telling his interlocutors, "I knew mss/ng, I saw mss- 

ing." He is found nor guilty on account of idiocy and is sen¬ 

tenced to the postwar version of community service, Klink is 

not so lucky, and gets 10 years hard labor—to be Served at 

Stalag 13s which leads directly to our sequel, Hogan's Heroes: 

Return to Stalag 13, where the gang uses their wartime wiles to 

help Klink escape, 

FIN 

The gang begins to lay traps for the Nazis, finding out 

their movements from the capped tine. Each of die inmates has 

a particular talent (explosives, architecture, language) which 

comes into play in the plan to spring an important PQW, 

LASZLG VIC!l OR, In the end, of course, Hogan gets him 

out of camp, to be replaced by Dutch Kelly, a soldier supplied 

by rbe resistance, who will become part of the gang and play 

a major part in the sequeL 

We quickly assigned this hot concept to pro¬ 

ducer James Wallise at Sussex Productions. 

With treatment in hand, Wallise farced pitch 

letters to currently missing-in-act ion characters Richard ("Our 

Survey says,Dawson; Werner Klemperer; formerly-hot sit¬ 

com star Jimmie "J J." (“Dyn-o-mitd”) Walker, enlisted to 

play the token African-American character, Kinch; currently 

JULY-'AUGUST ]\m spt * 
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RUMORS ABOUND REGARDING BOB CRANE'S MURDER: WHAT CAUSED THE TENSION BETWEEN 
HIM AND DAWSON? WAS LEAD SUSPECT JOHN CARPENTER “IN LOVE WITH BOB"? OR WAS CRANE, 
AS KLEMPERER SAID, “THE MOST HETEROSEXUAL PERSON IN THE HISTORY OF SHOW BUSINESS”? 

bankable Flints tones director Brian levant; and eternal ly child¬ 

like Steven Spielberg himself Actors Larry Hovis and Robert 

Clary, who played Carter and LeBeau on the original Hogan y 

appear to exist below celebrity radar and were impossible to 

track down* 

As might be expected, the quickest response was from 

H'J J." Walker's agent* Chris MacNeilL at Famous Artists. Brett 

Dubrn, MacNeills assistant, called Wallise back the very next 

business day and let him know that they were going to get a 

hold of Jimmie to go over the idea with him. “If there's any- 

thing else you need, please feel free to give us a buz*,11 he 

cooed, Wallise took him up on thatofferT and he was efficiently 

patched in to MacNeill himself, 

SPY: We have a treatment and pretty much of the script ready\ 

Fm meeting with the money men today, and I want to find out how 

much of an interest there is on your part. 

MacNeill: If Jimmie can make money, Jimmie is inter¬ 

ested,,. He likes the idea, its just that* if the money wont lie 

there... 

What kind of money are we talking about? 

You're talking about doing an hour pilot? 

Nof m This is a filmf this is a movie. 
You want to do the film? 

Right. 

I would say we have to negotiate. Who's going to be the 

headliner? A lot would depend on who he is co-billing with. 

Obviously, if he were the biggest name on there—I’m not say¬ 

ing he's gonna be—if he were, he“d want more money.,. My 

suggestion is make an offer and well start from there. 

Dyn-o-jmire) as JJY himself would say. Though the 

eagerness with which MacNeill seemed ready to 

talk money left us wondering if the “Good Times" 

hadn't ended in more ways than one for this former phenom. 

We seriously considered calling back and offering scale* just to 

see how low he would go* but couldn't bear the thought of de¬ 

grading one of TVs true icons. 

Speaking of icons, we were very surprised to find out that 

smarmy game show host Richard Dawson would not be in¬ 

terested in a cameo role in our film—reprising Newkirk in 

the 1995 scenes, ’He turns down bigger cameos than that/ 

we were told by his manager, Leonard Grainger. Even more 

surprisingly, Dawson* Grainger assured us, didn't need the 

money." (Apparently, kissing mid western women and glad¬ 

handing their Bobbitty mates pays berter than wc expected,) 

54 SPY JULY,AUGUST l?94 

Undaunted, we pressed on. Wallise s associate called 

Grainger personally. lie picked up the phone on the second 

ring. 

SPY Is {Mr. Dawson} interested in a larger role? 

Grainger: Look, this name [Curtis LeMay] is not going 

to get you any financing. 

What are ue talking about here? Are we talking about the size 

of the role? Is Air Dawson not interested in the role? Would he be in¬ 

terested- in reading the script? 

Is there a script? 

0hy absolutelyl 

Not to make it difficult* but he wouldn’t do a cameo, 

[We wanted to add that for a man who answers his own 

phone* he was being awfully difficult. But we lee it pass.] 

It'S not really a cameo, It 's a chance for him to reprise the role of 

Newkirk. Obviously, because of Mr. Dawson's age, -wed love for him 

to reprise the role in the modern day. Which could be a substantial nde 

if he's interested. 

Okay. Send me a copy of the script and HI be very glad 

to read it. 

All right, that 's fine. My concern is whether or not there 's a prob¬ 

lem with the whole Hogan connection. 
No, there's no problem, lie s going back on Family Fetid, 

and he couldn't care less about working on anything, because 

he doesn't need the money. He s not interested. But send me 

the script and I'll be very happy to read it. You'll have your 

number on there and I'll call you. 

The following day, getting a hold of Werner 

Klemperer proved even more difficult. First we got 

his business manager, David Licht* In L.A. Then* 

when we phoned his Newr York agent* John Anderson* we 

were told* Sorry, I only handle Mr. Klemperer's symphony engage¬ 

ments. You'll have to call hts theatrical agent. 

His symphony engagements? 

Thankfully, while Peter Strain* Klemperer's theatrical 

agent* was the hardest man to reach, he ended up being the 

easiest to deal with. After hearing our pitch and rinding out 

that Klemperer would indeed reprise his Emmy Award-win¬ 

ning role of Klink* Strain quickly told us that yes, he was 

'sure that [Klemperer] would be interested,” We shouldn't 

have been surprised—in addition to The Simpsons, Klemperer’s 

post-Hogan credits include a part in TV's 1981 Return of the 

Beverly Hillbillies. 

Hey* maybe this was easier than we’d thought. In three 
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erosexuality and puts 

the kibosh on such goings 

on: "Bob," he told Larry 

King, "was the most hetero¬ 

sexual person in the history of show business.” 

Meanwhile, at press time, we are still waiting for an¬ 

swers from Levant and Spielberg. They are either too busy 

sifting through other offers or saving the world* But you 

know, while we're waiting to hear from Steven, it occurs to 

us that all the innuendo swirling about this story—includ¬ 

ing pornography, bisexuality, voyeurism, conspiracy, and ten¬ 

sions between Richard Dawson and Crane on the set of 

Hogan—has made this such a hot property, that we’re sur¬ 

prised that nobody has thought to turn this into a 

Menendez- or Amy Fisher-style TV movie. Now where's that 

number for Aaron Spelling*.*?! 

weeks we d worked up a treatment, gotten a 

script together, hooked up with a West Coast 

production agency, set up an office in New York, 

and gotten verbal assurances of interest from 

original cast members and other Hollywood big¬ 

gies. Curds LeMay was thrilled. We were all 

stunned. Is this how Hollywood worked? Could 

it really be this easy? 

Maybe this was more than a SPY prank af¬ 

ter all. Maybe \vc really could see Hogans Heroes 

in theaters next summer to celebrate the 50th 

anniversaries of V-E Day and V-J Day. 

The next seep was to finish out the casting. 

For the role of the irascible Sgt, Schultz, who 

else but John Goodman? Now .*,for Hogan 

himself? Mel Gibson? Bruce Willis? Keanu 

Reeves? 

Only one problem remained—-how to deal with the still- 

unsolved murder of Bob Crane, the original Hogan? Rumors 

abound regarding the gruesome crimer Robert Graysmith, au¬ 

thor of The Murder of Bob Crane T says that Crane used ro film 

himself having sex ’with women-—-sometimes secretly, some¬ 

times openly," 

The current lead suspect is Crane’s (former) close friend 

John Carpenter (not to be confused with the once-popular di¬ 

rector of gory horror films starring his busty, former sitcom- 

actress wife Adrienne Barbeau). Of their relationship, the 

writer states, "the claim is that he was in love with Bob." 

Klemperer, on the other hand, defends his former co-star s het- 
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We never even knew what hit us. One moment we were fine, 

the next we were on an operating table somewhere, wonder¬ 

ing why everyone was looking so concerned. Ant) then we were 

floating upwards, gazing down at ourselves and musing, Gee, 

this iskinda nice. Lets see: tunnel, light, soothing voices. .. the 

whole bit* An angel spoke to us. He told us we had become 

light. He told us we were going to be reunited with Nutter, our childhood 

pup who wandered into the street one sad day when we were In third grade. 

As the light grew brighter, we looked back over our shoulder and for 

one brief moment, our whole life shimmered before us in frozen moments 

like, well, like pages in a magazine. We wept openly, 

shamelessly. And then a powerful voice—we would swear 

it was James Earl Jones—said to us, "It is not your time." 

Sinking back into our body, we vowed to share with the 

world what we learned. 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY DREW FRIEDMAN 



Martha Dave Sharon 

by Jamie Malatoou rski 

WHAT'S TOO PAINFUL 
TO REMEMBER, WE 
SIMPLY CHOOSE TO 
FORGET. SO ITS THE 
LAUGHTER WE WILL 
REMEMBER 
Oh, bow long ago it all 

seems, when Grand rather was 

in ebe White House and 

everything was so beautiful 
and wi could leave foreign 

Ipolicy in the hands of that 

dreamy, colonel 

(rom the National Security 

Council, I lav mg trouble re¬ 

calling those distant days? 

Perhaps a review from 

Ronald Reagan would help. 

Iltnrs an early rake of his 

memoirs as delivered during 

the trial nf" Admiral John 

Poindexter, the former na¬ 

tional security adviser con¬ 

victed of lying to Congress. 

State yaur name. 

Ronald Reagan, R-e-a-g-a-n. 

A tilth baikyjuund. Wbt'ft were 

ytu flfftut ftrwfiknt? 

I was elected in L9&9, in 

November of 19^0 Took of¬ 

fice qn January 20, 19—or 

January 21 in 39H1. 

Prior to that, yurt urn governor 

<if California, h that aj rmV/1 

Yes. 1 was elected in 1966 

and served for eight years, 
two terms through 1974. 

Awd before that, you were in tfa 

mom business. 
Yes, Although there—well, 

no. 1 was goi ng it) reverse 

Over at U.S. News & World Report, lisping 
swinger-owner-editor in chief MORTIMER 

ZUCKERMAN, in the course of looking for his fifth 

editor in five years of ownership, sat down with a 

top editorial employee to discuss the magazines 

problems. The employee dared to suggest Lhat 

Zuckerman seems to have trouble inspiring em¬ 

ployee loyalty. Loyalty? Zuckerman protested. 

Loyalty? Whymy Chime househoy has been with me 

for years and years! -J a n ir a r y 19 9 0 

Pathological method actor Sean Penn raised 

his art to newr heighrs while filming his forth¬ 

coming Irish-mob emote-o-rama. State oj Grace. 

Eager to deliver a heartfelr performance for hoy 

director Pmi Jqamou, Penn apparantly readied 

himself for action scenes by pointing guns at the 

heads of crew members and, one time, smashing 

his own head through a glass window. When an¬ 

other scene required Penn to show his romantic 

side, he nestled in bed with actress ROBIN 

WRIGHT and began his actor s preparations, look¬ 

ing deep within himself and coming up with 

some unexpected improvisations, Which is to say, 

he vomited all over the sheets* -February 1990 

1 m m a Cl!!, at E LY W A SPY a nd t m poss i bly success¬ 

ful caterer-lec turer-author MARTHA STEWART has 

become synonymous with middlebrow good taste. 

And although this good taste has at times been 

called into question (she is now a S5 million em¬ 

ployee of K-Mart, whose customers Stewart calls 

K-Martians), her perfectionism has never been in 

doubt. When the craze for farm-fresh foodstuffs 

commanded her hyperattention, Stewart decided 

she craved fresh eggs and bought some chickens. 

Unfortunately, some of the eggs were fertilized, 

and soon her home was overrun with a flock of 

noisy and subsequently Ill chickens. With the cool 

dispassion that has long been her hallmark, Stewart 

gathered up the cute little creatures, loaded them 

into a bag, and put it at the end of her driveway. 

Then she threw her car into reverse and crushed 

the little chicks to death, -Apan. 1990 

Nine years of professional cynicism have ap¬ 

parently become something more than a comic 

mask for DaYID Letterman. During commercial 

breaks on Late Nighty Letterman does not, as one 

might suspect, engage in amusing repartee with 

his guests. Instead, he sits, head downward, scrib¬ 

bling like a disturbed child “I hate myself' and T 

hare my job" on a notepad on his desk -March 1991 

In the spring, a young congressman’s 

thoughts turn to. * , health-care reform? Defense 

cuts? One balmy afternoon a couple of sessions 

ago, 45-year-old Republican congresswoman 

Claudine Schneider was making her way from 

the House to her office. Suddenly her reverie was 

broken by what she took to be a couple of rowdy 

teenagers in a convertible cruising for tuna. When 

Schneider heard a wolf whistle directed to her 

backside, she turned to discover one of her House 

colleagues—Jo l Kennedy, of course—out fora 

guys-only drive. After Schneider glared in 

Kennedy's direction, he seemed to realize whom 

he had accosted and, presumably mortified, sped 

away. -April 1992 

YOU are a sick and perverted person, said the sales¬ 

man at a Limes Square camera store in the heat of 

a recent debate with SlNEAD O'CONNOR, who 

was trying to return a lens because, she said, she 

had found the same lens elsewhere for $300 less. 

The employees tried to point out that the lenses 

were different, but O'Connor continued, resisting 

her handlers attempt to calm her down. Worn 

down, the store capitulated and refunded 

O'Connor s money. She then left, but not before 

calling out across the store, You're a sleaze ball, 

and nobody would fuck you If yon were dying, and 

your mother sucks cocks in hell. Satisfied, she 

strutted off —August 1992 
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THE FINE PRINT CONTINUED 

Management, the Oliver North Way 

from his pockets once a week for 2D years. Let's 

assume all the change was in American money, 

and rhat the proportion of quarters ro dimes to 

nickels to pennies was exactly the ratio the U.S. 

Mint says is in circulation. What one ends up 

with is a lot of change. Laid end to end, the coins 

would stretch from the World Trade Center to the 

Empire State Building; stacked, they would run 

up one side of the Washington Monument and 

down the other with $850 left oven Some ques¬ 

tions are suggested: 

► Given that the accumulated change weighed 

1,502 pounds—more than the payload of the 

Toyota pickup he owned at the time—how did 

he move it? 

► Did North put these 230,000-plus coins into 

paper rolls, and if so, how long did it take him? 

► Why did he bother to nail the change box to 

the floor, since three Soviet weight!iIters would 

have been need to pick up the box? 

—Joe Mastrianm J U LY 19S9 

Aioney 

"North testified...he got the money (to buy a used 

GMC van} from a steel box nailed to tlx floor of his 

el use! at home, where he had been ait Simula ting 

$15,000. mainly from pocket change." 

—Boston Globe, April IS, 1989 

Let's think about this testimony fora moment. 

Lets say that by “mainly," North meant that two- 

thirds of the money in the steel box, or $10,000, 

originated as change, which he says lie emptied 

bile flogging his latest flop, Par and Away, to the press, tiny 

actor Tom Cruise talked to journalists about what it's like being mar¬ 

ried to his co-star, Nicole Kidman. When asked about his previous 

marriage to actress Mimi Rogers, Cruise dismissed their relationship 

as “history, * .old news." And yet. Cruise's remarks about Kidman 

seemed familiar: -September 1992 

"I'm just happier now than I've ever been “This has been the best year for me/'—Us, 

in my life."—Time, December 25, 1989 July 1992 

“Since I've been with her, ir s opened me up 
a lot,”—Rolling Stow, January 11, 1990 

"l he most important thing for me is I want 

Mimi to be happy. "—lime, December 25. 

1989 

We share every thing." Roiltug Stone, 

January 11, 1990 

“We live a lot of life together. —Rolling Stowt 

January 11, 1990 

"She’s my best friend."—Rolling Stone, 

January 11 > 1990 

It’s like a whole new life opened up.”—Rolling 

Stow, May 28, 1992 

She's the most important thing 

to me/—Rolling Stone, May 28, 1992 

"We do everything together."—Rolling Stone9 

May 28, 1992 

"We do a lot of stuff 

together.”—Us, July 1992 

She's become my best friend/’—Us, July 1992 

chinas, Prior to working in 

the movie business., ] was a 

sjMirrs announcer in radio, 

When did you turn Admiral 

Poindexter? 

The only recall 1 have is... 
when he was deputy to die 

national security 

adviser, and ! was already in 

office,. Now if there was some 

prior rime or meeting or 

gathering, i don't recalf. 

Do you hair some general rucol- 

lertim of tlx iran-enntra etmf? 

Yes. It was a covert action 

taken at my behest. 

Hate ym famlmriud ymmff 

with the charges against 

Admiral Poindexter? 

No, I haven’t, I must confess. 
They arc based m Sis o rtrtUi: 

mt. letters he sent to a atitgw - 

si final committee; and fn •>. testi¬ 

mony tie gate about a shipment 

of HAWK missiles. Do you re¬ 

call anything abmt either 0} 

these eirnli? 

I only recall learning at settle 

[xiinr rhar therr had been a 

shipment of HAWK missiles 

by Israel to Iran.,,, Bur 

Hint's about the extent of 
my recollection, 
Iltni- often did y«w mitt with 

A dmiral Poindexter ? 

Usually every working day. 

VF/iir/ portion of your schedule is 

devoted to national security af¬ 

fairs? 

I couldn't recoil definire¬ 

ly, ..obviously, a major part. 

Can you describe what you lin¬ 

den toad the Iran H'aStatue tv 

be? 

A group of individuals, some 

citiiienfi of loin, journeyed to 

a third ccwujitry.,.they wanted 

to discuss how better rela¬ 

tions between Iran and the 

United Stares could be st- 

cured..,and so a delegation of 

ours—t believe ir was all 

from the National Security 

Council—journeyed to meet 

[them]. 

Was this pmrmy made by Robert 

Md'arlane and others in ap¬ 

proximately April or May 

1986? 
( can't recall, and ! can’t set 

down rhe dates. 

Dn ym retail being first briefed 

m this situation at BethtSiLi 

Naval Hospital with 

Mil Far lane and Don Regan? 

1 recall chat I had vimrs every 
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J\faJsed/ 

Will Ted Kennedy go to Hell? 

THi HUE PRiHT CONTINUED 

once in a while rhere ar rhe 

hospital, f have to tell youh T 

realty CCuYt retail what 

those vizirs weft about. 

Nothing was tremendously 

earrh-shatcering, according to 

my memory, bur I am afraid 

that I wasn't maybe quite 

up to pinning things 
down. 
What about a Idler meeting at 

the Wbtte House/ 

I know such a meeting, hurl 

don't recoil what the out- 

come was or what we were 

discussing. 

Bid y-'iit did hat*: it tfliftitli tilth 

Secretary Weinberger arid 

Secretary Shultz andyuur other 

top advisers. 

Yes. 
Whitt dti you recall about tS? 

The Iranian representative 

suggested [char we sell them] 

TOW antitank missiles.... 

And I said that there was one 

thing upon which we could 

base selling [the missiles}, 

and that was...if they used 

their efforrs to gee our 

hostages frted. 

Do you mall making an analo¬ 

gy to the Lindbergh kidnapping? 

I don't recall mentioning 
anyone else. 
Do you recall fid Aitxie having 

an opinion about iravlvitig 

/.f rae// 
I don't recall that coming 
up at all, 

Later you said at a press am/er- 

cttCc that the dicistwl u a1 yati r> 

alone, and y an fejsrred to 

President Umtdrr. Dq you re¬ 
coil that/ 

No, 

Do you mall Admiral 

Poindexter briefing you about 

HAWK missile parts being tetri 

to Iran? 

I cannot remember any 

meeting on this or not- I do 

have a memory ol 

learning,..that the 

Israel is... had sent some oi 

their HAWK missiles to 

lim, 
U V it ere referring to a later 

shipment* 

1 just don't recoil it. 
Do you recall imtouetirtg 

Admiral Poindexter to put to¬ 

gether a chronology of the trail 

initiative? 
No, I do not. 
On you mall having any discus- 
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A 

Father Alfred Hennelly 

associate professor of theology, 

F&rdham Univwsity 

In the opinion of Father 

Hennelly, "If you died in mortal 

sin, you deserve hell." But, he 

says, at Chappaquiddick, 

Kennedy apparently committed 

only venial sins, 'The driving off 

the bridge seems to hove been 

an accident/' says Hennelly. "It 

seems to have been o rather 

narrow bridge." Asked about 

Kennedy's status in the afterlife, 

Hennelly replied "He would 

probably be consigned to spend 

a certain time in purgatory." 

Father Gommer DePauw 

founder of the Catholic 

7 rad it tonal'1st A1 ovement 

Father DePauw feels that 

Kennedy may hove committed 

several mortal sins, and thus 

may be bound for hell. "In the 

Chappaquiddick thing there's 

outright lying. To lie is o mortal 

sin. But if you ask me, 'If 

Kennedy were to die today, 

would he go to hell?' 1 would say, 

'Who am I to say? I'm not 

God/" 

SPY Interfaith Symposi 

Bishop W.B. McNeil 

Holy Cross Remnant Church of 

Jesus Apostolic Faith 

According to Bishop McNeil, "tf 

Kennedy doesn't repent for his 

wrongdoing, he will go to hell. I 

believe if he asked God to for* 

give him for his sin, I'm sure He 

will" 

Gina Grahi and Rafa Jna 

The International Society for 

Krishna Consciousness 

Gung Grahi says Chappaquiddick 

would definitely have karmic 

ramifications in Kennedy's next 

life but that "it's really hard to 

say" what they might be. "God 

might have given Kennedy the 

facility to be with this woman, 

the choice to have the cor, the 

M 

choice to get drunk; moybe due 

to his past karmo he inherited 

the propensity to get drunk." 

Rofa Jno speculated, "In his next 

life, the relationship could be 

switched, and he could be driven 

oft and drowned," 

Jimmy Swaggart 

president, Jimmy Swaggart 

Ministries 

"If Ted Kennedy asked God to 

forgive him, God would forgive 

him. Ted Kennedy would not be 

eternally lost. If he was eternal* 

ly lost, it would be because he 

didn't accept Jesus." 

Imam Abdel-Rahman 

Gfman 

Islamic Center of New York 

"According to Koranic law," 

soys the imam, "it is a sin to be 

with a woman who is not your 

wife; it is a sin to put her in dan¬ 

ger, And lying is o sin. If a man 

with a woman, just to cover the 

wrong he did. Jets her die, that 

is a sin in itself. It is a double 

sin. All sins are punishable in 

hell/ 

—Frii Kaplan NOVEMBER 1387 
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Liberty, Egality, Sodomy 
French Movies Today 

PARIS—Gity of Light, Beacon of the Enlightenment, and, of course, Internationa] lodestar for 

connoisseurs of Famour. Here is a literal translation of the titles of some romantic films that re¬ 

cently played in the hometown of Truffaut, Chabrol and Goddard: 

Remembrances of o Small Ox-Rump 

Anal Indulgences for Voracious Horse Buttocks 

Sodomize Me Up to the Sword Hilt 

Piglike Ladies-in-Wait! ng Who Are Expert 

in Sodomy 

The Nurse Is Good at Sex 

Small Bourgeois Holes to Be Deflowered 

Sweet Foliations and Anal Excavations 

Trendy Secretaries by Day, Perverse Bitches 

by Night 

Virgin Buttocks to Be Tested in the Caribbean 

Islands 

The Large Pam pays Females 

The Large Vicious Females 

The Lady Doctor Has Large Breasts 

Ted Widmer May 1992 
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“Mr. Stallone on the Line n 

ensuring who is up and who is down in Hollywood can be done in numerous ways, 

but one of the simplest is by observing how long it takes to get ones phone calls returned. To 

prove this, we called a variety of well-known people, and gave each of them one of two simple 

messages: either 1 have Sylvester Stallone on the line/' or "I have Joey Bishop on the line/' The 

responses were gratifyingly different. —JdmBs&lfc September 1988 

SLY STALLONE JOEY BISHOP 

AGENTS Lucv Aceto, William Morris i/ 
agent: 0:28:03 

Slic !\Icngcrs, Wi 11iam Morris 

agent: 0:38:15 

PRODUCERS Don Simpson, Top Of tit 

producer: 0:02:00 

Joseph Papp, Public Tlieater 

producer: 89 days and counting 

FELLOW STARS Carrie Fisher, actress: 

immediately 

Bob Hope, TV-special 

institution: 0:02:01 

STATESMEN Sonny Bono, mayor of Palm 

Springs: 0:01:05 

Ed Koch, mayor of New York: 

0:01:45 

RENAISSANCE 

MEN 

Michael Mann, Miami Vice 

producer: 0:48:30 

Bobby Zarcm, energetic 

publicist: 89 days 

and counting 

TALK SHOW 

HOSTS 

Geraldo Rivera: 0:01:15 Regis Philbin: 19:08:30 

TALKING 

HEADS 

State Department spokesman 

Charles Redman: 1:16:55 

Ted Koppel: 89 days and 

counting 

TOTAL CALL-BACK 

TIME ■ 

2 hours, 38 minutes. 

8 seconds 

267 days, 19 hours, 50 

minutes, 31 seconds and 

T W T T W ¥ * 

counting 

TTTTTTT1’TTTTTTTTTTTTTTli'Tlf<rlrt»l'»'i'»¥fll'f¥1‘*TirT,*1iTT1tT*'TTTT* 

If the Pope Were a Dog 

MONDAY Pope rejects surplice and miter 

regalia; opts for simple leather collar. 

TUESDAY Pope attacks recently-delivered 

newspaper; gets rubber band stuck on nose. 

WEDNESDAY Pope photographed in 

embarrassing moment of biological need 

when he mistakes member of Swiss Guard for 

yet another statue. 

THURSDAY Pope requests meeting with 

actress June Lockhart, 

FRIDAY Pope completes foreign dignitary & 

request to “Please be seated" with demand for 

unspecified ’ treat/’ 

SATURDAY World Council of Churches 

meeting delayed when pope scratches his 

belly's "magic spot" and causes inactive left 

leg to flail wildly. 

SUNDAY Pope replaces ritual of "washing the 

feet of the poor" with licking the faces of the 

recently fed, —Henry Alford April I9H8 

THE FINE PRINT CONTINUED 

ihn with Admiral Poindexter 

about mmslraeting eienfs? 

I don't roc ol Eh I don't re¬ 
coil that. 
Did yori or Admiral Pvimkxhr 

brief administration offu/ah or 

Congress about what had trin¬ 

spired? 

I don't rocall anything hav¬ 

ing cri dn with Congress in 

that sense. 

Did you mein-any information 

from Admiral Poindexter that 

helped you with fix addrmet in 

the nation you made on 

November 15 and Nwwtiw 

19? 
I don't recoil. 
Would yott ban mat with any¬ 

one? 

E m nm denying whether 1 

met with utheft, Ic’s just lhit 

I don't recoil. 

Do you recoil that at the mi 

of the first piess conference. 

Admiral Poindexter pointed out 

fume information about head? 

No, li don't. 

On Nmember 12. ym met with 

concessional leaders. Do you 

haiv any mvl/ei'tion t/f /hat 

meting? 

1 know [hat someplace in 

[here, there were melt¬ 

ings.., with [he congressional 

leadership, 

Weft Admiral Poindexter pre- 

sent? 

Thar 1 don't rOCOll Ot oil. 
Did yon tail the congressmen 

about the HAWK missile ship¬ 

ments? 

No, I don't recoil ever re¬ 

porting that to anyone. 

I'm udd you mere first informed 

of that shipment when yon were 

in Genei-a, preparing to meet 

with Alrt Gorbad-H't ■ Do you re¬ 

tail that? 

I actually don't. I don't 
have any recoflection 

■ ilw>u< when I ww tokl rl-i.Le or 

who raid me. 

Bat ai iume point you became 

aware of tix shipment? 

That's right- As I say. I know 

that is in my memory, char J 

heard or France being con- 

netted with suth a thing. 

Mr. President—did yon put say 

Frame? 

\ didn't think I did. 

I'm lorryh / though! you said 

France, 

[("I did, it was a slip ot the 

tanguL'. —July 1990 
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N 0 UVELLE-0 - M AT IC 
Guide You'll Ever Need \ g ^ 

%r§r% everyone is now obliged to know, the heart of meals in their own homes. To operate, just pick one item 

nouvelie cuisine is the fresh and amusing juxtaposition of from each column. There are 1 >771*561 possible 

fresh and amusing igredients. Now, thanks to the SPY combinations—enough for three different meals everyday 

Nouvelle-O-Matic, everyone can create colorful restaurant until 3604. Bon appetic! -january/February 1987 

hacked redfish steamed In raspberry 

Native free-range 
parchment vinegar 

Hawaiian 

seviche of 

blackened 

chicken grilled over p it reed 

monkfish 

gray lax 

mesquite 

in a brioche 

on a bed of 

truffles 

apple 
compote 

barquette of 
venison 

radicchio framboise 

medallions of 
calf's liver 

ravioli in a vermouth 

deep-fried 
oysters 

potpie sauce gu oca mole 

boudin of 
scallops 

ragout of: yogurt 

saddle of 
partridge wrapped in lime juice 

warm salad of 
chicken wrings blue cam 

tortillas 
quail stock 

terrine of 
smoked duck 

sausage 

in potato skins 

peasant-style 

maple syrup 

and 

Oregon 
morels 

golden covinr 

green 
tomatoes 

pickled ginger 

sun-dried 
tomatoes 

leeks 

green 
peppercorns 

shad roe 

chevre 

sorrel 

pine nuts 

garnished 

with: 

violets 

fiddlehead 
ferns 

mango slices 

endrve 

Cajun popcorn 

onion 
marmalade 

plum chutney 

kiwi fruit 

baby figs 

chrffonade 
of basil 

pohlano 
chllaf 

How TO TELL THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN. . . 
A Pocket Guide for the BmHdmd Modern Person—David Ives October ]987 

LAS YEGAS BROADWAY MqMA HAIR BALL 

Similarities 

]. no similarities 

Differences 

L made of Steel, concrete 

and art 

1 * made of hai r 

2. sold its ait rights for 2. has not as yet sold its 

condos air rights 

SMALL DOGS SMALL CHILDREN 

Similarities 

1. sleazy surroundings 

2. expensive 

3. many patrons wearing clothes of synthetic fibers 

4. straight plays uncommon 

5. Jackie Mason performances not unusual 

Similarities 

1. smell 

2. noise 

3. unexpected, messy bowel movements 

4. like to roll on floors and sleep on top of blankets 

5. disgusting food habits 

6. should be aired every day 

7. tend to be fawned over by bothersome women in the park 

Differences 

1. Located in Nevada 

PAINTING BY JULIAN 
SCHNABEL 

L Located in New York 

YOUR MOTHER'S 
BASEMENT 

Difjmnces 

\. more hair 1. less hair 

Similarities 

1. old, broken pottery 

2. flaking paint 

3. bits of fiir and antlers 

Differences 
1. mentioned in Nm> York 

magazine 

2. priced at $60,000 

3. owned by rich people 

L not mentioned in New York 

magazine 

2. worthless 

3. owned by your mother 
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Dances With Goofballs 

obody wants to accuse anyone of plagarism, but isn’t it time 

Kevin Costner stepped forward and admitted that Dartres With Wolves 

is nothing more than a remake of a seminal TV series from his youth? 

Let’s look at the facts. 

Dances With Wolves During the Civil War, young Union officer John 

Dunbar (Costner), dazed from a foot wound and feeling suicidal, charges 

entrenched Confederates, He miraculously survives, and LInion forces, 

inspired by what they mistake for heroism, rally and defeat the rebels. 

F Troop During the Civil War, young Union officer Wilton Parmenter 

(Ken Derr}7), tangled in his reins during an allergy attack, charges at¬ 

tacking Confederates. He miraculously survives, and the Union forces, 

inspired by what they mistake for heroism, rally and defeat the rebels. 

Donees With Wolves Dunbar is rewarded with command of a fort our 

west. Upon entering the territories, the young officer is shocked to find 

crazy Major Fambrough (Maury 

Chaykin). 

F Troop Parmenter is reward¬ 

ed with command of a fort out 

west. LFpon entering the terri¬ 

tories, the young officer is 

shocked to find crazy Corporal 

Agarn (Larry Storch). 

Dances With Wolves After cleaning up his fort, Dunbar decides to 

contact the presumably hostile Indians—and finds the Sioux friendly, 

peace-loving and warm, 

F Troop After rrying to clean up his fort, Parmenter decides to contact 

the presumably hostile Indians—and finds the Hekawi friendly* peace- 

loving and a lafFriot. 

Dances With Wolves Expected to fight his Indian pals, Dunbar sides 

with the Sioux against the U,$. Army. 

F Troop Expected to fight his Indian pals, Parmenter and the kooky 

troopers cook up schemes to fool the U.S. Army, 

Dances With Wolves Way out in the wilderness, Dunbar is lucky to 

find romance wdth Stands With a Fist (Mary McDonnell)—a lovely* 

Lakota-speaking, bucks kin-wearing white woman, 

F Troop Way out in the wilderness, Parmenteer is lucky to find ro¬ 

mance with Wrangler Jane (Melody Patterson)—a lovely, two-fisted, 

buckskin-wearing white woman, 

Dances With Wolves Acclaimed as a mot ion-picture masterpiece, 

sweeps Oscars, earns millions, 

F Troop Mocked by critics, ignored by Emmys, cancelled after two seasons. 

—Bill Flanagan June 1991 

Separated at Birth? 

Jay Lena., t 

Brady Bunch servant 
Anne B» Davis. - , 

Geroldo Rivera. », 

.. .and Life of Ritey star 
William Bendix? 

* * .and The Duchess 

of York? 

.. .and Baza the Clown? 

Martin Scorcese, -. .. .and Charles Man son? 

. . .and Edward G. 
Robinson? 
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Max Am Arte fra 

he Rosenthal Times 

and the Frankel 

Times—has anyone 

been able to find a 

noticeable differ¬ 

ence? Not me. 

Maybe the headlines have been a little 

bigger; that two-deck banner headline 

after the election—Democrats re¬ 

joice AT 55-45 SENATE MARGIN BUT 

STILL SEEK AGENDA TO COUNTER 

Reagan—seemed a mite big. 

Democrats rejoice all the time. It s ihetr 

nature,,., 1 will say chat thus far Frankel 

has shown a scrupulous attention to ac¬ 

curacy, as evidenced by the exhaustive 

Corrections columns. (One recent catch: 

'The Bridge column yesterday, about die 

Minihouse Bndgemarexhon in 

Rotterdam, the Netherlands, misidenci- 

fled an operetta and its lyricist* The op¬ 

eretta is Cox and Box, with music by Sir 

Arthur Sullivan, and words by Sir 

Francis Burnand, not Sir W.S. Gilbert,") 

-J A Nl u as v/ F^li «.u a a v 198 7 

Rosenthals...maundering, meander¬ 

ing On My Mind column on the op-ed 

page has been a twice-weekly source of 

high amusement tor many at the paper 

(They have dubbed it Out of My Mind.) 

Within hours after that day s paper hits 

the streets, current and former reporters 

and editors are on the phone quoting 

lines to one another,,. In one column, T 

counted I me, 2 myselfs, I mine, 4 mys and 

34 Vs. The /'s have it: rhis is bad writing 

of heroic proportions. And who is to tell 

him how terrible it is? His enemies are 

too pleased, and his friends are roo 

frightened to talk, -April 1987 

As Vogues spa-loving, eosmetics-rith 

beauty director, ShirJey Lord is no 
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stranger to the hearty wallow in the favor 

trough, and like a good wife, she is now 

educating Abe in her ways.,**(Their] 

wedding, which took place at the apart¬ 

ment of Metromedia chairman John 

Kluge, coincided with the Times 

Magazine ordering up a profile of Kluge. 

Similarly, the party Abe and Shirley 

threw for columnist William Safi re at the 

Rainbow Room (paying less than the 

usual price) followed by one day the 

glowing Times coverage of the Rainbow 

Room's refurbishing. 

Shirley, who has not been averse to 

using Abe's waning power to get herself 

wedged into society dinner tables, has 

been finding a remarkable change in crit¬ 

ical acceptance of her filthy books—at 

least at the Times: Review in the limes of 

Shirley's Golden Hill before she met A Lie: 

"A world defined entirely by cliches. *, ." 

Review in the Times of Shirley's One of Aly 

Very Best Friends after she met Abe: 

"Readers will have their Perry Ellis socks 

knocked off by Lord’s steamy new novel 

of sex and success,” -May 1988 

The current Washington bureau 

chief, Howell Raines...has been confin¬ 

ing himself to matters of a more mun¬ 

dane nature* His ice bucket, for example, 

He keeps one in his office that news 

clerks have been instructed to keep filled 

with fresh ice at all times. Lapses in ice 

bucket maintenance ate usually followed 

by derailed instructions to the assistants, 

ending with a curt And l don't want to 

hate to go over this again. Unfortunately, a 

novice clerk, and therefore one new to 

the importance of ice-bucket protocol, 

neglected this crucial duty once too of¬ 

ten, and the most important bureau chief 

of the most important newspaper of the 

most important country in the world was 

.tv. 

forced to issue an official office directive 

illustrating his own fastidious ice-buck- 

et-refilling techniques. 

But Raines’ concerns are noc con¬ 

fined solely to dry-bar preparation..,. The 

bureaus news clerks also have standing 

orders, the moment it starts raining, to 

grab Raines' ficus plant and take it out¬ 

side so chat it can be watered naturally. 

In periods of draught...the plant gets 

showers in Raines' persona! bathroom at 

the bureau, -StPTEMEBER 1989 

The former About New York 

columnist William E. Geist, so desper¬ 

ately missed at the Times, apparently also 

found himself missing the paper Around 

the time his contract with CBS was up 

for renewal, he happened to get a call 

from lame-duck managing editor Arthur 

Gelb. After pleasantries were exchanged, 

the talk came around to Gelb s idea that 

maybe Geist would be interested in re¬ 

turning to his alma mater. Why not come 

up and meet with Alax and ue can all discuss 

it? Gelb said. 

It was with a perceptible spring in 

his step that the sweet-tempered Geist 

reentered the Times dreary gray fortress. 

Barely had he sat down, however, when 

a grim-faced Max Frankel, veins dilating 

wildly on his forehead, spittle flying 

from his lips, launched into a long and 

angry condemnation of Geist fbf leaving 

the paper and sullying himself in televi¬ 

sion, You just left for the wo my, he raged, 

Thts is the place to her and if you think you 

can come waltzing hack m here. ♦, Geist felt 

ambushed. Sitting silently alongside 

Frankel rhe whole time was deputy man¬ 

aging editor Joseph Lely veld, Gelb's sue- 

cessor, and in time maybe even Frenkel s. 

—January 1990 
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M Ovirz J, Sjiver M, Eisner 

After turning in a draft of Memom of 

an Invisible Man w Chevy Chase, mil¬ 

lionaire screenwriter William Goldman 

was summoned to meet with the teeter¬ 

ing star to discuss changes in the script. 

After a heated discussion over changes 

for a rewrite, Goldman quit. His final 

words? "Fuck it, Chevy. I’m too old and 

too rich to be bothered.” ^Aprii 1988 

Mike Ovitz generally prides himself 

on being emotionally undemonstrative. 

Others accuse him of actually lacking 

human emotions. But perhaps nothing 

illustrates Ovitz $ ice-water tendencies 

better than a recent incident concerning 

the defection of CAA agents Judy 

Hofflund and David Green blatt to form 

their own agency, InterTalent. 

The story accepted as gospel is that 
the morning after Hofflund and 

Greenblatt gave notice, another CAA 
agent, Tom Strickler,, was spotted having 

breakfast with Greenblatt. Later that 

day, Strickler attended the regular staff 

meeting, ac the conclusion of which 

Ovitz, almost as an afterthought, an¬ 

nounced matter-of-factly to the room 

that Strickler is no longer a CAA agent. 

When Strickler walked down the hall af¬ 

terward in a state of shock, he found that 

his office had been padlocked and a se¬ 

curity guard was waiting to escort him 

from the building. In truth, Ovitz called 

Strickler into his office after the meeting 

and fired him privately. And that's when 

Strickler walked down the hall in a state 

of shock. -May 1985 

Joel Silver, the taste-free bullyboy, 

is also working on what must be the 

most wickedly clever cross-genre film 

ever—a buddy movie and a body-chang¬ 

ing movie, Duke and Fluffy, Financed by 
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superquality-minded Carolco, Duke and 

Fluffy is about a cat (Michelle Pfeiffer) 

and a dog (Schwarzenegger) who fight 

like, ah ...well, cats and dogs. When their 

masters are killed, they turn into crime¬ 

solving human beings who fight like, 

ah...well, cats and dogs, Sounds like one 

of the latter. -December 1988 

If a talent agent were removed from 

his phone, his Rolodex and his desk, 

would be still be the manipulative, 

pushy schmoozaholic that he is when in 

his native habitat? In the case of 

InterTalent cofounder Bill Block, the an¬ 

swer is yes. He proved himself this sum¬ 

mer when he joined machos and machos 

manques Tom Selieck, Tom Cruise, Jeff 

"Sparky" Katzenberg, Don Simpson and 

others for Hollywood's annual executive 
river-raft excursion down the Snake 

River. Block spent the trip doing what 

any self-respecting agency chief would 

do: crying ro brown-nose big-ticket 

CAA talent. Blocks gambit was to re¬ 

peatedly tell Cruise that he would be 

more chan happy to carry his gear for 

him, he wouldn't mind at all, really, it 

umld be no problem whatsoever. "You know. 

Bill,” Katzenberg finally blurted out, ”by 

the end of this trip we re going to have 

to get a blowtorch to get your nose out of 

Tom's ass."-November 1989 

A big-time New York agent who 

placed a call to Jeff “Sparky " Katzenberg 

last year was informed by a Disney un¬ 

derling that the boss was unavailable— 

Mr. Katzenberg^ the aide said in all 

seriousness, is currently between his car and 

his office. -December 1989 

The Hollywood wedding of the 

year—or at least of the first accounting 

quarter—was that of Jon Davis, son of 

jumbo zillionaire and idnerenr mogul 

Marvin Davis. There was, of course, the 

requisite bachelor party, thrown by 

Arnold Schwarzenegger and producers 

Larry Gordon and Joel Silver And this 

being Hollywood, not one but a dozen 

women were ushered in for the 

evening's entertainment. The women 

were there to service not the revelers, 

but one another, in all manner of con¬ 

figurations and couplings. While the 

women entertained, all the guests just 

watched, Chauncey Gardiner-style. All, 

that is, except for the host-cum-reveler 

with the difficult-to-pronounce name, 

who reportedly had to be physically re¬ 

strained (Down, Arnold\ downI) as he 

playfully tried again and again to 

mount various clusters of women 
-June 1990 

Ovitz may be getting tired of being 

an agent. The problem is, is Ronnie 

Meyer the sort of guy you want to take 

over for you? He helps handle CAAs 

middle-aged major stars—Barbra 

Streisand, Jane Fonda, Jessica Lange— 

and Madonna too. Yet the man who rep¬ 

resents Hollywood's feminist pantheon 

is a pig. After Madonna stopped by once, 

an underling said l didn't recognize her. 

She was more...more—" “More hideous 

than you thought?" Meyer reportedly in¬ 

terjected. -March 1992 

Producer Debra Hill recently said to 

an acquaintance, “I know who Celia 

Brady is. Its that gossip columnist, Liz, 

Liz..." Liz Smith? “Yes,” she said with fi¬ 

nality. “Liz Smith is Celia Brady/’ See 

you Monday night at Morton s, Debra, 

I'll be the old doughy one kissing every¬ 

body's ass, —Celt* Brady SEPTEMBER 1992 
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HEN YOU 

have lived 

a life as 

high- powered and fasr-paced as 

Ivan&’s, it s pretty hard to remem¬ 

ber all the superglamorous things 

that happen to you. How else to 

explain the fact that Ivana never 

mentions her former partner, 

George Syrovatka, the good-look¬ 

ing skier? An article from a 1975 

issue of The Montreal Gazette pic¬ 

tures a very loving George and 

Ivana sharing an intimate moment 

in their apartment, George, the pa¬ 

per explains, had emigrated from 

Prague in 1972 and started a ski 

boutique called Top Sports. 

‘[Ivana] met George through rac¬ 

ing when she was still a teenager 

and they've been together ever 

since/' reported the Gazette. 

Eager to talk to the lucky fel¬ 

low who had apparently been 

Ivana’s first husband, we contacted 

Syrovatka and asked him if he was 

indeed once married to Mrs, 

Trump. “Well, uhhh, not exactly; he replied, and agreed loan 

interview the next day, which he later mysteriously cancelled. 

Confused, we visited Quebec's provincial courthouse, where 

we could find no record of such a marriage. We inquired about 

obtaining additional pictures of the good-looking George from 

the Gazette, which had covered his skiing career in the seven¬ 

ties; imagine our disappointment when we learned that the 

entire George Syrovatka file had inexplicably disappeared 

sometime last year! We then spoke with various Montreal col¬ 

leagues of George and ivana, who remember George as being 

very adept with women and suggest that the two were live-in 

lovers. A top girlfriend, even then, if not exactly a top wife! 

Meanwhile, down the mirrored power corridors of New 

York, Donald Trump was cruising through the mid-seventies 

like many other suave, finger-snapping guys on the go—liv¬ 

ing the high life, going to happening discos and, in his words, 

"dating the most beautiful people in the world/' 

As a superbeautiful top high fashion model who ironed her 

dyed hair every single night, Ivana was certainly qualified to 

date Donald Trump. And when—according to the Trumps—■ 

he first spotted her across the room ar a PR reception for the ath¬ 

letes at the 1976 Summer Games in Montreal (where Ivana was 

not, as she once misremembered, in competition, since there are 

few snow-skiing events in the Summer Olympics), he knew she 

was different. Or it could have been—as other old friends of 

Ivana s mention—that the pair met in New Yorks superswank)- 

Maxwell's Plum. As the story goes, it was there that Donald 

very smoothly sent a round of cocktails over to Ivana's table, 

where she was dining out with a group of models who were in 

town for a Canadian - 

fur fashion show. 

Either way, Tor the 

first time in a long 

while," wrote 

Trump biographer 

Jerome Tuccille, 

“Donald Trump had 

met a beautiful 

woman who had her 

head screwed on 

right.11 

The eve ^prac¬ 

tical Ivana later said 

“I didn't get excited 

immediately/ (But 

then, a woman as 

traditionally classy 

as Ivana wouldn’t—■ 

especially if she was 

already married to, 

or living with, a 

hunky Canadian- 

Czech ski champ.) 

But, she added, 

Donald's energy 

made him attrac¬ 

tive. "I love a good-looking man;' she recently said, "but, you 

know, it's really with the look and the brain and the energy 

and the really potentials,, you know, Donald always had a great 

head on his shoulder, and 1 saw the potential there/' 

fter their magical encounter, and with George 

(who obviously didn't have the really potentials) 

conveniently sloughed off, Donald and Ivana 

dated long distance for nine months. Ivana would fly into New 

York on Friday nights and Donald wrould meet her at the airport 

in a chauffered limo. (Class, nothing but class, and really, Ivana 

would have it no other way.) For the rest of the weekend, Ivana 

would watch with stars in her eyes as Donald talked about deals 

(his art form), and despite the supeihectic pace (sometimes 

Donald had to take six phone calls during a single dinner!) they 

would spend a romantic evening or two together. 

It was on April 9, 1977 that Ivana and Donald took that 

storybook step and were married. Within a year, Ivana had 

given birth to Donald jr. Four years later came a girl, Ivanka, 

and in two more years, a second boy, Eric. 

In most respects the Trumps are the all-American fami¬ 

ly. When a member of Oprah Winfrey’s TV audience had the 

temerity to ask them about 20/20 s report that Donald only 

spends four to six hours a wreek with his children, he re¬ 

sponded, "J would say that I spend enough time with the chil¬ 

dren.... I think they’re pretry well covered.” 

Hear that, naysayers? They'll got the kids coveted. No prob¬ 

lem, And we ll bet those four, five, or six are j'A/vnquality hours. 

With top kids. -May 19S9 
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QW COME THE LONG shadows and bur¬ 
nished leaves as autumn, the viola in our 

quartet of seasons, takes up nature's 

melody. The sunshiny days jusc passed scilt caper in the mind, 

and yet, like fallen petals, they soon will lose their savor. Only- 

one remembrance of those sweet weeks will never fade, It 

lingers. It is timeless. It is this: during the entire summer, ex¬ 

actly one friend invited you away lor the weekend, and that urn 

a friend you despise. 

Rut then again, remember a few weeks ago, when you fi¬ 

nal ly returned all those calls from your college roommate—the 

one now in public relations? Me dropped by for a drink—fine, 

enjoyable really. Then the sun began to set, and you said to 

him, "Well, 1 wish you could stay for dinner, but I'm having 

some people over,,/' 

As is well known, love is a gift, freely given. Friendship, 

however, is more like a lease. (People who tall out of love 

bur chen remain friends have a kind ol sale-and-leaseback 

arrangement.) 

Love forgives; friendship prorates. 

Love does not alter when it alteration finds; 

friendship sues. 

Love is blind; friendship is like a private eye. 

Love invests; friendship speculates. 

Love serves; friendship uses. 

Love is Tristan and Isolde or 

Abelard and Heloise; friendship is 

Malcolm and Liz, 

Love is unconditional; friend¬ 

ship has clauses. Think you've 

been kicked out unfairly? Read 

your lease; no pets, no electronic 
instruments or horns, no being sort 

of boring and less great than your 

friendsH other friends. 

In another era, if you asked a 

friend to loan you a fiver, he'd give 

you a twenty, no questions asked. 

Now he says, or at least suggests, 

“What use do you intend to make 

of these funds?” The once-famil¬ 

iar words Here, let me or Please, Vll 

get this or Forget about It, sound a 

faint and almost poignant note; 

what do / owe? has 

replaced them. 

Somewhere in the world 

(Rochester, New York, the control 

test market for our study), friend¬ 

ship works like this: two boys 

grow up side by side. They meet 

in the schoolyard, where one beats 

the other up. One—the beaten-up 

one—is bookish, the other more 

adventuresome, but they become 

friends. Together they explore the 

sc range tunnels outside of town, lie to each other’s parents, 

and try to sort out the mysteries of the world (that is, women). 

The studious one may go for, or he may founder, uncertain in 

action; the heedless friend may squander his fortunes, or his 

guile and pluck may bring him wonderful success. Or no ril¬ 

ing much may happen to either of them. Regardless, when 

one of these two needs some advice or an attentive ear, he 

knows where to turn. To his lawyer. Still, they are friends, it 

would take something pretty serious to pull them apart. 

Elsewhere, the story runs more this way: two men meet 

at the client-driven business they have both recently joined. 

For a few months they pal around; one knows lots of chicks, 

the other used ro do business for a couple of clubs and they still 

treat him right. Solid! Friends! Bur what if one is promoted to 

group VP? Or buys a house on the beach in rhe Malibu 

Colony? Or finds somebody with an extra sear in his Rangers 

sky box? All this as the other merely stays in place. Everything 

changes. From rhe sky box, the world looks quite different. He 

begins ro reevaluate, Reading rhe fine print, he sees chat these 

new circumstances release him from the obligations of his 

friendship—and, anyway, it was only a rental. 

In Rochester, rhe nicest thing to say ro a friend who has 

had good luck is “I'm so happy for you!" In New York, the 

nicest thing to say to a. friend who has had good luck is “I'm 

SO enviousT-Septi mfir u 1990 
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li ALL remember 

being freshmen. 

The strangeness, 

the fish-out-of-water alarm, the terror that 

some big kid might humiliate us-—why, 

it's all just part of the fun of growing up! 

But while the new members of Congress 

might feel a bit overwhelmed, it seems 

unlikely that any veteran congressman 

will play pranks on the newcomers. 

Which leaves it up to us. 

Pretending to be Henry Rose, the 

host of a New York talk-radio program, 

we phoned several of the freshman n ps 

and interviewed them—as we 

told them-—live on the radio. 

Here are the highlights. 

WE CALLED NICK SMITH 
(R-MICHIGAN). 

What should we be doing to stop 

the ethnic t learning in 

Preedonia?* 

My impression, Henry, is 
we've got to be very- careful, 

that moving through the 

United Nations effort has a 

great deal of merit. 

Alost new congressional members 

become more conscious oj their im¬ 

age, Have you hired an image 

consultant? 

I married my image consul¬ 

tant 3"> years ago. She decities 

when I need to stand up 

st might ter and pull in my stomach. 

WE CALLED DON JOHNSON 

(D-GEORGIA). 

Do you support Bill Clinton's proposal to lift 

the ban on gays in the military? 

No, 1 don't, 

l find it surprising that, as Georgia 's f irst 

openly gay Congressman, you wouldn't sup¬ 

port that. 

I’m sorry, did you say—What? You said 

I was the first what? 

Aren't you Georgia's first openly gay congress¬ 

man? 

No, that’s not me. 

We had a story amu over the n vre- 

have the two dogs, might very well be 

interested in having a cat right now. 

WE CALLED DAVID MANN 
(D-OHIO). 

Bill Clinton has proposed lifting the ban on 

gays in the military. As Ohio's first openly 

gay congressman, do you support his 

position? 

As Ohio's first openly gay congress¬ 

man—who re you talking about? 

I rA, the Story in USA Today about— 

Who is this? This isn't me. 

No, that's not me. That’s not me, WE CALLED JAY INSLEE 

Are you any relation to Don Johnson* the (D-WASHINGTON). 

WE CALLED JAY DICKEY 
(R-ARKANSAS). 

Bill Clinton has proposed lifting the ban m 

gays in the military, Do you support him? 

No, sir. Those folks shouldn't impose 

their lifestyle on us. 

But armies in Europe allow gay soldiers. 

Well, I rhink we have different stan¬ 

dards. I know in the 4th District ot 

Arkansas, 1 don't know if we'd have any¬ 

body who'd be in favor oJ this. 

The entire 4th District? 

You know, we have a whole lot of dirt 

roads and gravel roads here in Arkansas. 

And you don't find a whole lot o( toler¬ 

ance for homosexuals on dirt roads. 

*Freedonia, Marx Brothers funs will recall, 

was the country m which Dud Soup was set. 

great actor? 

No, but 1 tell ya, I get a lot of votes because 

of him—it helps my name recognition. 

WE CALLED JAMES TALENT 
(R-MISSOURt). 

What should we do to stop the ethnic cleans¬ 

ing in Vrmdonia? 

1 think anything we can do to use the 

good offices of the United States govern¬ 

ment to assist stopping the killing over 

there, we should do. 

A re you a dog or a cat person? 

Basically a dog person, l certainly, 

though, wouldn't want to offend my con¬ 

stituents who are cat people, and I should 

say that being, 1 hope, a sensitive person, 

that I have nothing against cats, and had 

cats when I was a boy, and if we didn't 

Do you approve of what were doing to stop 

the ethnic cleansing in Freedania? 

t.Xm not familiar with that proposal, 

urn, but it's coming to the point now 

that turning a blind eye to it for the 

next ten years is not the answer. 

Do you think the STL should bring back 

the instant replay? 

I probably have the most strongest ad¬ 

vocacy against the instant replay in the 

U.S. Congress. 

WE CALLED BOB GOOD LATTE 
(R.VIRGINIA). 

Do you know any good parly games that 

might be used as icebreakers for your congres¬ 

sional orientation session? 

No, 1 guess I’m going up there to learn. 

—February E992 
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has now become White 

House chief of staff—in a 

shake-up following an inquiry 

led by former Senator John 

Tower (f ve-feet-fi ve-i nches)* 

And the new hegemony of the 

undersized extends to both 

parties. Not so many years 

ago. Harvard economist John 

Kenneth Galbraith {sex- feet- 

seven-inches) was the 

Democrats’ philosopher-king, 

Tijday its Harvard economist 

Robert Reich (four-feet- 

eleven- inches)—a man who 

brings his own stool to stand 

on when he gives speeches. 

In an era that celebrates 

the entrepreneurial bully boy 

and the cocky individualist, 

the triumph of the Runts was 

as inevitable as insider trad¬ 

ing and Robin Leach. A cer¬ 

tain anxious swagger comes 

e used to feel something like affection 

for them, We were happy to take the 

banquette side of the table at restau¬ 
rants, grab them a box of Raisin Bran from the top shelf at 

Gnscede’s, stand in the back of elevators, slouch at cocktail par¬ 

ties, sit behind them in theaters, help them up Fifth Avenue 

curbs. We were sympathetic and courteous to the mobs of ab¬ 

normally little men who scurry around New York, No matter 

how gnomish and sawed-off chey were, no matter how stumpy 

and squat, we were always courteous, Jn America, the land of 

the tall (Abe Lincoln, Jim my Stewart, John F, Kennedy, Dr. J), 

we could afford to be generous toward the Runts. 

You see where civility got us. Irt hardly more than a 

decade, the short men have scrambled to the top. Suddenly, the 

squirts are in charge. And the rest of u$ are getting—yes, its 
true—short shrift. 

During the past year alone, Michael J. Fox (short) beat Ted 

Danson (tall) for a coveted Emmy Award; Paul Simon (tiny) 

won a coveted Grammy over Peter Gabriel (normal); and five- 

foot-nine-inch Paul Newman—not six-foot-three-inch William 

Hurt—got the coveted Oscar for Best Actor, They never used 

to let men as small as joe Morris and Spud Webb into major 

league sports, Who wras forced out as chairman of CBS last year? 

Lanky Thomas Wyman. Who took over? Dwarf billionaire 

Laurence Tisch-—one of whose spokesmen felt obliged to in¬ 

form SPY that Tisch is not technically; medically, a dwarf. As if 

Donald Regan wasn't runty enough, itsy-bitsy Howard Baker 

naturally to Runts, and anxious cartoon swagger (consider the 

Grenada invasion, and exclusive New York nightclubs) has 

been the style of the eighties. The little man is apt to be an ag¬ 

grieved man, his arms coo short to box with anybody, but a 

Runt cannot blame society for his affliction. He has a chip on 

his shoulder, but he won't admit it. So he takes it out on us. ■ f he’s Tisch, he promises not to fire anybody and then 

fires hundreds of people—the figurative little people. 

If he’s Ram bo, he explodes dozens of little (foreign) 

men. If he's Sylvester Stallone, he dumps the little woman and 

takes up with a giant (foreign) lady. If he's developer-publish¬ 

er Mortimer B. Zuckerman, he gets the tallest well-known 

woman he can find who will agree ro be his companion (Gloria 

Steinem) and proposes to build a massive tower looming over 

Central Park. The Runts are sneaky and ruthless. 

Their final offensive began in 197 5. In that year, American 

cars got really small in order to compete with the small cars of 

Japan—the world’s preeminent Runt society During 1975 

John Belushi became a TV star, Stallone made Rocky and tough 

little Dick Snyder became president of Simon & Schuster. 

There are new amenities aplenty for the Runts, every con¬ 

ceivable accommodation—but have they lowered the sneeze 

guards on salad bars to protect the rest of us? Not a chance. 

And who had built an empire of salad bars in Newr York since 

1975? The Koreans. And how big are the Koreans? 

We rest our case. -June i 9B7 
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he word 

postmodern 

used to 

mean something* in much the 

same way that prehistory* say* 

means things that happened 

in the epoch before history 

was invented, or that canine 

means "of dogs." Postmodern 

started life as a critical term. 

First in architecture, then in 

painting and dance, it referred 

to works that consciously re¬ 

belled against modernist style, 

often by paying 

homage to the 

once-shunned 

styles and genres of 

the past. 

To rock critics 

and slick-maga- 

zinc-caption writers 

and wraithlike peo¬ 

ple standing around 

the lobby at the 

Brooklyn Academy 

of Music, well, it's 

hard to pin down 

what postmodern 
means to them. It 

can mean anything that’s sort 

of ok! but sort of new, a little 

bit ironic, or kind of sE'lt-con¬ 

scious—like movies that steal 

bits from old movies* * nr pho¬ 

tographs of the photographer. 

It's used in reference to ■ restive 

endeavors that never had a 

modernist movement r t begin 

with—art forms such as mu¬ 

sic videos, rap songs, and 

panty hose design. Its culture - 

speak, shorthand fur Scuff 

That’s CqoI w /98#+ it’s the 

postmodern (.you know what 

we mean) version o(grtioiy, ex¬ 

cept that using it makes you 

sound smart. 

After scouring the 

worlds of fashion and art on 

both coasts, we have u mpiled 

a list of concrete, easy-to-rec¬ 

ognize criteria. 

ARCHITECTURE 

► Does die building have pi¬ 

lasters or pediments or the 

same color scheme as the 1984 

Summer Olympics? 

► Is it a cube with a peaked 

roof? 

► Does it look like something 

futuristic—as conceived by Sir 

Christopher Wten? 

► For a building, is it funny? 

► Is it funny, but not a Las 

Vegas hotel or a fast-food stand 

in Los Angeles? 

MUSIC 
► Does rhe piece make use of 

old TV themes or Malcolm X 

speeches? 

► Does It sound like a combi¬ 

nation of Philip Glass and 

Richard Wagner, or Ornette 

Coleman and Ennio 

Momcone? 

► Are you listening to tr at 

BAM? 

► Is it easier to like than 

Mil tun Babbitt but harder to 

like than Tchaikovsky? 

PAINTING 
► Does the work combine 

naked figures and old advertis¬ 

ing characters in a cryptic, ar¬ 

bitrary manner? 

► Is it painted on broken 

china? 

► Is it a photocopy? 

► Do you look at it and say, 

“My 23-year-old could do 

that”? 

TELEVISION 
► Do the characters talk to the 

camera sometimes? 

► Does the program have a 

"look”? 

► Does it remind you of an old 

TV show, only it s insincere and 

has better product ion values? 

INTERIOR DESIGN 
► Does the room sport suspi¬ 

ciously well-placed water 

stains, rust, and peeling paint;' 

► Was it designed by Daryl 

Hannah s character in Wall 

Stmt? 

► Is there more than one piece 

of furniture in the room with 

spheres or other geometric 

shapes for legs? 

► Would you really want to 

live there? 

LITERATURE 
► Does the text contain shop¬ 

ping lists, menus and/or 

recipes? 

► Does it contain a novel with¬ 

in a novel that has the same ti¬ 

tle as the novel? 

► Does the cover feature a 

bunch ol geometric shapes and 

a quote from Robert Coover? 

► Does it remind you Celine, 

tf Celine drank a lot of Tab and 

watched a lot of TV? 

► is it easy to hate? 

CUISINE 

► Is it carpaccio? 

► Docs it have a purplish ele¬ 

ment? 

► Is tt slightly bitter—or ex- 

trememly sweet? 

MOVIES 
► Does it remind you of an old 

movie, only it’s set in a post- 

apocalyptic wasteland? 

► Does ir remind you of an old 

TV show, only its insincere and 

has better production values, 

and Its longer? 

FASHION 
► Is the garment modular? 

► Did the designer do a Rose’s 

Lime Juice ad? 

► Did FJie magazine say it was 

postmodern? 

► Would you feel ftxjlish wear¬ 

ing it outside New York or Los 

Angeles? 

THEATER AND 

PERFORMANCE ART 
► Are there video monitors On¬ 

stage? 

► Does it seem like a parody of 

something, only without all the 

jokes? 

► Is it easier than old-fashioned 

performance art to like, but just 

as easy to fall asleep during? 

GRAPHIC DESIGN 
Does it look like MTV? 

► Do the layouts kx>k like this 

one? “April 1988 
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HI 
OUR FIELD GUIDE TD 

THE UIXiWITTII^CLY 

N E MINl i T H everyth i ng was dead! y 

earnest. The next minute everything was 

amusing. Gerald Ford bumping his head 

was funny. Patty Hearst as a revolutionary bank robber was 

funny, jimmy Carter fighting off a rabbit was funny. Even 

Richard Nixon, once he had been purged, became a laughable 

character, Oscar the Grouch with underlings. Thanks to Steve 

Martin and Bill Murray and schlock comedians and 

schlock singers were funny—unintentionally so, ironically so. 

The entire malformed, third-rare pop culture universe was, in 

fact, suddenly a well spring of unwitting mirth, of "found hu¬ 

mor/' To get the joke, all you had to do was what you had al¬ 

ways done best—watch a lot of TV; game shows were funny, 

cheap later-night commercials were funny, cable (especially 

public access cable) was 

funny, Jack Lord was 

funny, Marie Osmond 

was funny, Tom Snyder 

was funny, jerry Lewis 

and his telethon were 

funny—-and nom of them 

knew it, which made 

them all the funnier. 

Even chunks of non- 

celevised life—trailer 

parks, theme parks, the 

National Enquirer, the 

Post, morticians trade 

magazines-—were funny. 

The Irony Epidemic was 

just gathering steam 

when Bobs and Berrys 

first started going to cer¬ 

tain movies (Plan 9 from 

Outer Space, for instance) 

because they were so bad, 

and it had achieved its 

full range when there 

was a whole subculture 

devoted to bad movies—bad-film books, bad-film festivals, 

bad-film scholars. 

In an Irony Epidemic, nothing stays ironic for very long: 

the vogue for sixties fashion (peace symbols, miniskirts, Day- 

Glo) evolved f rom a jokey revival to a straight-faced mass-mar¬ 

keting phenomenon, and now lias already drifted, for the 

second time in two decades, toward die dust heap of the passe, 

From Avenue C to K-Mart in five years flat, via Elle and 

MTV—such is the force of Camp Lite. A knowing Bohemian 

flicker becomes a mindless national bonfire, mock nostalgia 

turns into the real thing. What starts our as an essentially iron¬ 

ic appreciation of the detritus of the last several decades-—of 

porkpie hats, Ain Ed, Twister, Led Zeppelin, poodle skirts— 

very quickly becomes ah essentially earnest appreciation. 

Camp Lire does not celebrate or savage; it does nor get its 

hands dirty. Today's ironv-scricken yuppie lives in terror of be- 

com\ngtt.anything. Staking a claim can inspire ridicule: You're 

a lawyer? Admitting to marriage, parenthood—to matur¬ 

ing—implies aging, stolidity. If everything is a pose, a sitcom 

tiff, then you're still a kid, just goofing around. 

Victims of the Irony Epidemic do not dread commit¬ 

ment—they fear uncoolness. When Bob wears his garish shirts 

or his black-rimmed nerd glasses, he implicitly announces, / 

am aware enough to appreciate the. squareness of this shirt and these 

glasses; / dent like them—/ get them, When Betty dons her thrift 

shop Holly Go lightly strapless, she wears it as a costume, so 

she can’t be accused of becoming her mother. Bob and Betty 

idolize Letter man; because he keeps things goofy and light, 

there’s no danger of em¬ 

barrassment, Let term an 

is enormously talented, 

of course, but he can be¬ 

come the hipster’s Perry 

Como. Let term an, as the 

avatar of Camp Lite, as 

Mr, Ambivalence, is 

usually thrown by any¬ 

thing truly, weirdly 

campy. Pee-wee 

Herman makes him un¬ 

comfortable, as does 

Sandra Bernhard. Pee- 

wee and Bernhard pos¬ 

sess the heedless risk of 

true camp. They toy 

with gender, with an¬ 

guish, with dementia. 

Letterman is far happier 

around people 1 i ke Larry 

Bud’ Mel man—curi¬ 

ous oafs, threat I ess 

Camp Lite tends to 

focus on the mild, the 

rota! or suburban, and the male. Witness Letterman s fixation 

on small-town news items, on animal acts, and on the lad who 

nourished the largest okra in Iowa. Camp Lite yearns for child¬ 

hood in a wheat field, adolescence on the beach; Dad at the 

barbecue is GjkJ. Camp Lite, at its worst, is a cocktail party 

that descends into group renditions of the theme from The 

i:!nit stones and critical debates about whether Gilligan ever got 

off the island. 

The Reagan years have been Camp Lite incarnate, the 

great winking downside of the Irony Epidemic, By seeing 

Reagan as a joke, young America denatured him. No one had 

to dwell on the ugliness of his policies if he were treated as a 

cartoon, sleepily wed to Cruel la De Ville. Voting Republican 

hits become a pose rather than a sin. -March 1989 
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BEYOND VIRTUAL REALITY 

Learning Machine Breakthrough! 

Over $600 Worth of Learning Discs Included...FREE/ 

H~ undreds ai dollars wnw a( 
valuatHo LiVi-i'.r.c, Disc 
Libraries ar& bundled with 

yoiu learning Macnjrae™ To mewte 
tms an inerwihli' deal Here is 
tu$L d sample ol llw mind-bog 

beneFils of )tw (.pamirH 
Disc L Dr3iH?!i lhai will b« bunded 
FREE as pan of ic<& speoafi wwq- 
ductory offer. 

Tfm Teacher ' 1559 Value) SsarT 
up defriQnsvaUoo dec mil siwv 
vbu sfl 11* incredwc Vangs you 
can Uu with your Luarrung 

3-0 MM Sync'' Utmry ($150 
Vflliie) 10 bram s^rctoomzaAKWi 
progiflima tr 3 Learning Discs 
laurrcfi vuur toiod info altered 
state;, esperienbes from deep 
medrtawn estreme alertness,. 

deefltaated1 Metactln- 
Lan^uage Learning LibfBty 

C$200 Value) 4. lai^siage 
courses teach >0'j to spe*. Jja&c 
Rencii. German, Siwnsh, and 
hiUian to record breaking time. 

UweiMiiHl"- Programming 
Library {$150 Value) 3 & m 
grams on 3 Learning Discs pmv 
gram ;uce«£ OenaoTOfs Irvla your 
Siibasrecious, Titles: BtniWv^ 
Self-Esteem, Eitmmate Fear it 
4ninety-. P.'tAtXb'-g I tVr/wer's 

.^[/deling J.CL+: 
ftefaffarsftfas, We^iNi £ Pleating. 
fipanaipg Pjfffflrc ftjwers. 
.-110*1105 ftnspen,!} £ 
hnt flfa’i^aswui ri 
Qrgitnitaliin, Creativity 4 Problem 
Solving. Effective FfatuVc 
Spewing, faMSse fijeus A 

Concentration. Super Memory & 
STfiy Fif E.nefdx 

Motivation Pamanenr )Ve<gw 
Loss, Eliminate Prceras- 
Ji/i^rort. Quit Smotunfl iVtwr, Meet 
roui- DeacnirKe^s, A:r»a>-s on Twe. 

Super Speed ietmhtg- 
Beglwier'9 Pe* ($59 Value) 4 
accelcralKl Iteming programs. 
Super Speed Reading. Super 
Memory. Super vocabulary, end 
SuperPtwras {for ihids K€i trach 
ydu Smttfling slulls jthTII USe ftir 
Ida. 

Amazing new technology teaches you foreign 
languages, reprograms your mind for success 
& launches you into virtual fantasy experiences 

SPOTTS 

THE FIRST TIME I 

plugged my mind 
info the Learning 

Machine11' E was 
reminded of the '50s 

si i-h classic Forbidden Planet, If 
you've never seen the movie, an astro- 
naul on Lhe planet Knell discovers an 

incredible learning technology — a hel¬ 
met hooked up to a super sophisticated 

computer that downloads knowledge 
directly onto your brain cells. Impos¬ 
sible? Maybe not, 

A revolutionary breakthrough, the 
Learning Machine stimulates your 

mind and opens your learning centers. 
Like magic it pours in new information 
and skills And it's super entertaining. 

Plug Your Mind Into 
Supersonic Learning Power 

Let's say you want to learn a foreign 

language, quadruple your reading 
speed, or increase your math skills. Or 
give your children a powerful edge in 
school, learning 30Q%-500% faster than 
their peers. 

You select a specially programmed 
learning Dise:“ in the area you want to 

study. Plug it into any ordinary CD 
player. Then attach your Learning 
Machine digital headset into the head¬ 
phone jack. Push play and a lew 
moments later vonr mind is launched 
into a pre-programmed learn 

ing session. In a fun, almost 
effortless way, the 

Learning Disc lesson 
plan unfolds its pro¬ 
gram and transfers the 
knowledge into your 
mind. 

L$err, foreign languages ni Jij^t^'j^ 
sDtt-d. Ping your mind into Basic 
French. Spanish. German anrf tiatisn 

fa CQs^sm telbe ffif fj 

Amazing Light-Sound Matrix 
Stimulates Your Mind 

How does it work? A digital program 
embedded in the CD. called a I arning j 

Matrix*, send- a combination of light 
and sound instructions through the 
Learning Machine digital i cad set to T 

stimulate the optimum mind state for 
learning, 

During your 'earning session voil'll 
be asked to lislen to audio iiwlructiurw 
while you review written material-. 
While this information is -lilt fresl in 
your mind, ihv narrator 

instructs vou to lower 
your Light 
Pulse Shield, 

and the 
Learning 

Disc fires an 
amazing 

tight-sound 
matrix that 

instantly relaxes 
you. This highly relaxed mind-state 
helps lock the new information into 
your memory. 

Leam Foreign Languages, 
Speed! Beading, and More 

Learning foreign languages, or any¬ 
thing for that matter, at rocket speed 

can be very empowering. 
And I'm going to include a 

ton of valuable Learning 
Disc software with your 
Learning Machine so you can 

get immediate results from this 

new technology. You'll receive 
4 basic language courses — 
French, German, Spanish, and 

Italian. A Super Vocabulary 
course, a Super Memory course, 

and a Speed Reading course. And for 
your kids, a SuperPhonics™ reading 

hi 

r3 CO* 

Heighten fpc.ni.:.1 
ovwiww&s. tfflflaiBe 
psjcflte tonctivwtg, and 

H.'.TriNiVr! imdgi'n^.'rflrt, 

Gfb&k4y. ana 
ittfurWCrt wftfr JO 

.■piprf expansion pfcgnMiS. 
Jj50 ViJfLH? fftLL- 

program. Over S200 
worth of Learning 

Discs make this the 
deal of lhe century, 

But I also want to 
show off its other 
amazing powers 

3-D Mind Sync 
Induces Virtual Fantasy 

Experiences 
So I'll include the 3-D Mind Sync"’1 
Library, with 1U whole brain synchro¬ 
nization programs on 3 CDs, to turn 

your Learning Machine into a medita¬ 
tion, self-hypnosis, and virtual fantasy 
computer. You'll receive the following 
titles: Creativity Booster, Quick Energy, 
Stress Zapper, Brain Tune-Up, Virburf 
l/isiiuJhfiJfoH, bmi^ih/iffou Stimulator, 

Learning Accelerator, Super Intuition, 
Lucid Dreaming, and Super Zen St fifes, 

A SI SO value, this extensive collec¬ 
tion is a super added bonus. But what's 
even more exciting is how this same 
machine can be used for habit control, 
success conditioning, and eliminating 
sel f-d efea ting attitud es. 

Zap Your Mind with Success 
Let's sav vou want to transform a loser r i* 
mind-set into a winning one. Or you'd 
like to quit smoking or lose weight. Pop 

in an Inner Mind'* Programming Disc, 
The light-sound matrix opens a win¬ 

dow into your unconscious mind. 
Then bv infusing your "inner mind" 

willi pLisi.Livl1 programming, you can 

rescript negative, self-defeating behav¬ 
ior, Pm including 18 awesome 
Inner Mind programs. From success 
conditioning to weight control this is 
another SI50 value, 

$200 instant 
Rebate 

Plus in addition to 
Language Library, 
SuperPhonics, Super 
Speed Reading, Super 

Memory, and Super 

IS IWes tYtfse fotf ano 
condilkw your nwd far success 

fj COs-3 tHJ Wue mEO 

Sl'.ijcj SiWi.i Reading, 
Super Mf?jupfy, Scjper 
vcKabicJuty. ana 
Supea’nan'cs i fry bus « C 
ttemwsifati' the Lsamirg 
iVjcihiae's mesome {xwer 
i*t CO^S59 Vnhe R7Ff.i 

Vocabulary programs, the 
Mind Sync Library., and the 
I n n e r M i nd Prog r a m - in i ti g 
Library (a $600 combined 
value), I'm offering you a 
$21)0 instant rebate off the 
list price. I figure you'll be 

so impressed, 
you'll use the extra 
$2011 to buy more 
Learning Dlm^. 

The list price for 
the Learning Mach¬ 
ine is 5499.95. But 
you can have it for 5299.93 plus ship¬ 
ping. Remember, in addition to the 
$200 rebate. I'm including hundreds of 
dollars worth of free Learning Discs, 
making this ai i itcredible offer. 

30-Day Risk Free Trial 
Try the Learning 
Machine risk free for 
30 days. Sample 4 

languages, triple 
your reading speed, 
boost your vocabu¬ 
lary, improve your 

memory, and 
reprogram one or 
two bad habits. 

Now imagine what 
you can do during 

the second monthl But hurry. This is a 
limited introductory offer, so reserve 

your Learning Machine now. 
To order, call toll free or send your 

check or money order lor $299,95 plus 
$12 shipping 4 handling to the address 

Learning Machine Special Offer 
Item #4501..^.$299.95 jU.OO} 

Need a CD Player? We have an 
excellent pcrtaNe — at a great price! 

Portable Kenwood CD Player 
Item $91021 ..„«29.S5|MW 

FOB FASTEST SERVICE ORDER TOLL FREE 

1-800-925-3263 
ZYGON 

ljtf'htf Kedm.nnd Any, Kednoond, WA 419]52 
For information pledse call (.206) 8859200 

Fas orders to (2G6J B82-14A1 

Lcarnirg Ofscs wxk 
througp err,- CD player. 
,^£?ntfinf! b ligfai £liumi 

mam* uirm four Lt'^rniruj 

MachtM, vm>ch decodes, 
and (fansfefs me mf&ma- 
l.'on info jfDur mind. 

iqhte 

11WiygV IrlemaiiD^I. b*; skills UBf!»ng Ul*>lrw. Lfanu^ ..usinr^ kflihii: SMnM^ntW, Tui T- iti-n SnMralSy^ 
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THE SPY TIMES 

Book Review 
By ALFRED MEYER 

■red Mayer 
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Excuse me, but I've just returned from a visit to 

the pre-world, the afterworld, the netherworld, 

the intergalactic world, and a few radiant pockets 

of the spiri tual world here on Barth. As a result, I 

have tendered a proposal to the Fromm ers and the 

Fodors to see il one or the other might be inter¬ 

ested in publishing a travel guide to these remarkable places. 

As far as I know, nothing definitive or encompassing has ap¬ 

peared in print since Dante and Milton. 

Of course, now and then we catch arresting glimpses of an 

afterlife—but they are mostly by way of experiences, enthu¬ 

siasts, charismarics, and lotus eaters, as well as some of our 

more enduring poets like Blake, Coleridge, and Yeats. 

However, each glimpse tends to be 

fragmented, sketchy, and idiosyncrat¬ 

ic. Lots of powerful verbal images, 

great feeling, and philosophic pon- 

derings. But when it comes to 

straightforward detail, an objective 

description of the realm (including 

some professional cartography)— 

we re out of luck. 

The time is at hand, 1 believe, for 

the real pros in the travel book busi¬ 

ness to produce an easy-to-read, well- 

illustrated, authoritative guide to 

paradise, atlas included. Given my re¬ 
cent travels, I feci capable of throw¬ 

ing something like that together. 

The target audience? Everyone 

from leftover baby boomers to the 

chronically depressed, from the eco¬ 

nomically disenfranchised to the con¬ 

genitally restless, from the lonely and 

frightened to the smug and complacent, from the astute to 

the obtuse, and from the newly inspired to the nearly expired. 

All of them would benefit from (and therefore purchase) 

the son of guide I envision, As just one example, I might point 

out that baby boomers are at last realizing that their adoles¬ 

cence is not, as advertised, a perpetual condition—no matter 

how unnaturally they've managed to prolong it. If I read trend 

lines correctly, this group is now seriously in search of a road 

to immortality, no longer content with the entropy-prone vul¬ 

nerability of the material world, the bland reassessments of 

mainstream religions, the portentious utterances of politicians, 
or the small potatoes of local rock n' roll. 

On the contrary. Death, its denial, its nearness, and its 

aftermath are now the hottest topics in publishing, as a 

glance at any recent best-seller list will confirm. Collective 

death, too, I hasten to add (although frying by nuclear ex- 

plosion seems a little less likely these days than frying in 
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The time is at hand, I believe, for the 

real pros in the travel book business 

to produce an easy-to-read, authorita¬ 

tive guide to paradise, atlas included. 

the ozone-depleted air). And, in any case, it seems more ju¬ 

dicious these days to emphasize doom's bloom instead of 

its gloom. 

And timing? Here we are, caught up in a kind of 

"postism": postmodern, post-indust rial, postwar, post-baby 

boom, and, according to some embittered, unemployed sci¬ 

entists, post-scientific. Indeed, one respected writer even 

claims we ate in a stage of post-biological evolution. 

As it happens, the Gregorian calendar plays no small role 

in death’s ironic comeback. For we are poised to enter not only 

a new century, but also a new millennium, and if there is hope 

and anriciparion in sonic hearts, rhere is caution and trepida¬ 

tion in others. 

In tact, an earlier millennial panic /converge nee occurred 

in 1000 A.D,, when monks all across Europe stopped copying 

and illuminating manuscripts, readying themselves instead 

for the whisk up into the arms of their maker. Of course, when 

nothing of the sort materialized and the days dragged on, one 

suspects they went back to work, perhaps grudgingly, resigned 

to the likelihood of exiting this life on the q.t, rather than in 

the full-dress thunder and angelic trumpetry of the Second 

Coming, Their souls would just have to wait it out, 

[Note- Alfred; Who are these monks? Where are the book re¬ 

views we discussed? Stick to the assignment Read the Times this 

Sunday. 500 words so far and still no Info, Remember, this is a 

reading list Jim] 
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APOCALYPSE 
By Charles ll. Strailcr 

pp. ii 6, Beacon Press. Btrstwi. $2') Pay dose attention to the two-step [hat lies close 

to the heart of the Judeo-Christian tradition. 

Like shoes, many significant events in 

Christian fundamentalism come in pairs. This is an 

insight provided to me by one of my escorts to the 

other worlds, Charles B, Strozier, Via Apocalypse, his re¬ 

cent book, Strozier rook me into the mindsets of per¬ 

haps a dozen born-again New Yorkers who believe, 

quite literally, that the end of the world is near. 

Though each imagines a different scenario and 

points to different signs—from nuclear plant acci¬ 

dents to AIDS to global warming—they more or less 

agree on the general sequence of the larger drama, 

hirst, God visits tribulation on the Earth (die titu¬ 

lar Apocalypse), It is a time of great violence * bodi¬ 

ly injury, and all manner of things aburn. Then Jesus is sent. 

Like shoes, many significant events in 

Christian fundamentalism come in pairs. 

They are born twice and get to live 

twice—now and when Christ returns. 

Although, before touching down and taking over, he hovers 

in die clouds and gathers around him all those who are 
ii 1 M 

saved. 

This akkudinous, cum ulous-enshrouded greeting cere¬ 

mony is known as the Rapture. Christ s millennial rule on 

Earth follows, ending in what the unsaved and the uncertain 

dread most: Judgment Day, which is digital in nature. You ei¬ 

ther get a zero or a one, and remain stuck with your grade for¬ 

ever. No appeals. Fini. 

According to 

Strader, the two-step or 

doubi i ng phenomenon 

cakes place all along the 

way for fundamental¬ 

ists. They are born 

twice and get to live 

twice—once now, and 

again when Christ re¬ 

turns (his second trip), 

"A cruder douhling f 

he writes, "is reserved 

for nonbelievers. Their 

sinful bodies are 

obliterated in a wash 

of violence during 

tribulation, and,,-they 

are then resurrected as a 

kind of living presence to 

be judged by God and 

brutally cast forever into 

the lake of fire. " 

This is their second 

death, highly deserved in 

the eyes of the Saved, and 

in those of the ultimate 

judiciary. Given this sim¬ 

ple but persistent pair¬ 

ing, it is little wonder 

that fundamentalists may 

well go on the alert as the 

years of the second mil¬ 

lennium dwindle down 

to a precious few. As they 

say, repent now, for the 

end is at hand. 

Again, I'm thinking 

marketing here. Strozier estimates there may be as many as 

50 million Christian fundamentalists in America alohe. If 

we're talking $20 per guide to paradise and immortali¬ 

ty...well, you do the multiplication. I can only add that, in 

my opinion, fundamentalists are more intent on just getting 

to heaven than they are with the particulars of what they 

hope to actually find there, Living forever is the key to their 

passion, along with seeing that those damned sinners get 

their just desserts. 

Still, I believe that fundamentalist curiosity might be 

aroused by actual details of life in the altogether hereafter— 

something they could easily picture, and which rny travel 

guide proposes to furnish. They'll get not only a feel for the 

place, but the lay of the land, since I noted some of the topo¬ 

graphic features while taking part in what I term "the charged 

particles of the light brigade." 

[Note- Art Department I'm a little worried about Alfred, Not 
to mention the piece, which I think can be saved in the design. He 

seems obsessed with this crazy travel guide to the hereafter, 
though he may be on to something. Any ideas? Jim] 

EMBRACED BY THE LIGHT 
By HettyJ. Radie 
pp. 1471 Gold Imf Press, Carson Cityt 

ollowing a partial hysterectomy and unexpected 

complications, Betty J. Eadie died for a while one 

night in November 1973—an event that launched 

her on a round-trip, whirlwind tour of heaven, Included 

was a telepathic tutorial with God, who evidently reigns 

in a post-verbal environment (if nor a posr-audial and 

post-visual one, as we discover). Eadie was 31 at the time 

of her brief and temporary death, already a mother of 

seven children. When she returned to life and to Earth, 

she also perforce returned to words, using these cumber¬ 

some vehicles in her lectures and recent book, Embraced 

By the Light, a best-seller. 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

the theater... 
Chase Technologies brings yon an amazing new 

surround sound decoder that turns your stereo 

into a multi-channel home theater. 

By Charles Anton As much as ! love renting videos, ilN just 
not the same as H'eing a movie iti a 

k theater.) remember the find time 1 siu 
Jurrasic Park. I nearly jumped out of my -evil 

when the dinosaurs roared. One of the reasons 
movies seem so real is btv.uis*? surround sound 
makes it seem like you're ailualU tInert when 
even ts a re happen mg. Nou l h on1 ‘ s an i nc red i 
ble new deduce that 
lets you ust‘ a stereo 
receiver to get that 
same surround sound 
in your home, 

It takes more than 
four speakers to get 
surround sound; there 
needs to be a way of 
separating the signals. 
The new Chase Tech¬ 
nologies HTS-1 de¬ 
coder docs just that 
and in a revolution¬ 
ary way that rivals the 
best Dolby Pro-Logic 
and THX svstems, 

Wins over critics. 
Gary Reber, editor 
and publisher of the 
most authoritative 
magazine on home 
theater systems, Wide¬ 

screen Reinew, stated, 
"... passi ve m$tri x d en¬ 
coders such as the 
new Chase HTS-1 
work great as Dolby 
Surround™ extrac¬ 
tors, and sound ex¬ 
ceptionally natural 
when used for sound¬ 
tracks and music," 

Passive circuit. In 1972, legendary 
audio pioneer David i (atlcr invented .1 pas¬ 
sive circuit to extract the "L minus R” difference 

The secret of surround sound 
Surround sound has become the rage of the 

90's because it adds deplh and realism to 
stereo sound, giving you the home theater 

experience. It makes you feel like you're ac¬ 

tually al a conceit or theater. To "fill a room" 

wilh surround sound, you need more than two 

channels. The HTS-1 provides four channels 

of sound from any two-channel stereo source. 

Free center channel. By connecting your 

VCR or laserdisc player to your TV. you get 
sound from your TV speaker: this acts as the 

fifth ot "center channel" Adjusting your TVs 

volume gives you as much or as little "center 

channel" localization as you desire, without 

extra speakers or amps, Thar© are also no 

extra costs with the Tilth" channel. When used 

with the HTS-1, you'll have a true state-of- 

the-art five-channel system. 

Submvrg* younMtt 
fit rich surround 

■Hand. 

signal^ in stereo sound- 
tracks, Because the circuit 
was pa tv n Led. it was only 
available on expensive 
Halll't products. Now 
that the patent Ivi - expired, Chase can make this 
amazing decoding system available at a frac¬ 
tion nf the com ot other systems! 

Breakthrough. The 
HTS-1 is able to decode 
the Dolby Surround'1" 
signal in a videotape or 
laserdisc because the 
spatial and deplh cues 
have been mat fixed 
into the "L minus R" 
portion of the two- 
channel stereo sound¬ 
track- By decoding 
passively, the HTS-1 
avoids costly and noisv 

J Jr 

signal processing, Plus 
you don't need any 
additional amps! Just 
connect the HTS-1 to 
your existing stereo 
system, add two speak¬ 
ers for the rear, and 
you'll experience the 
magic of home theater 
at a fraction of the cost. 

Concert sound. The 
HTS-1 also decodes the 
ambience found in all 
music recordings. Tins 
sense of space, or "con¬ 
cert hall acoustics," is 
present in all CDs and 
Cassettes, especially live 
recordings. John Sunier, 
the leading authority on 

surround sound and producer of 
Audiophile Auditionf a nationally svn- 

dSeated radio program for audio 

THE PASSIVE ADVANTAGE 

Passive. C/mse Technologies' passive 

home theater system eliminates signal 

processing, yielding better 

clarity ami detail. 

The effects sound 

amazingly real. 

The HTS-1 decoder 
makes your movies 
come to life. 

Active. AH Dolby Pro-Logic decoders 

{even the built-in units) are octree, mean¬ 

ing they decode and amplify 

the signal electronically. 

Noisy and expensive signal 

I j.frocess mg actmlht deg rades 

the home theater experience. 

Its like putting a hi at ike t 

over your speakers. 

The ELF-1 rear channel 
speakers integrate perfectly 
with the HTS-1, 

enthusiasts, says, "...the new Chase HTS-1, 
when Listed to decode the hidden ambience in 
all musical recordings, definitely outperforms 
all the Dolby and THX processors (which could 
cost you up to $3,000).., I am impressed!” 

Easy installation, i looking up the HTS-1 is 
easy. Simply connect the speaker outputs of 

your receiver 
or amp to the 
HTS-1, then 
connect speak¬ 
er wire to the 
front and rear 

speakers. The 
rear channel 
speakers don't 

have to be big. 
In fact, we rec¬ 
ommend the 
Chase ELF-1 in 
either black or white finish to match your decor. 
They can be mounted with enclosed color- 

matched mounting brackets or can be flush 
mounted on the wall. They are also water and 
weatherproof; they can be used indoors or out. 

Risk-free borne trial. Let's face it— the best 
way to evaluate surround sound is in your 
home, not in a showroom. That's why we're 
offering this risk-free home trial. We're so sure 
you'll be delighted with the quality of these 
products and the surround sound experience 
that we are giving you 30 days to try them for 
yourself. If they're not everything we say, 
return them for a complete "No Questions 
Asked" refund. 

HTS-1 Home Theater Dveodor.$79 S&H 

SjJCflLfvs tleaigned by Chase for the HTS-1: 

ELF-1 Rear Charnel Speakers...$99 pr $s s&H 

Please mention promotional code 1i5-SViiQi. 

For fastest service call toll-free 24 hours a day 

800-992-2966 

Tii m-JiT by nid.it, -L-m.i ek\k ur money ureter ter the 
total amount including S&H (VA rt-sitkiils add 459r 

Lja.i Or charpu it lu yi>ur credit card, enclosing your 
acojunl number and expiration date. 

INDUSTRIES 
2820 Waterford Lake Drive Suite 106 

Midlothian, Virginia 23113 
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Heaven-dwellers go to Earth to be bom 

as humans. It’s like having to attend 

boarding school, only God isn’t as strict 

about grades as was widely reported. 

Like most high-priced travel tours, Eadie s began with an 

affable welcoming committee, which appeared in her hospital 

room while she was in the middle of an out-of-body (certain¬ 

ly out-of-bed) experience. For Eadie found herself— her spiri¬ 

tual self—near the ceiling, too king down at her Inert human 

form when the committee arrived: three elderly males clad in 

brown monks' robes. (In essence timeless beings, these bros 

were unquestionably active in 1000 AJX, although whether 

they had worked as scribes or iliumi rusts never came up.) After 

introductions and some reassuring pleasantries, they sent her 

on her way, alone. 

The light in the room faded, the tinkle of wind chimes 

was heard somewhere in the distance. Then, a tremendous 

rushing sound and, engulfed in blackness, an awareness of 

moving at an incredible velocity (the speed of darkness, per¬ 

haps). The reader, as stowaway, shudders at what he has got¬ 

ten himself into; she, confident of eventual egress, never felt as 

tranquil in her life, 

At the end of the tunnel, bathed in a brilliant, golden 

halt; of light, stood the figure of a man. "I felt his light blend¬ 

ing into mine, literally, and I felt my light being drawn to 

his, It's hard to tell where one light ends and the other be¬ 

gins; they just become one light. Although his light was much 

brighter than my own, 1 was aware that my light, too, illu¬ 

minated us. And as our lights merged, I felt as if! had stepped 

into his countenance, and I felt an utter explosion of love.... I 

went to him and received his complete embrace and said over 

and over, Tm home, Em home, I'm finally home."' 

Once the hubbub of their getting together subsided, God 

quickly got down to his tutorial. Wordlessly he transmitted 

many ethical lessons to Eadie, as well as rhe slate of Universal 

Laws that govern physics, nature, technology, spirituality, and 

love. She grasped everything instantly; I learned as much as I 

could later, from her book. Then, reunited with some depart¬ 

ed old girlfriends, Eadie was treated to some local sightsee- 

ing—the garment district, the main public library, the 

technology center, and the municipal botanical garden. 

Immensely relieved, 1 was finally able to gather some practi¬ 

cal information for my travel guide. For example; 

► What to wear. At a clothing factory, spirits weave a shim¬ 

mering fabric—opaque on one side, transparent on the oth¬ 

er—that lets heaven's abundant light shine in without 

revealing any immodest portions of the wearer. 

► Educational Resources. The main library is notable for 
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Armageddon was poised to unfold on 

Earth, barring the intervention of cor- 

its state-of-the-art information accessing services. Patrons sim¬ 

ply wish to learn something and, presto, they know it, with¬ 

out the bother of books or having to fiddle around with 

summer reading lists, 

► The Technology Center* A heavenly host of hackers busi¬ 

ly create new programs and, in some cases, a managing angel 

explains, the fruits of their labors are distilled and transmitted 

eo Earth in a form called "inspiration. ' 

► Eden. Actually disappointing, considering all that went on 

here. Nevertheless, where downtown heaven is high-tech, the 

garden retains the bucolic flavor traditionally associated with 

it. Mountains and forests laze in the distance, waterfalls splash 

into ponds and rivers. And not only do the flowers themselves 

radiate a soft, dancing light, but a visitor can actually enter the 

plant and become it. 

In the course of her instruction, Eadie learned chat her 

mortal death was premature and that she would be returning 

to Earth, This was also when the nature of life and death was 

transmitted to her. The gist of it is that heaven dwellers lead 

eternal lives but, for the purposes of spiritual development, 

go to Earth to be born as humans. It is a little like having to 

attend boarding school. Once they graduate (die), the spirits 

return home to see their father (God), who isn't nearly as se¬ 

vere about their grades as was widely reported. 

After a fond farewell—hugs, kisses, promises to get to¬ 

gether soon—the lights of heaven clicked oft and Eadie woke 

up back in her hospital room. As for me, I looked forward to 

some more "light" reading—Saved By the Light* by Dannion 

Brinkley. 

[Note- Alfred: This is nothing like the assignment This Is not 
at all a hook revlw. Readers will be confused. I'm confused. Keep 
going* Jim] 

SAVED BY THE LIGHT 
By Diiunion Brinkley 
pp. I62t ViiLttd Books, Sen York, 5M.00 

On September 17, 1975, a powerful thun¬ 

derstorm swept over Aiken, South 

Carolina. Dannion Brinkley was sitting 

on the side of his bed, talking on the telephone. As 

he began to say goodbye, a lightning bolt struck— 

enormous voltage surged through the phone, 

through Brinkley, through rhe nails of his shoes 

and rhe nails of the floor. Joked to the ceiling, part 

of him stayed up there. The other part, the 25- 

year-old human being part that had just been bolt¬ 

ed, volted, and jolted, crashed back down onto the 

bed, thoroughly electrocuted* 

From a height of about 15 feet* Brinkley 

placidly watched as his wife, Sandy, applied CPR. 

Soon after, the EMS technicians arrived. One of 

them leaned over and said to Sandy, '"He’s gone," 

pulling the sheet over his head, As the ambulance 

sped toward the hospital, the chimes began to ring. 

Here we go again. As anticipated, Brinkley spot- 

rective human intervention. The year 

2000 promised to be especially grim. 

ted rhe tunnel entrance just ahead of rhe racing ambulance. 

Except that the tunnel chimes seemed more rhythmic 

and pleas ingt this ride proved only so-so thrill-wise, perhaps 

owing to its brevity. Almost immediately, the by-now pre¬ 

dictable light appeared. (Evidently, rhe law of business-as- 

usual applied as intractably as on Earth, where The Vatican 

has recently released a new English-language catechism that 

will guarantee unbelievable sales and royalties—the United 

States alone contains some 59 million Roman Catholics, wrho 

haven’t read much new in official doctrine in the past 400 

G regori an -marked years.) 

Two surprises, however, made me reek First, this was a 

different heaven than rhe one I routed earlier. More severity 

and less sweetness, if nor less illumination in the literal sense. 

It quickly became obvious that, instead of in the capital, 

Brinkley had ended up in an outlying province, Sort of 

Newfoundland instead of Ottawa, Sussex instead of London, 

or, given Brinkley’s national origins, Atlantic City instead of 

Washington, D.C. 

Initially, I thought this might be a spiritual reflection of 

Brinkley's recent earthly aversion to either AC or DC, but 

that was too quick at die switch on my part* More likely it 

was because he didn’t exactly deserve the proverbial red-car- 

pet treatment. 1 sensed rhis because the arrival embrace was 

muted and somewhat less passionate than Eadie's had been. 

No less full of love and cordiality, to be sure, the Being of 

Light- -as Brinkley dubbed it—nevertheless maintained a 

certain rectitude. Despite its unmistakably supreme identity, 

ic appeared to Brinkley as both faceless and genderless. 

Eadie, 1 warmly recall, 

encountered no such ambi¬ 

guities, no such withholding. 

To her, God acted like a teal 

Greek, a real Zeus, taking 

and bestowing his pleasures 

before asking or handing our 

any passes to Mount 

Olympus. 

Nor had Eadie faced 

such a peremptory, guik-fo¬ 

cused review of mortal mis¬ 

deeds, which was the second 

surprise. Right after the 

opening ceremony, Brinkley 

was put on rhe defensive, 

compelled to recall vividly 

not only what a bully he had 

been as a youth, but what a 
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Ir is the lively march of the species that 

counts, not the sideshow of embalmed 

declamatory selves trying desperately 

to cling to their passing identities. 

murderous CfA operative he'd become both as a Marine in 

Southeast Asia (where he was the trigger man in a covert as¬ 

sassination squad), and later as an arms distributor in Central 

America. Required to empathize with his past victims, di¬ 

rect and indirect ones, he broke down after a fashion, realiz¬ 

ing the meanness and self-centeredness of his earthly 

character. 

But then came forgiveness, a specialty of the realm, no 

matter how remote the province or dire the sin. In this sense, 

temporary death—or "near-death’' as it is popularly called, 

genera ILy turns our to be si blessing as well as a second 

chance at salvation. Brinkley bucked up after the life 

review and the encouraging pep talk that fol¬ 

lowed, once again a fighter and an opera¬ 

tive, but now of the spiritual sort. 

Indeed, now a Marine of 

the Light Brigade. Or so I 

thought of him. 

It was just a short hop—a commuter flight, really, but 

without any aircraft—from the entry pad to the city center. 

Though only a provincial capital and sparsely populated, it 

was a jewel, well worth getting off the beaten path to visit. 

Brinkley described a city of crystal cathedrals, (a phrase I 

thought might work well in my travel guide, maybe even on 

a separate promotional brochure). 

Inside one of them, 13 Beings of Light magically ap¬ 

peared behind a podium. One by one, they headed toward the 

startled Brinkley. As each approached, a box-shaped device the 

size of a videocassette automatically ejected from the Being s 

chest and hurtled toward Brinkley’s face like a miniature cruise 

missile, stopped and hovered directly in front of him. Then, 

pretty as you please, a tiny television screen snapped open and 

a program flickered on. Interactive telepathic video. 

Each of the first dozen programs that Brinkley watched 

depicted the formation of a particular 

Armageddon poised to unfold on Earth 

* r in the near future, barring the inter¬ 

vention of corrective human ac¬ 

tion. The year 2000, 1 noted, 

promised to be es¬ 

pecially grim, 

perhaps ter¬ 

minal! v 

so, 

mghte 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

with your shirt on? 
U.5, clothing manufacturer develops nrw 100% cotton fabric 

which allows you to tan with i/our shirt on. Now if on can tan 

while you golf walk, play tennis or do anything outdoors. 

by Charles Anton 

When I was a kid, getting a tan was 

easy. With only a part-time job, I 
would spend mv free time by the 

poo!. Without even trying, I would easily de¬ 
velop a warm glowing tan, 

Of course, things aren't as easy now.! don't 
have time to sit around laying out in the sun. 
Besides, its boring! 

Fortunately, new developments in textile 
technolog}' may eliminate the need to lay out 
in the sun. I'm talking about the development 
of a remarkable new fabric called "mkrosol " 

Patented' shirt. This fabric 
has been used to make a new 
line of shirts called Cool Tan, 
"Microsol" is a lightweight 
100% cotton fabric, Because 
of its weave and a special 
process, "microsol" allows 
most sunlight to penetrate 
without being blocked, It 
acts as a sunscreen {about 
SPF 6), so you get an even, 
natural tan al! over your up¬ 
per body. Since there is a lot 
less chance of burning, you 
get a rich, glowing tan while 
you wear your shirt. 

This process also renders 
the fabric very soft and sheer, 
allowing air to circulate 
around your body. No more 
damp shirts stuck to your 
back in the sweltering heat of 
the summer. This fabric is 
very breathable. Very com¬ 
fortable. This special fabric 
has twice as much give as regular shtrts. 

Tan without trying. You can tan while 
you Vo golfing. While you're window shop 

ping, While you're out on your walk. And you 
won't have those embarrassing tan-lines. 

Imagine yourself with a warm., glowing, 
flawless tan, Not just on your arms with a tan 

line at your shirt sleeve. But a great 
tan all over... tin vour front and your 
back. These all-cotton shirts a I low you to 
tan without going topless. 

Style and comfort for both men 

and women. These shirts are avail¬ 
able in rich colors like raspberry, teal 
and navy. You won't have a prob¬ 
lem with fading or shrinking, ei¬ 
ther. r\ hese amazing shirts are just 
regular wash and dry. They are 
so comfortable, vou mav want w r 

to wear them 
li.it' tmrkis first tun-through dun lets juu kin ii ilb yvutr shirt an 

Old tanning methods 
made obsolete. 

The Cool Tan shirts give you 
a natural tan the easy way. 
Plus, they also provide pro¬ 
tection from the sun, up to 
SPF 6. Now vou can start 
having fun in the sun instead 
of agonizing over your tan! 

Put an end to... 

■ costly tanning salons. 

m messy oils or goos. 

■ baking in the sun lor hours. 

■ dangerous, unprotected skm 

■ bronzers or lan accelerators. 

■ sticky, uncomfortable shirts. 

■> ugly "arm only" tans. 

■ u n approved ta n n i n g d rugs 

year round. Wear them any¬ 
time you want a coot, com¬ 
fortable fit. They're great for 
indoor or outdoor sports or 
for just doing nothing. 

One year guarantee. Re¬ 
gardless of the season we 
want you take advantage of 
this offer without risk,., so, 
we'll give you a full year to 
wear you r cool, comfortable, 
tan-through shirts while you 
golf, hike, play tennis or do 
anything outdoors. If your 
Cool Tan shirt doesn't give 
vou a great tan and maxi mu m 
comfort- return it to us for a 
complete refund. You've got 
nothing to lose but ugly tan 
lines... so act now! 

Factory direct offer. With 
this revolutionary 100% cot¬ 

ton tan-through fabric, superb 
styling and innovative de¬ 

sign, you'd expect to pay $60 or 570 at exclusive 
shops if they were available! We have decided 
to Cut-nut the middle man and offer these groat 
shirts direebio-you at greatly reduced prices. 
Plus, we will ship your order wi thin 72 hou rs of 
recei ving it. So, try out these amazing shirts and 
tcli your friends about them! 

DON'T TAKE O U R WORD FOR IT 

"I'm an outdoors person who needs sunshine- 
this sJi in elim ma tes bu th tug suit tops. Afy 
friends wilt love this!" 

Sarah Campagne- Xlamatn Fails. OFt 

"Coott comfortable, and l urn tan without 
laying around in the Sun doing nothing.ff 

Lesha Mitchell- Virginia Beech, va 

"Hus tun-through shirt is just tike using u 4 

to 6 sunscreen, but without the mess of this mid 
lotions. Ton-through is the way to go." 

Lucantonio $afvi-Fans. CA 

"Now / cmr without worrying about my 
'middle-age bulge showing 

Mark Nuas&fe- Atlantic City. NJ 

Free fan-lb rough shirt offer 

Fora limited lime we are offering these Coo I Ian 
shirts "direct to you." Not forSbt! but for $49.95 
($4 S&H) per shirt. For every tw o shirts you pur¬ 
chase within 3D days of this ad, we will send you 
a third shirt for free! 

,x '■ e- 
comfortable, 

r'ii v .'iT.M-lVirtnv •stnrts ttre made 

m the USA and uvit'i shrink. 

Men,Women’s striped shirt 

style 10 test with white stupe: wm s, s, m, L XL. XXL 

style 20 white with btue str-pe: S, M. L, XL, Xxl 

Men/Women't solid shirt 

style 30 white: s. M, L, xl. XXL 

sty 40 raspberry: WMS, 5. m l xl. kxi 

Please mention promotional code 223-SY1102. 

For fastest service call toll-free 24 hours a day 

800-992-2966 
fNfkr ss 

To order by rmiil send check or money order Jnr ihe mil 

timoun! including .h hipping ,md hancUinj* or enclose yuur 

end it Ciinl number and exp. date (N1 n residenljuidd snlc-s 

tax), l*e sure to include quantity, *tv!e, color and situ 
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2820 Waterford Lake Drive Suite 106 

Midlothian, Virginia 23113 
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Perhaps there really was a need out 

there for a guide to immortality and 

the great beyond. Thanks to Jackie O., 

my project has been born again. 

While Brinkley clambered back into his sizzled body (yes, 

that, too, lay in the cards), I dashed back to my office, alarmed 

by reports that a professor of surgery' at Yale, one Sherwin E, 

Nuland, had recently published a book that cast aspersions on 

the importance (even the reality) of an interesting, fulfilled, 

gadget-rich, immortal afterlife. According to my sources, he 

was actually trying to take the sting, fear, and loathing out of 

death itself by focusing on the here and now rather than on the 

then and there. 

In other words, he was out to demythologize death. That 

would never do, no sir That might even compromise the vi¬ 

ability of my travel guide project. 

HOW WE DIE 
By Sberti'in Nuland, AID, 

pp, 278, AlfredJ, Kmpf New York, $24 Alas, my sources proved correct In How U7e Die: 

Reflections on Life's Final Chapter, Dr Nuland comes 

soberly and relentlessly to the conclusion that death 

is a natural process, not an unnatural calamity. Moreover, in¬ 

stead of trying to convince ourselves through every manner 

„ pud ^ Zt 

of self-deceptive 

flim-flam that 

the individual 

ego never dies 

but just moseys 

on down the 

road (or takes 

the express up 

through the 

tunnel), we 

might think 

more altruisti¬ 

cally, 

That is, our 

lives are parr of a 

biological, geo¬ 

centric unfold¬ 

ing, the outcome 

of which we will 

never see but the goodness of which we can modestly con¬ 

tribute to while alive. The future of children, and then of their 

children, and then of theirs is what matters. It is the lively 

march of the species that counts, not the sideshow of em¬ 

balmed, declamatory selves trying desperately to cling to their 

passing identities. 

Then, just as I was toying with the notion of shelving my 

travel project altogether, Jacqueline Onassis died. Several 

points made me think again: 

1. She died at home. 

2. Beforehand, a Roman.Catholic priest administered 

what used to be known as the last rites, or, more formally, as 

the sacrament of extreme unction. Except thar lately rhis rite 

has changed somewhat, become softer. Now it seems little 

more than a hopeful prayer for the sick, rather than the severe, 

angel of death annunciation it once was. 

3. She was waked at home, indicating that undertakers 

can make full-service house calls. 

4. The funeral mass in New York and the services at 

Arlington National Ccmctary evoked many of the same im¬ 

ages and expectations I had encountered in my travels with re¬ 

cent authors on rhe same subject. 

This fourth point in particular cheered me, naturally, 

since it meant that all my editorial efforts might not have 

been spent in vain, after all Perhaps there really was a need 

out there for a guide to immortality and the great beyond. 

But what truly firmed up my resolve was Jackie's life itself. 

Consider: She became, in turn, a Catholic who married into 

a famously Catholic family; First Lady of a major league coun¬ 

try; wife of a Greek god on the international scene; a book ed¬ 

itor in art and literary circles; and, toward the end, a close 

companion of a reputable dealer in diamonds, which we all 

know are forever. 

God bless her; the woman, during a single lifetime, cov¬ 

ered all the immortal bases: religious, political, Hellenic, art is- 

ric, and mmeralogicaL 

Thanks to Jackie, my project has been born again.) 

SHERWIN B. NULAND 
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For Your 

Personal 
Pleasures 

Catalogues From 
The Xandria Collection 

Today, people are interested in 
improving the quality of their 
lives, and exploring their own 

sexuality with options from the Xan- 
dria Collection 

The most important aspect of satis¬ 
faction is trust. Trust us to make sure 
that thoughtful consideration goes 
Into choosing each product in the cat¬ 
alogue as to its quality, value, and 
sensual appeal 

What is the Xandria Collection? 

It is a very very, special collection 
of sensual devices which can provide 
a new and entirely positive source of 
pleasure. It includes the finest and 
most effective products available from 
around the world* 

Our products range from the simple 

to the delightfully complex. They are 
designed for the timid and the hold. 

The Xandria Col lection has a 

unique three way guarantee— 

First, we guarantee your privacy* 
Everything we ship is plainly pack¬ 
aged and securely wrapped, with, no 
clue to its contents from the outside. 
All transactions are strictly confiden- ■J 

tial, and we never sell, rent or trade 
any customer's name. 

Second, we guarantee your satisfaction. 
If a product seems unsatisfactory, 
simply return it for replacement or 
refund. 

Third, we guarantee that the product you 
choose will keep giving you pleasure. 
Should it malfunction, simply return 
it to us for a replacement. 

The Xandria Collection is a tribute 
to closeness and communication. Cel¬ 
ebrate the possibilities for pleasure 
you each have within* 5cmd for Xan- 
dria's catalogues. Their price will be 
applied, in full, to your first order. 

Write today. You have absolutely 
nothing to lose, and an entirely new 

world of enjoyment to gain. 

The Xandria Collection 
Dept, SQ794r P.O, Hnx 31039 

San Francisco, CA 94131 

PIcfLK1 my by M class mall 
thi: cataloguers) I have checked 

below, i understand thecttsl of 

the catalogues) will be applied, 
an Lull, towards my first order. 

□ Xandria Collection Gold 
Edition Catalogue. 36-page 
toy catalogue; $4,00, 

□ Xan dri a's Leather Col lecti on 
Catalogue, l tv page, lull 

color catalogue with 
models; $5.00, 

□ Send both! I've enclosed 
$9.00. 

Method of Payment: 
D Check or Money Order 

D Cha rge my MasL ■ rCa rd nr 

Visa (circle one? F\p, _ 

Card # 

Aildtv>r. 

City 

SMit / y.ip 

I am ..in adult rnvrSl jT^ri 

KitndfLi. l(.?VjH«v-Dxiw Bri-iuita. CA ’HOT 1340 
Vnid when.' pmhibtivh.l by Liw 

Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed! 

Copyrighted material 
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Bulletin Bonn 
How much would you pay to spend your evenings and weekends 

with a room full of con artists, misogynists, computer geeks, 

snooty academics, rude teenagers, pushy salesmen, Iowa housewives, 

bad poets, Nazi sympathizers, certified morons, corporate suits, Elvis 

fans, recovering alcoholics, aging hippies, pockmarked pornogra- 

phers, and overzealous FBI agents? 

Now, how much would you pay to give all these same people your 

number, so they could contact you at any time of the night or day, 

clogging up your 

l.How to Get Offline phone line so that little 

of value or importance 

could ever get through? 

How much would you 

pay? Well, most online 

computer services 

charge about $10 a 

month. Welcome to 

CyberDumb. 
If you read the "hoc" 

magazines, such as Wired or 

Macworld^ you know that 

you're either online or you're 

among the approximately 

230 million Americans who 

are hopelessly out of touch. 

The Internet, for the uniniti¬ 

ated, is a collection of com- 

puter systems at universities, 

nonprofit research groups, 

the federal government, and 

some obscure businesses—all 

traditional hotbeds of hip, 

right? 

Loser Link might be a 

better name for it, because 

the only people with the pa¬ 

tience co learn how to master 

the thing should really be 

out doing something useful 

with their lives. 

The whole gang is here: 

computer programmers who 

America Online Go Keyword "CANCEL/' Select "info 

About Canceling Your Account" You will be instructed to 
write or calf Customer Service, but don't pass up the 

chance to explain why you're fleeing cyberspace by select¬ 
ing "Comments." Type something like "They told me to. 
Please don't ask any more questions!" When representative 

phones to ask if you'd like to reconsider, scream, "WHO 

GAVE YOU THIS NUMBER? OH MY 

GQD...NQGOQQOQ!" and hang up. 

CompuServe Go Keyword "MEMBERSHIP." Select 

"Cancel Your Membership." Confirm selection on the ter¬ 
minal screen that pops up, answer a few fame questions, 
and you're free to go. If you get an unsolicited phone calf, 
explain that your computer short-circuited while you were 
downloading and burned your house down. Begin to cry. 

Prodigy Jump "CANCEL." Read over whiny "Please 
Don't Go" screen; read the "Reasons to Stay" options. 
They tell you how to change the fonts on your screen, AS 
IF THAT'S WHY YOU'RE LEAVING, BECAUSE YOU 

DONT LIKE THE WAY THE WORDS LOOK. There's no 

apparent way to explain to Prodigy that it has to be the 
UGLIEST and DUMBEST of the major online services, 
and what's up with all the ads popping up on the bottom of 
your screen? Plus, it's co-owned by Sears! SEARS! 
Gimme a break. Select "Cancel Prodigy." 

The Internet If you Ye at a university or large research 

firm, scout out the Sysop (system operator, not person with 
one eye), who is likely to be a middle-aged, balding, 
paunchy white male with glasses who calls you "bud" or 

"guy," as in "Hi, guy." Ask him to close your account If 
he gets nosy, say you're going back to your wife and kids. 

bore your eyebrows off while writing 

condescending notes because you obvi¬ 

ously don’t have the latest equipment; 

bureaucrats who have discovered that 

technology will give them new and bet¬ 

ter ways to fuck up your life; people on 

probation or welfare or under house ar¬ 

rest; perverts typing with one hand; col¬ 

lege professors who failed at their chosen 

profession and are now trying to write 

textbooks about how co 

do what they couldn’t 

do; and teenagers who 

have flunked out of 

scliool but hope to find 

the second hidden door 

on the 15th floor of 

Wolfe nstein. 

So when us regular 

foiled—the ones who vis¬ 

it our grandmother so 

she won't die alone, who 

grow gardens so the 

birds have a place co rest, 

who visit the library to 

help a young boy who 

might someday be pres¬ 

ident retrieve a civics 

book from a high 

slielF—when we log on, 

were immediately stuck 

at the bottom of the 

InterCaste. We simply 

don't know enough, we 

don't know what we're 

doing, we’re asking 

dumb questions. And a 

dumb question is any¬ 

thing that's been asked 

and answered within the 

past decade or so. 

Some things you 

can either do online or 

on your own (and which 

might actually have 

some benefit to society) 

include: 
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2.The Five Dumbest Newsgroups 
alt, ascii-art 

* People who draw little pictures using the * symbol or punctuation or letters. Like, you might draw a cowl And 
then you can exchange it for Bart Simpson! Or do your name so it looks like it has a shadow! Coming soon to a 
trendy SoHo gallery near you, 

alt sexyalt.binarv.Dictures.erQtica/ 
altsex-bestialitv, etc. 
At best, the regulars of these groups are failed phone sex customers. Can you see one of these sexual misfits at 
a bachelor party? "So, ya getting any, Hank?" "Oh yeah, I type naughty words and someone types naughty 
words back!" "Shete, that's great. Do they have big tits?" The binary groups consist of dirty photographs con¬ 
verted into computer code, interspersed with text messages from the same four guys trying to unload their old 
Playboys. Derivations include topics like bestiality, where either very attentive pet owners or giggling teens are 
wondering aloud if it's okay to give Rover a blow job and whether McGruff the Crime Dog is naked under that 
overcoat And don't forget altsex,masturbation. If discussing self-inflicted hand jobs or reminiscing about sev- 
enties-era circle jerks doesn't shout "loser," I don't know what does. 

altty-twin-p^aks 
Further discussion about the arcane details of a television show that was cancelled in 1991. 

recoets 
Because the cat and dog lovers have splintered into their own painfully dull groups (along with the bestiality 
fans), recent discussions here focused on whether rats are good pets and what they should be fed. They eat 
garbage outside my window; try that 

altmcdonaids 
A snoozer that likely began as a discussion of the merits of McDonald's entrees but degenerated into a running 
battle between fascist vegetarians and blubbery, perspiring Midwesterners who can't wait to get the new 
RocDonald's cups. 

altfan.britfsh-accent 
Ever notice how British people talk with an accent but sing without one? Also, that they spell words differently? 
Mo, really. 

► Look up rhe weather, or look outside 

and nonce that your flowers are dying. 

► Read a long, boring rant about gun 

control, or read a book. 

► Grab a magazine article for a $3 

search fee, or visit the local newsstand. 

Another interesting fact: nearly all 

Nectcrsare men, and because the system 

allows people to hide behind stupid 

nicknames and, in some cases, complete 

anonymity* every third person you en¬ 

counter turns out to be some sort of pig. 

Nearly every woman who uses her real 

name has a horror story to tell about be¬ 

ing harassed online. 

In fact, here are some actual, online 

approaches used by morons to hit on 

women they've never even seen or met: 

► Bait and Switch—When you're on¬ 

line* use a womans name as your moni¬ 

tor; something innocent, say* for 

instance* Dorothy or Mary. This way, you 

can spend a lew days conversing with a 

babe as a "sister," before letting it be 

known that you have some salami to 

bring to the coffee talk! < slobber > It’s 

almost guaranteed shell be so taken 

aback by your ingenuity that she IJ won- 

der what you're like in bed. 

► The Direct Approach—Send F-mail 

to any woman you can find (make sure 

you verify that it actually is a woman- 

set above) and invite her to send along 

her measurements and IQ. Maybe offer 

each applicant a raffle ticket as an in¬ 

centive, Wait, 
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► Private Dick—-Most services ask 

members to describe their interests,, 

home towns, age, etc,, for the "members' 

directory” (on the Internet, check their 

plan file). This is often a great place to 

pick up those crucial details that can 

help you score. All you have to do is 

feign interest in her hobbies or children, 

then do an end-around to get to the 

good stuff. 

Alert; If a woman has written that she 

"Tikes to meet new people” on her form, 

it means she wrants it. 

► Cunning Linguist—A variation on 

the investigative approach above, but 

this technique requires less preparation. 

Enter an online area or discussion group 

where you might find a lot of women: 

gardening, shopping, kids—you know, 

that sort of thing. Let's say you choose a 

writers' forum, A woman enters. You 

send her a message: "So, you’re a 

writer?” ’ Why, yes! I love writing!" she 

responds. Then, shoot right back with, 

‘Ya ever write any porn? 'Cause I m 

imagining some right now.” Women 

just love guys who can be creative on the 

fly. 

The upshot of all this? Much of the 

information to be had is redundant or in¬ 

accurate or arcane or just plain worthless. 

And the worst annoyance is that most of 

the people online seem to think: 1) we 

give a shit about their opinions; 2) we 

care that they're alive. 

A typical online exhange might in¬ 

clude: an anti-Semite comes onto jour¬ 

nalism newsgroup and says that the 

Holocaust never happened; journalists 

respond; anti-Semite responds; and so 

on, so that, in the end, you have 576 

messages to read, some wTith dumb titles 

like "In Response to.. .(I'm not even go¬ 

ing to dignify him by using his name)." 

Ommhhh, Clever. 

What about the promise of a better 

tomorrow? Yeah, just like cable televi¬ 

sion pushed the quality of that medium 

to incredible new heights. Regardless, 

we re offering here a rare glimpse into 

the dark side of the Internet (conve¬ 

niently printed whth ink on paper), 

With any luck, you'll be offline in just a 

few short minutes!—Chip Rom 

3.How to Be Annoying Online 
1. Make up fake acronyms. Online veterans like to use abbreviations 
like or IMHO {in my humble opinion) or RTFM (read the fucking mam 
ua!) to show that they're "hep" to the lingo. Make up your own that 
don't stand for anything (SETO, BARL, CP30), use them liberally, and 

then refuse to explain what they stand for ("You don't know? RTFM"). 

2. WRITE YOUR MESSAGES IN ALL CAPS AND DON'T USE RE¬ 
TURNS SO THAT EVERYONE HAS TO SCROLL ACROSS THEIR 
SCREENS TO READ EVERY LINE. ALSO USE A LOT OF !!!!!! TO 
SHOW THAT YOU'RE EXCITED ABOUT BEING HERE!!! 

3. When replying to your mail, correct everyone's grammar and 
spelling and point out their typos, but don't otherwise respond to the 
content of their messages. When they respond testily to your "creative 
criticism," do it again. Continue until they go away. 

4. Software and files offered online are often "compressed" so that it 
won't take so long to travel over the phone lines. Buy a compression 
program and compress everything you send, including one-word e-mail 
responses like "Thanks." 

5. Upload text files with Bible passages about sin or guilt and give them 
names like "SexyHousewivesI," then see how many people download it. 
Challenge your friends to come up with the most popular come-on, 

6. cc: ail your e-mail to A! Gore (vice.president@whitehouse.gov) so 
that he can keep track of what's happening on the Internet. 

7. Join a discussion group, and tie whatever'* being discussed back to 
an unrelated central theme. For instance, if you're in a discussion of 
gun control, respond to every message with the observation that those 
genetically superior tomatoes seem to have played an important role. 
Within days, all discussion of gun control will have ceased as people 
write you threatening messages and instruct others to ignore you. 
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Erotic Sorias 
Racing RhLr-o pulls nui all (he stops m this 

four-Cokir sampler of the exotic ard 
hi?arr& - .all presented with that special 

Rhino twist that thousands of comic 
readers bow and love. Curious.but 

velkw? Get agnp and grab a Scream! 
Cat' 

7U 
stake 

SMS 

Voyages Catalog Groe p™ 
A OTinmsseurs Crtlertior of specialized 

erotic prod ud iins from around the world 
- in one Kiil color mail order catalog1 

Unsurpassed in fee annals of American 
erotic entertainment. Open a new world, of 

esating, adventure today. 
Catalog wife $M) coupon 

W7 tUUDO 

FAX 
24 houtw ,1 dsiy! 
7 (inym a wee£ | 

if li t ej a*,- r 1 i'1 5 "3 
41r>-o“o-ti^33 

Dream Dresser® 
Fashion fetish fantasy clothing. The most 

elite catalog available to the erotic ■’hocper 
8 ifiserw of leather, rubber, stiiritcM 

Btreteh patent F U b' stiletto heel shoes 
ard boots, open breast ccshinses, corsets., 

fabulous dresses. Unique fashions 
unavailable anywhere. Catalog pure 

refunded with 1st purchase. 
155 siu.iy 

_CATALOGS BY PHONE! 
MOW FRJ. 9-5 PACIFIC TIME 

PuRA5£ HAVE DEPT n READY1 >*HEN YtJ.J CAl.1, 

415-896-0944 
Extti -riUSnft with ; Mi» slir pLcdirf mOi 

FiM Qiw Stnkd 

Seot Someare 
Explicit adult IBM PC software. Our 

SeXXv Disiui contain exclusive garner CD- 
ROM pictures k movies - some trial 

TALK!!Exi " ■*"' ' * " 
com] 

!!! Catalog 
J5G S3,fl0 

SeXXcipids [>emo DU.L 
15 Vi in ,i and Catalog 

m 

Night Time Videos™ 
The hotter cotiectiori of adult videos 

you'll ever find. The ideal way for 
couples to choose tbs perfect video 

lor an evening of pore pleasure. Su re tc 
i1 fee fires of a light passion! 

S3, SO savings wogfljlus Ca telog 

Video Simpler 
featuring ] 4 ti ties > catalog uni v 

315 $1L95 

INTERNATIONAL Ml 
World's. Most Popular Nudist 

Fubhcaticmsft Videos- feature nudes front 
around the dote1 Treat yourself to m 

Sampler Ki l including Magazine, 
bfewslefter, k into. - Lei "them show you 

htnv to gel :n Icuch.. Naturally. 
Sampler Kit 
770 MM 

19 And Naked 
Gorgeous young models, debut their 

modtung sesoraanfl laniwy vignettes, 
Revealing full-cotor catalogue featuring 

youiw new talent in intimate 
nude photos and erotic ™t*> 

1013 urn 
Sampler Video + h gift certificate 

tOU $19.9$ 

j .Til Iij < —~t r. . fifi .r.o |T’ 
Wean offering an exciting selection 
of over 353 quality adult videos at 

discounts up toSPV featured in quj 
16 page all-ccbr catalog. 

287 SSJM 
HERE IS AN EXAMPLE: 

A 2'hou? i KS adult video plus our alb 
mior catalog plus a 52 page all-color erotic 
magazine A guaranteed St955 value only 

519.95 

Erotic Cartoons 
Excalibur Films contain the-world $ largest 

selection of erotic cartoons available or. 
video, plus over 9JQRJ additional adult 

Q'tovies tor ei ery Late rest and taste. Save 
up to&fli over retail price! 150(1 refund 

coupon with catalog. 
Excaubur Film Catalog 

m $3.00 

Last Gasp 
The LAST GASP catalog is your source of 
adult graphic entertainment and quality 

erotica, rwturiitg 72 pages of adidtrartic., 
erotic literature. tattoo and pkrdr» 

publ kations and art books expbring the 
mainstream and the fringe of sex 

publishing. Cateldg 
335 Bra 

Romantic Lingtuk 
World's hottest full color live-mode! 

catalog! 6ft heavy glossy (BxIOl paats! 
Sinfully exotic, quality lingerie ■ 

ciutia«oi* dresses/sexy jerivewea^ 
novelties. immediate shipping po'icv’ 

m tlODO 
Siiiling Video; Gorgeous models tease., 
tempt, torment ynci? Seduction II. VHS 

155 BS-95 

Indulge your fantasies with our exclusive 
catalog' Uncover a iinfiil selection, of 

vibratnri . dittos, masturbatws, books, 
videos k much more! Experience the 
differenre in mil-order, Get qualily, 

integrity ,& exceptional sercke. 
Guaremfeed With vnu in mind-lflfft. 

SATISFACTION. Must be 21 yi> 
$i redeetnabfe wifeordrr- 

Crut Sex Every Time 
Discounted adult merchandise. Example: 
^Advanced Sex Techniques" The most 

explicit k exciting Video man-iial' ever 
nlmed! This 570 sidec* takajyftu from 
Hello' & seduction to longer lasting, 

hefc. 
Leaves nothing to the i^inaticsi! Catalog 

2 Hi. eideo wife catalog Only 
m $im ' 

Underground Vided 
The exotic 4 erotic v. orid oi secret 

wndeipriund videos A shocking 4 surreal 
world where dark dreams become reality. 

Uncut, unrated h. u nee n so red movies 
from around the world Hw most 

revealing ridro ratalpg eveii 
i"Sn reshuidable wth linl order I Catling 

36 5 M 

Malf Instinct™ 
The newe? t and fines: man to man sex 

catalog otters a wide selection of studly 
Tfi. uivs to sufell your every Dunly tfesrfe. 

Penis pumps, leather perits restraints, 
clarr.ps. plues, dittos, lube., plus a 

large XXX gay video election, 
tilalog wife S5 counon. 

'79s i$m J 
m. Preview Vid eo 

1023 

Order br MaH 
SadtoWTlMATEmiSW? F. Q. SOX 77502, SuiFmra«a,a «l07m 
Q&iiis.ip £ TJatucb d^lrtc. [i*dudt checJt,. mc-nn1 wdtr, cwh wr cnedil ririifertiiljl+$150 pnxessijigdujge. 

ms 3S0 
154 s moo 
1S6S 4jOO 

159 $ 3JM 

tftaSiflXiO 
185 S 29.95 
287$ 

2flSS 19.95 
318 $1495 
338 $ 3J0O 

1.00 
351$ 9.95 
365 $5.00 

647 Si 0,00 

701S Z95 

770 $10,00 

79Q SJ» 

935 S 5.00 
936$ 19.95 

1013$ 2.00 
1014 $19.95 
1023 $19.95 

Total cost of items cmlered $. 
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©Out buying baubles for 

Shoshana, Porsche-laden comedian 

Jerry Seinfeld indicates, In that 

wacky Sein language, the number of 

new jokes he intends to bring to his 

show next season. 

© Penthouse pet and sometime 

Butt Bongo Amy Lynn demonstrates 

to power-writer/editor Michael 

Korda that his books (Power, Wottffy 

Goods, Queenie) have use beyond 

propping up rickety tables. 

© Bo I ton-esq ue, trendaholic 

restaurateur Mark Baker (Flowers, 

Buddha Bar) in a rare photo with his 

Siamese twin. 

o Miniature cabaret icon Dudley 

Moone, with bride, about to puke, 

© "In My Country, Women Grow 
Them Out to Here." Ever Margaux 

Hemingway confuses herself with 

Marie!. Am 1 the one with the Im¬ 

plants? she seems to ask Venezuelan 

Ambassador Arias. Oblivious, Mori 

Zuckerman eyes development 

prospects on Arias1 jowls, 

© On Second Thought I'll Have 
the fled Wine With That After 
Rupert Murdoch (the literate Ted 

Turner) gives Barbara Walters a poi¬ 

sonous bite, Mrs. Turner sucks the 

venom out of Barbara's hand as 

Murdoch contemplates moving onto 

her arm. 

@ Having misplaced the keys after 

a bout of playful sex, Anthony "Tm 

not Flea" Kiedis escorts his wife to a 

locksmith. 

© As middle-brow sycophant 

Charlie Rose wistfully watches the 

bar cart go by, Barbara Bush tells 

gossipeuse Liz Smith and Norman 

Mailer-manque (He boxes! He writes 

for men's magazines! He's short!) 

John Irving that, "Charlie says I 

look like a model." 

© Jaye Davidson auditioning for the 

lead role in The Lam Gamier Story, 
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infesting n Oun foil 
The good news is, we don't 

have to wait for the debut of 

Chris Whittles for-profit Edison 

Project to get a glimpse of 21st 

century American education. 

Hundreds of prototypes for to¬ 

morrows "market-driven" schools 

are already conveniently in place, 

and future National Merit 

Scholars are already enjoying their 

first taste of corporate-school part¬ 

nership—complete with free 

samples, if also strings attached. 
Who says serious learning can't 

also be scrumdiddlyumtious? just ask 

the middle school students all across the 

nation who’ve recently studied volcanic 

activity with the aid of Gushers®, 

General Mills1 new candy that spurts liq¬ 

uid from its center. "Compare those sug¬ 

ary spurn with real erupting geothermic 

phenomena," a handy teacher's guide 

suggests. 

The same company also sponsors 

che helpful Grow-UpT program. To as¬ 

sist elementary students’ understanding 

of the link between nutrition and 

growth, generous supplies of tasty Fruit 

Roll-Ups® are provided (protein per 

serving; less than one gram; vitamins per 

serving; less than two percent of U,S* 

RDA). 

Along with the sugary snacks come 

an unlimited supply of free teaching 

materials: texts, teachers guides, home¬ 

work sheets, and ready-made quizzes* 

Here, at last, is a sensible model for 

American school reform: industry ex¬ 

perts passing on their own special brand 

of knowledge, 

"Clear-cutting removes all 

trees...to create new habitats for 

wildlife,’ eager young environmentalists 

With corporate support, 

today's gratis educational 

material is not only alive 

with iambic pentameter, 

but also comes in a palette of 

Nickelodeon-esque colors 

and pregnant metaphor. 

learn from Proctor & Gamble's in-class 

“Decision Earth” program* “P&G uses 

th is economically and environmentally 

sound method because it most closely 

mimics nature's own processes. Clear- 

cutting also opens the floor to sunshine, 

thus stimulating growth and providing 

food for animals." 

Similarly, elementary school materi¬ 

als sponsored by the Georgia-Pacific 

lumber company explain in language 

kids can understand how modern-day 

lumberjacks (“foresters1) don’t kill 

forests, but save them. 

“When no one harvests,” G-P teach¬ 

es, “trees grow old and are more likely to 

be killed by disease, rot, and the ele¬ 

ments. Very old trees will not support 

many different kinds of wildlife because 

the forest floor is too shaded to grow the 

ground plants animals need,” When G- 

P plants new trees, the text continues, 

they don't just replant trees They plant 

“supertrees 11 

The business community is out to 

prove that free-market schools will not 

only be efficient, but also educationally 

hip. G-P's "Tree Trunk Activities Kit," 

designed for science class, also includes 

the following inspirational kiddie-verse: 
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The Forester's Best Friend 

Say I think Ill be a forester 

I know it’s work, but I bet 

it's fun 

And that's what I want to do, 

II] plant my trees. 111 grow them big* 

III cut them, then Ill renew. 

I’ll starr right now by studying hard, 

'cause you have to be college smart. 

And I've got the other 

important thing, 

Ive got a great big heart. 

low are school officials reacting to 

I this onslaught of corporate munifi¬ 

cence? The only way they know how, af¬ 

ter 14 years of having local, state* and 

federal authorities negotiate away their 

tax-based funding, Principal Skinner 

walks in and makes an offer no over¬ 

worked* underfunded teacher couid 

refuse: free food, posters, board games, 

pre-prepared homework assignments* 

even computer software that will keep 

the kids busy for hours and automatical¬ 

ly grade the work. 

Teachers are crying for the infor¬ 

mation,” says Kathleen Redmond, 

youth market manager for AT&T, spon¬ 

sor of the 'AT&T 

Adventure Club’ —a 

class handbook on 

communications is¬ 

sues (naturally). 

It makes one won¬ 

der why we ever had to 

pay good money for 

those stodgy old text¬ 

books. With corporate 

support, today's gratis 

educational material is 

not only alive with 

iambic pentameter, but 

also comes in a full 

palette of Nickelodeon- 

esq uc colors and stocked 

with pregnant metaphor. 

"To get the beneficial 

uses of nuclear technolo¬ 

gy*" reads an elementary 

school teacher's handbook 

supplied, free of charge, by 

the American Nuclear 

Society, "you ultimately 

will have some waste that has to be dis¬ 

posed of Anything we produce resuLrs in 

some 'leftovers that are either recycled or 

disposed of—whether we re making elec¬ 

tricity from coal or nuclear* or making 

scrambled eggs!" 

Adios, Addison-Wesley; hello and 

welcome to Lifetime Learning Systems, 

the new corporate archetype for educa¬ 

tion materials, "Kids spend 40 percent of 

each day in the classroom where tradi¬ 

tional advertising can't reach them," ex¬ 

plains its promotional literature, "Now 

you can enter the classroom through custom- 

made learning materials created with 

your specific marketing objectives in 

mind. Communicate with young 

spenders directly and, through them, 

their teachers and families as well." 

Modern Talking Pictures Services 

and Scholastic* a venerable educational 

publishing company with 70-plus years 

of noncommercial credibility built into 

its reputation ("experience the power of 

trust with Scholastic") have also 

plunged into- the booming ads-as-edu- 

cation business. "If there's a cardinal rule 

in preparing sponsored material,1 ad¬ 

mits Modern's Ed Swanson* "it is that it 

One Stop Shopping 
is Back. 

Looking for a way to reach 

SPY s on-the-go readers?' 

What better way than Shop- 

o-Marie* SPY s very own 

cavalcade of goods and 

services. Your ad not only 

gets excellent exposure in the 

pages of SPY, but you’ll also 

be included in the reply 

coupon, which makes your 

product readily accessible. 

Shop-o-Matic returns with a 

bang in the Sept ember 

/October issue. The last day 

to get in on this event is July 

22* so call now! Operators are 

standing by. 

Questions? Call Dave 
Singer or Lisa Furlong 

at 212/260-7323 
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VULTURES 

THE COOLEST PERSONAL CHECKS 
EVER MADE- 

PRINTED TO EXACT A. B. A. STANDARDS, 
THESE CHECKS ARE GUARANTEED TO 

WORK AT ANY U S, BANK! 
CHECK REGISTER, DEPOSIT SLIPS, AND 

COOL COVER WITH EACH ORDER. 
MONEY BACK IF NOT 100% SATISFIED! 

TO ORDER; 
1) Please enclose ORIGINAL REORDER FORM or 

VOIDED CHECK Ngm yHut tKishng check Suppfy 

2} Enclose a DEPOSIT SLIP trom your exisraling suUfily, 

3) Enclose a check payable to HAG BANKNOTE, 

4} Enclose completed ORDER FORM ^bstaw). 

SJ Mai these things to fl*0 BANKNOTE, PQ. BOX 1 &0. 

MILFORD. NH 03QS5, 

ANY QUESTIONS, CALL 1 -800-354-4708 
Name 

Design 

Start my check* with i_ 
;irrg| nrecihnd w« will *t»IT y.j jr disc*a Wltfl » I 001; 

Qly. 
__21TO Singh tFwcA* O 111,04 
__ 150 Dypluata ch»i;k* O «D.D4 __ 

_Ruth Mail Mhmy (OpttentJJ 1 3.4B_ 

TOTAL 
Unless ochemise HjedftsiJ. esdef Mil b* m*J*0 to to# •ddwa 

pfiHied fln cheat a Pi«*b* Allow 3-4 weelte lor free regular drtivary 

must serve the needs of the communi¬ 

cator first. But it also must have perceived 

value in the classroom." [Emphasis 

added.} 

Smut and its peddlers have always 

been around, though, and always will* 

It's the corporations' eagerness to pene- 

crate the last great commercial-free zone, 

the classroom, that has enabled these 

niche marketing ogres to thrive. Now 

chat the floodgates have opened, compa¬ 

nies find the opportunity simply irre¬ 

sistible. Imagine—your target market 

not only reads your ads, they get tested 

on them. 

"They are going to be part of this 

[school] system, whether they like it or 

not, for the next ] 2 to 16 years/1 explains 

Don Baird, president and CEO of School 

Properties USA, "When you have a cap¬ 

tive audience, the message you give them 

can be [heard] for the next 10 years in a 

positive environment. It's not a 10-sec- 

ond thing/' 

P&G, the company that invented 

the soap opera as a vehicle to sell their 

wares, has (not surprisingly) already dis¬ 

tinguished itself in this new field. T heir 

box-o’-eurricula is a teachers' lounge 

grab bag, with a little something for 

everyone: the Civil War; The Great 

Depression; World War II ("Attention 

tends to focus on., .great deeds and bat¬ 

tles... ♦ Add depth to your discus¬ 

sions, ..by helping students discover the 

lesser-known role of the business com¬ 

munity/' i.c., the U.S. army engaging 

P&G as a secret munitions manufacture 

er); and more modern, practical topics 

such as “Facts about dish washable sur¬ 

faces." 

From P&G’s 'How to Clean' 

teacher's handbook; Choose the 

Right Product to Save Time and Money 

Ask the students to do the follow¬ 

ing: 

► Describe a laundering and a cleaning 

job they regularly do. What kind of 

products do they use., .how do they de¬ 

cide what product to use? 

► List four specific cleaning fobs and the 

type of product you would use to remove 

the soil or stain. 

Why can't M&M/Mars teach nutri¬ 

tion? Why shouldn't a coalition of 

manufacturers be able to have the defin¬ 

itive word on waste issues, even if their 

"Waste: A Hidden Resource" pamphlet 

dodges all incineration issues? Why 

shouldn't Orville Redenbacher be added 

to the list of history's all-time great in¬ 

ventors, along with Gregor Mendel (fa¬ 

ther of genetics), Louis Pasteur, and 

George Washington Carver? (Reden¬ 

bacher is, according to his own "Kernels 

of Knowledge” booklet, a pioneer in 

cross-breeding popcorn). It is, after all, 

these American success stories that drive 

our consumer culture and have the most 

at stake in the future of Generations X, 

Y, and Z. 

"The kids we're reaching are con¬ 

sumers in training/’ explains Joseph 

Fenton, director of cooperative market¬ 

ing at Donnelley Marketing. ‘"You want 

to reach consumers at their most forma¬ 

tive point/1 Lifetime's invasive kiddie- 

demographics elaborate on this point in 

excruciating detail: "Research shows 

that children begin to make brand deci¬ 

sions at age four.... Teens buy for self- 

image. They adopt brands as personal 

trademarks and choose products that 

carry a built-in sense of style. They care 

in tensely,., how a product will affect 

their social life. Word-of-mouth is a 

powerful force in all their purchasing 

decisions,'' 

Wc have seen the future, and ir 

wears a happy lace. In the 21st century 

school, little consumers discover the 

virtues of pizza, coal, and polystyrene. 

Homework is not only easy and fun, it 

also castes terrific. The environment is 

important, but there’s no reason to fret; 

recycling works, everything is under control. 

And students get to experience the first 

pangs of market competition in a safe en¬ 

vironment: while the American Soft 

Drink Association's curriculum assures 

kids not to worry so much about sugar 

and safe—and advises that soft drinks 

should be considered a part of a balanced 

diet—Nutrasweet’s curriculum argues 

that the sugar they're getting in snack 

foods and soda is a real problem. 

Who to believe? Break out the samples. 

>py righted mi 
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And now a word from our sponsors. ,, 

"Imagine mil lions of students dis¬ 

cussing your product in class. Imagine 

their teachers presenting your organiza¬ 

tion's point ol view. Imagine your corpo¬ 

rate message reaching their parents 

through literature the students take 

home* At Lifetime Learning Systems, we 

don’t just imagine. We create the award¬ 

winning educational programs that make 

these marketing strategies work. A 

Lifetime Learning Systems teaching kit 

is a marketing tool that opens minds. 

Lifetime's clients include: 

Ace Hardware Corporation 

American Express Company 

Castle Rock Entertainment 

Coca-Cola CORPORATION 

DC Comics, Inc. 

Del Monte USA 

Denny's, Jnc. 

Domino’s Pizza Inc. 

Fisher-Price 

Fox Broadcasting 

Frito Lay 

General Mills, Inc. 

Hallmark Cards, Inc. 

Hanna-Barbera Productions, Inc. 

International Playtex, Inc. 

Kiiebler Company 

Kentucky Fried Chicken 

LEGO Systems, Inc. 

Levi Strauss & Company 

National Frozen Pizza Institute 

National Live Stock &. Meat Board 

National Peanut Council 

National Pork Producers Council 

National Rifle Association 

Nickelodeon 

Parker Brothers, Inc. 

Pepsico, Inc. 

Personal Products Company 

Rainforest Action Network 

Rffrok Intl., Ltd. 

Sears 

Snack Food Association 

Society of the Plastics Industry 

Sugar Association, Inc. 

Tootsie Roll Industries, Inc, 

Universal Studios Hollywood 

Walt Disney Pictures 

Warner Bros., Inc. 

Young American Bowling Alliance 

—David Sbenk 
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t Over 40 freeweigftt exercises 

▼ So unique tl holds 3 patents 
I wy peak resistance tracing 

are 6&/M more effective 

"The Hammer 

wsi I 

World Report 

formation catt; 

How To Talk 
To Women! 

Do you get tonguc-liec around 
attractive wom^n? 

Wofid-famous Enc Weber is 
Here id help ■with an errwing 90 
mrrule c as sells pi his highly 
acclaimed New York City Course 
You w sarn * How to "br&j*. ihe 
lC£' With women * Why tl-fc? flBSt 

Beauti'ul Womsan are iba easiest 
to meet * Conya/salion opener 
that don't sound corny * Places 

whe'e women always outnumber men * And so mutfi more1 
To order '’Haw TO TALK TO WOMEN- send $’9 95 pftfi £4 00 
■; 1st Class Slipping). 

hr with homy 
Most m en Ihm’K ' h r y' 11 hay* t" 
undergo a major perspnalHy over¬ 
haul to De success^ with womer 
Yet an it takes is a 5% increase m 
guts. Arm ths exlraordinary new 
oook wm show you enactly how to 
unleash your natural confidence 
Soon you'll cw? Transform mg pb 

Ionic relationships into filing romances * Dressings with se* 
aepea' * And much, much more. 
To order "HOW TO WIN THE WOMAN OF YOUF OTtAMS" send 

95 plus SA 00 (1st Class Shipping* lo 

TOHIVnil 
\\m\s 
Drivms 

.6 
Canadians add 20% Anqw 1-3 weeks For delivery. 
Money back guarafl-lco. 

D Ordw ou classic HOW TO PICK UP -GIRLS S16 % dus Si 5 k 

FREE STEREO 
CATALOG 

We make speakers and music systems de~ 
signed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR. KLH 
& Advent). We sell them, and components 
by Pioneer, Sony, Philips, Carver & otfiers- 
factory direct. You can save hundreds of 
dollars. Our New Ensemble* II subwoofer- 
satellite speaker system (above) sells for 
$439, about half'the price of competing 
models. 30 dav return guarantee. 

1-800-F0R-HIFI 367*4454 

| SOUNDWORKS 
The country's largestfactofyetitvct stereo company, 

Suite , 154 California Street 
Newton, MA 02158 Fax 617-332-9229 
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LOOK SACK WITH REVERENCE AT SPY'S EARLY YEARS. 

GET THESE RARE COLLECTOR'S EDITIONS OF SPY WHILE SUPPLIES LAST/ 
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OCTOBER 'Bb DECEMBER P8B 

PREMIERE ISSUE: A TRUE 

COLLECTOR'S ITEM! 

Jerks—Penn & Teller 
prank—Things That Are 
Confusing^The Ten Most 
Embarrassing New Yorkm 

DECEMBER *86,... 

BRATS 

Sid and Nancy vs. Ron and 
Nancy—New York Braes, 
by Paul Rudnick—SPY 
Celebrity Primer—Why is 
Oprah Winfrey? 

DECEMBER '87 

SEPARATED AT BIRTH? 
Yuppie Pom: the fantasy 
temptation of expensive 
eighties, objects—excessive 
seven-page bonus ‘‘Separated 
at Birth?” 

SEPTEMBER ’86.. 

SPECIAL LA ISSUE 

The CAA Client List—Be a 
Screenwriter With our 
Boddy-o-Matic—Malibu 
Apologists—Brits in 
Hollywood—A Tour of 
Hugh Hefner's Pad 

THE 1970s! 

Peggy SiegaLs PR Hell— 
The 100 Best Issues of 
Rolling Stone— Sadistic NY 
Ac ring Teachers— Harry 
Shearer in New York Rest¬ 
aurants With Dress Codes— 

You Wouldn’t Want to Be Bob Greene 

JAN - FEB '89 

MR. STUPID GOES TO 

WASHINGTON 

America's ten dopiest law¬ 
makers - Our commemora¬ 
tive Nancy Reagan life-style 
exam - Nouveau intellectuals 

NOVEMBER ‘89.^ 

WILD AND CRAZY VIPS 
Male bonding among the 
powerful - David Mamet, 
briefly - Our commemora¬ 
tive 1964 debut issue 
included! 

JUNE *90... 

WHOSE IS BIGGER? 

Business depends on their 
reviews - Sibling rivalry 
from Cain and Abel to 
Michael and LaToya 

Name 

Address 
: 

| Cir^Sweglp_ 
I 
! Telephone_ 

TgraL $_ For _ issues ^include $2 each for S&H) 

Paymtm Methud:: Q Chetlc/MO QViia _IMC CJAmex 

[ Credit .card#__ ____ _ . _ Expjfate_ 

Signac uit 

Enclose a check, money order or credit card information (no 
cash accepted; NY residents include 8-25% sales tax). Specify 
oyaolity, detach coupon and marl to SPY Back Issues, 49 

[ East 21si Street, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10010. Offer 
iirnited to the U,$, and Canada, Canadian residents, please 
Day additional U,$. 12-50 per item. Goad only while supply 
lasts. Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. Express service 
add $10 for 2 business day oelivery. Street address oilSy. 

-1 
(Check selections below) 

□ October ’86 Premiere Issue $35 i 
□ December '86 Brats $35 1 
□ December lB7 Separated at Birth $15; 
□ September 'SS LA I$$ue $15 1 
rj December '68 The 70's $15 
□ Jan - Feb '89 Mr. Stupid $15 ; 
□ November '39 Bohemian krove $15 1 
□ June '90 Critics' power $15 
□ July '90 Cheapskates $15 ! 
□ September *90 Faux Friends $15 | 
□ August '91 Swimsuit Issue $10 E 
□ September l91 Hollywood $10 
□ October l91 5th Anniversary $10 
O June l92 It'S A Girl $10 f 
□ September '92 Celeb Fun Book $10 
□ February '94 La Issue $10 
for other issues not pictured: 
□ 1987 - 1990 all Issues $15 | 
Indicate issue i 
□ 1991 - 1994 ali issues $10 1 
Indicate Issue 

JULY <90.a„a...aa....^ 

WHO IS AMERICA'S 

CHEAPEST ZILLION AIRE? 

Who cashed our checks for 
$.11?- Is AIDS researcher 
Dr. Rober Gallo a 
Machiavellian? 

SEPTEMBER 

WHAT PASSES FOR 

FRIENDSHIP 

Friends or social currency 
Top ten reasons not to 
pursue a career in show 
business 

AUGUST ‘91... (JJ) 

HOT SUMMF-R NUMBER 

Our completely gratuitious 
swimsuit issue - The lucrative 
afterlife of Gerald Ford - The 
free-failin’ Bob Dylan, inter¬ 
viewed 

SEPTEMBER 
HOLLYWOOD'S NEXT 

BIG THING 

Bruce Willis gives birth - 
David Duke’s dirry little 
secrets - L, Ron Hubbard 
vs. WjaJl Street 

OCTOBER ‘91.... 

SUPERFABULOUS 5TH 

ANNIVERSARY 

Life and times of Lisa Lyon - 
The SPY 100 - World's most 
powerful art dealers - meet 

the Wildensreirts 

JUNE in.... 

IT’S A GIRL! 

Contemporary human 
^Evolution didn’t stop 
with the Kennedys every* 
body our of the gene pool 
now - Gotti’s disloyal and 
gay underboss, joey 
Gravano 

SEPTEMBER ‘92.(J) 

CELEBRITY FUN BOOK" 

SPY's guide to famous misbe¬ 

havior - Wackenhut: 

America's secret secret police 
- America’s 50 stupidest col¬ 
lege courses 

FEBRUARY ‘94. 

LA. O.K.! 

Special annual L.A. edition - 
Mall Story-0*Matk - 
Networking at the sandbox 
level among the offspring of 
the rich and famous - 
Celebrity product endorsers, 
the new American royalty 

Nov '86, Ju!-Aug ’87, 
Dec *91, Jan-Feb ‘92 and 
Jui-Aug '93 unavailable 

J 
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Telephone Numbers 

B&D/S&M? A trusted name-sinee 1986‘in 

che fetish realm: Nancy Eva Miller. 

(908)284-8040. Mistress Eva says 

WELCOME BACK SPY MAGAZINE 
► + ■«■*■-I ■ ■■ + ■ *■* ■ + + *• H “ **■ §■ + » ■ I a P + « * + J P 1 + 8 * + •#■*■ + + B-P-I a H » + * 8f4 S + * P « a P + a ■+* P 

Dominant-submissive? Fetish? TV? Fn- 

celligtnc* intimate conversation, (908)284- 
8028. Love, A3L 

SECRET DESIRES...Engaging the Imaginal 

World of Men! Discreet conversations 

(415)206-9521- 
p pis pi irnfiiPTiiiti bti S + Sp i Sefar phti p pi irir + iB +1 p ri bpib I ii pi pii ppippiptSi ns 

BRILLIANT, ARTICULATE Dominants and 

seductive Submissives available for intelligent 

convc rsat ion. (215 )6Q2 - 2888. 

Gifts & Novelties 
SNOWDOMES BY MAIL. Weird and 

wonderful, GLOBAL SHAKEUP, 2265 

Westwood Blvd #618* Los Angeles* CA 

90064. Catalog $2 

Personals 

FREE! WORLD'S Largest Singles magazine 

"Cupid s Destiny," International listings* 

beautiful ladies, handsome men. Pictures* 

descriptions. Bov 5637-SY* Reno 89513 

LATIN AMERICAN LADIES! 
Marry a baiirt^til, faithful* oId-fa*b- 
ionafl, lady from Cantr*ySeuth 
Amari-ca like our Pr«*itl«nt and VP ditf! 

Call [7131 09 a 9224 *r wit* far a 
fr** Photc Brocbura and DfltaN* lw- 

T.LX. WORLDWIDE, INC* 
PhO, BOX 9E4994 

HOUSTON* TEXAS 77292-4994 

CLINTON SUCKS ■ 

(front) ( b*efc) 

air if»t~Kaiw BEEFY-T 1GC% cotton^ cdois on wtiite. 

SKJtSSIte 0H - PO BOX 37321 OHK Of * QRQER 
GAITHERSBURG, MD 23036-7321 

spy Order Form 
Fill out this form, and mail to: SPY Classifieds, 49 E. 21st 
Street, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10010, Include a daytime 
phone number and remember, all orders must be prepaid. 

WHAT I WANT MY AD TO SAY 

SKELETON KEY 
FITS MOST LOCKS 

i huklcicki, foortwkt A some pwabckil 
Afluw Tour Krkrrfi 

With A Lock ftckiiip [IfriKHKlialKni. 
Km pfl 1 si«d mewl Imwjn ihe Mj*f 
pick, jjtlfCiw LdtirwiiOTn A rnort, h'irtir: Ih-iv 

It HI Sc uwCl fvt dcmonxlntion, 
purport DdJ y! StliifftLlim l^uarmlMd nr 

Full Hrfurui; 2 ‘veck^ ikHurr, 
TP gfi lh« tUCMiilj; ifcvia. Send fim OM.V * U VftH to; 

MirkfCPt * « VI, HciUpjpjWT At NoJtfS 1 koek',*- %W 20H5D _ 

PENISES OF THE 
ANIMAL KINGDOM 

Com papa l tve m y tlmrl i. a J J I ifr p i (1 * 1 he m a I e copuklury 
Drgsm>i of veveril mimals, front m-im lo while Tenures ihe 
fin ccrL ike appendage of I he p*fpoi« penis, [he e Mended iitelhfi 
of intandmjity ojher geniioloaical oddiiit*. Aliiho&ripb 
of rare quail l> uulublc rlit framing anti display Includ-t* in msert 
cl descriptive lest. Ideal as an educational resource, decoration 
for home nr office, nr unique gif?. To order: lend SR.'^.I * S2 for 
boh ago i handHos 10 Sc^rcifk Novelty Co-, Bo* 673D. 
Blooming! oik IN -1T402, Please allots 1«o weeks for delivery 

i!nate: one lfne= 50 characters including spaces & punctuation) | 
I 

Name; _ < 

Apdress:_. . _ ! 

; Phone Number;____ 
i 
t 

Deadline for the SEptemher/Octaher SPY Classifieds - July 2 2* 1994 

I Deadline for the November/December SPY Classifieds - September lb, 1994 

' Questions? Call Lisa Furtong at (212)260-7323 

I______.___.___I 

To place an advertisement, send 

materials and check or money order 

to SPY Classifieds, 49 East 21st 

Street* Hth Floor, New York, N„Vr 

10010* attention*; Lisa Furlong* 

Please Include your daytime 

telephone number and address. For 

more information, please calf (212) 

260-7323 or lax (212) 260-7566. 

Classified Ads: $30 per line (two- 

tine minimum): S25 per line for two 

or more months. Classified Display: 

S 1 9 0 per column inch: SI SO for 

Ihree or more months. All orders 

must be prepaid. 

JULY/AUGUST 1994 SPY 95 
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T. . 

When Tinseltown was rocked by Tlie Little One, as the 

V i earthquake is now known, studios were forced to 

delay production on hit television shows like N) PD Blitz 

and SvhifvLL The bottom line suffered structural damage as 

days went by and new sound stages were sought out. The 

industry learned ars lesson, however, and by the nine LA, 

finally JhfiwW into the sea shortly into the new millennium, 

contingency plans had thankfully been made. Sure, there 

were a few losses—dolphins swam off with Tori Spelling's 

Lifetime Achievement Oscar—bur rlie show still goes on. 

W SPVJL LY AL til.S'l i 11.1.1 STHA'JJON 15V snVl-t.AkVl.lt 

"People in California do it lot oj stupid things. \\ c plant homes in Pitalic Palisades knowing that they 'd eventually going 
to jail in the math ■, - But m matter u hat. tf V still a great place.M—L. A* AUTHOR R K: 11A K D DlI. LC >N 
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Which one makes a 
beer taste great? 

□ Blondes in bikinis 

□ Sports stars 

O Catchy jingles 

□ Snow-capped mountains 
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